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Introduction 
Heavy ground vehicles, especially those involved in long-haul freight transportation, 

consume a significant part of our nation's energy supply. It is therefore of utmost importance to 
improve their efficiency, both to reduce emissions and to decrease reliance on imported oil. 

At highway speeds, more than half of the power consumed by a typical semi truck goes into 
overcoming aerodynamic drag, a fraction which increases with speed and crosswind Thanks to 
better tools and increased awareness, recent years have seen substantial aerodynamic 
improvements by the truck industry, such as tractdtrailer height matching, radiator area 
reduction, and swept fairings. However, there remains substantial room for improvement as 
understanding of turbulent fluid dynamics grows. 

Our group's research effort focused on vortex particle methods, a novel approach for 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Where common CFD methods solve or model the Navier- 
Stokes equations on a grid which stretches from the truck surface outward, vortex particle 
methods solve the vorticity equation on a Lagrangian basis of smooth paiTicles and do not require 
a grid. 

to handle the complicated, high Reynolds number flow around heavy vehicles. Specific 
challenges that we have addressed include finding strategies to accurately capture vorticity 
generation and resultant forces at the truck wall, liandling the aerodynamics of spinning bodies 
such as tires, application oftlie nietliod IO tbe GTS model, computation time reduction through 
improved integration methods, a c h e s t  poi171 trarisfor~ii.forparficle inetltod iri coniplex 
georiietrics, and work on large eddy simulation (LES) turbulence modeling. 

Near wall vorticitv 
We developed a repre.seritatiori of near-wall vorticity by inearis of a11 attacbed regularized 

skeet Tbis .sheet has several roles It iriteractr viscously with the rest ofthe flow, receives 
connibutiotis of eleriieiits close to the i d 1  dirririg a redistribiition arid helps irt capturiiig the high 
vorticify gradientr tiear the iilall 

This /art role i.r crirical iforie rieeds to accrira/eIy rirea,siire ,srre.r.re.s ar rite wall In  addiriort, ive 
irirrodirce a corrediort rbat 1ake.s iriro accoriiir [lie gradiem of vorricity, isliicli can be esririraredfroiii rbe 
rolirrioii of rhe pmiel soiiw (See Arrochriierir I )  

We worked to advance the state of the art in vortex particle methods, improving their ability 
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Spiiiiiiii$ bourrdaries 

I'he flow around spinning objects is of particular interest because it is encountered around the 
wheels ofheavy vehicles and will interact with the rest ofthe flow. It is also interesting because 
of its impact on the problem ofsplash-and-spray 

Because we use a vorticity based formulation along with a computation of velocities by Biot- 
Savart, we need to account for the vorticity inside any rotating ob.iect. This term, a volume 
integral, is not the best suited for our method which uses a surface mesh to represent boundaries. 
We thus switch to a surface integxal by application of Gauss's theorem. 

Results for three configurations involving a spinning sphere were accomplished recently 
The rotation axis ofthe sphere was aligned with the stream, set perpendicular to it, 01 ar 15" All 
cases were computed for Re=300 and a dimensionless spin velocity WR/U, of0.5, where W is 
the angular velocity. (See Attachtileiit 5, 

GTS Model 

Tlie flow ai.ormd the GTS model ims conrpured in  collaboiation isitl~ G lViidelniai?s 'group at the 
Universiti Catholiqire de Loirvaiii (UCL) 10 niah this r u n  ofj,dable. attached vortex elenieiits we,-e used 
on the /,-ant part ofthe ti lick and/, ee elements were introduced upstream oftlie region separation (See 
Attachnient2) 

Timesteppine 

reduce the work necessary to compute a given flow. One major area of inefficiency which 
remains largely untapped is the time integration process. 

snapshot o fa  very low Reynolds number (1000) truck model simulation By dimensional 
analysis, the local timescale is inversely proportional to the local strain rate tensor norm, which 
for the purpose oftliis illustration is taken to be particle strength (a choice which is approximate 
in that it neglects the symmetric part ofthe tensor). In a conventional timestepper-even an 
adaptive one-the CFL condition limits integration rate according to the strongest gradient in the 
flow. However, even at this unrealistically small Reynolds number, the mean strength is 
hundreds or thousands oftimes smaller than that ofthe strongest particles, so most of the flow is 
being over-resolved by the same factor. Performing timesteps which are adaptive per-particle, 
rather than per-step, could potentially reduce the computational workload by orders of magnitude 

Some multiscale integration techniques are available, but are not suitable for. vortex-based 
fluid flow problems, which operate over a continuous range ofscales and involve fairly 
complicated tree-based right-hand-side evaluation. 'The goal of this phase of research has been 
developnient o f a  new multiscale time integration scheme which is tailored to vortex particle 
methods. 

Because contemporary CFD is limited by the power of available computers, it is of interest to 

In Figure I ,  one sees a frequency distribution of the strengths of vortex particles from one 

Such a method has been developed and refined over the course of several years, and is now 
beginning to bear fruit. In Figure 2, one sees in the left column several snapshots o f a  simple 
vortex particle flow developing in two dimensions, with corresponding particle-specific timesteps 
on the right. 'The most significant challenge in developing the method was achieving decent 
scaling for large numbers ofparticles; the latest incarnation scales linearly with the total number 
of timesteps across all particles, as required. 

any order) and a number of successful tests have been performed, though more will be required. 
Rigorous order-of-accuracy estimates have been derived (the method can be made accurate to 
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Fast Closest Point Trarisfonir 

.A iieiv Characteristic /Oct  Tree (C/OT) algorirhiii for rhe closestpoiiit watiforiii, ivhich alloisr 
die  i~arrex code 10 work 011 arbiharilji coinplicared boirndary geotnetrie.s, was coiiiplered The 
algoritliin ivorks b j l  reparafitig space iriro fainilies of characreristic lilies of aii Eikotial eqnatioii, 
mid .sorfing rhein according lo hoie they inree,..sect cellr ofari oct hee This algorithm is iiow 
iniplenieiited arid used hi tiiaiij~ area.r ofthe code ger~erarion/iedistiibutioii ofparricles aroirird 
arbitrary geonzertier, raiiiplingfieldr, etc 

Tlieoretical LES work 

averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solutions to the filtered or time-averaged direct numerical 
simulations (DNS) they are designed to model. Due to the chaotic nature ofturbulence, the 
modeled solution is not generally the same result one would obtain by applying its simplifying 
assumption to an exact solution. The problem is not merely an academic one; understanding how 
a model relates to the flow being modeled is essential for choosing parameters correctly, which in 
turn is essential for finding and interpreting computed turbulent flows in the context of heavy 
vehicle aerodynamics. 

We are investigating the implications of a new theoretical concept which treats L,E.S as an explicit 
ensemble averaging procedure. We al,ro iiiiwrigated the posribilify of represeiitiiig the large- 
eddies of rirrbirleiice by a ser of i~ortexfilaiiierirs The rerrilfs are given iii arracliriieiitr 4, .5, arid 6 

(See Arfachrneiit 3) 

There is ongoing debate on the relationship of large eddy simulation (LES) and Reynolds- 

Conclusions 
Ora. Vortex method development has gone mostly according to plan; developments ;\mean it 
should now be possible to simulate complicated flows around truck bodies, including those 
around rotating tires Time integration techniques have improved, although these improvements 
are not yet backported into the main code. Work began on rhe development of Large Eddy 
Simulation ensemble theory, and a i~orrexfilaiiienr approach fo LES was explored 
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Abstract. In vortex particle methods one is concerned with the problem of 
clustering and depletion of particles in different regions of the EON. The overlap 

method, In this paper we consider facocentred cubic (FCC) lattices for particle 
redistribution in three dimensions. This lattice is in fact the most natural way 
to  pa& spheres (the FCC is also laown as a closest-sphere packing lattice). As 
a consequence, a point has 12 equidistant close neighbours rather than six for 
the cubic lattice. The FCC lattice thus offers some symmetry properties that  
should prove useful for a number of reasons, e g , the core overlap issue A few 
results for this scheme are presented The problem of two colliding vortex. rings 
a t  Re = 250 and 500 is studied with both the FCC and cubic lattice schemes. 
This problem subjects the vortex tubes to a quite strong stretching field and can 
amply test the quality of the lattice and the remeshiog. 

PACS numbers: 47 32 Cc, 02 70 Ns 

of the vortex blobs is indeed of primasy importance for the convergence of the 
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1. Introduction 

Vortex particle methods are based on the representation of the vorticity by a set of Lagrangian 
elements The quality of this representation is critical for the convergence of the method Because 

and form gaps along axes of extension 
Two very U e r e n t  approaches to maintain an approximately uniform distribution stand out 

In one, the particles are split or merge depending on the flow locally [1]-[3] This usually results 
in a non-controlled growth of the number of particles Another method consists in redistributing 
particles onto a Iegular lattice. A number of schemes have been proposed (see [4] for a review) 
They are usuallp designed to  conserve the first moments of the particle distribution and/or to 
distribute the new vorticity field smoothly onto the new points 

These families of schemes are normally based on a regular cubic lattice; they are built in 
one dimension at first and their ex-ension to two and three dimensions is straightforward by use 
of a @%or product These schemes . . have . . . . been . . . used with a spatially varying resolution but even 

In this worlc, we intxoduce a new family of schemes based on the face-centred cubic (FCC) 
lattice. I t  is also called a closest-sphere pacl;ing lattice because it is in fact the natural way to 
padc spheres. The motivation for this nwlc is that this lattice is naturally close1 to  the spherical 
nature of the particles. For example, in flows with a boundary, it also may be helpful to have 
an isotropic cloud of particles near the wall to reduce noise in quantities measured at the wall 

This paper is organized in the following manner: the incompressihle flow equations are 
presented &st, with the vortex method, the FCC lattice and particle redistribution, the results 
and the conclusion following 

2. Three-dimensional incompressible flow 

We solve the vorticity equation for an incompressible flow in an unbounded domain: 

c;,, 
-6% i;;..' 
---c 
,.- (2.. L&2: 

r?=--. 

pzj 
<'> 
C-J 

.~~~~~~ 

they are Lagrangian, the vortex elements can rapidly cluster along principal axes of compression 

,:-. ..: 
ps 

<>Z? so they are still'bked on a cubic lattice [5]-[7]"' 
p.. 
t ~ T z  -. 

Dw 
Dt -= (Vu) ' w + vV2w 

V . u = O  (2) 
where u(o, t )  is the velocity Geld, Y is the kinematic viscosity and w = V x u is the vorticity 

A Helrnholtz decomposition is used to determine the velocity: 
u = v++ v x 1/, (3) 

with V 1/, = 0 Here Q is a scalar potential and the corresponding velocity is irrohtioual II, is 
the streamfunction which is related to the vorticity by the Poisson equation: 

(4 )  v*1/, = -w 
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FCC lattices and particle rcdistribuiion in vortex methods 

3. Vortex me thod  

The vortex method is based on the representation of the vorticity field by a set of N Lagrangian 
particles: 

N 

L;j(s,t) = - y c i ( a : - s i ) c Y i .  (5) 
;=I 

The particles have a position m i  and a strength ai = w d s  The streamfunction, the velocity 
and its gr adient can be  computed by means of a Green function. This Green function is associated 
with the kernel used to  represent the particles One then uses the velocity and its gradient t o  
move the particles and update their strengths, respectively 

The basis used to  represent the vorticity field is not necessarily divergence free whereas 
w = V x ZL is clearly solenoidal., This second Seld allows the design of some relaxation methods 
for 12 [E, 91 and allows the monitoring of the divergence enor deEned by 

= 15 - wI2 d z  (6) J 
This divergence problem can be alleviated by a certain choice of the numerical evaluation of the 
stretching term in equation (1) 141 

4. Particle redistribution 

As mentioned above, the voitex particle method is subject to problems of clustering and 
depletion This is 
called particle redistribution This process is characterized by the or der of the highest conserved 
moment, the width of the stencil (i e how many paxticles are generated for one particle of the  
old set) and the smoothness of the interpolation function used 

It is worth noting that the redistribution scheme can also help reduce the divergence erxor 
The particle pattern inhences the quality of the particle interactions; these interactions at close 
range play an important role when one computes the velocity and its gradient and also when a 
viscous scheme is used 

A solution consists in creating a new set of particles on a regula lattice 

A more thorough discussion can be  found in [4,7] 

4"1, The face-centred cubic lattice 

The cubic lattice has been so far the only lattice used for these redistributions The voltex 
element method is a grid-& method (with the exception of the redistribution); the geometrical 
pattem of the particles therefore should not have any iduence on the convergence of the method 
provided the pattern is regular 

The FCC lattice offers such a regularity and a150 some interesting symmetry properties 
This lattice is lrnonm as a closest-sphere paclcing lattice; it is one of hvo lattices that pack the 
most spheres per unit volume (the other one is the ~ K Z Q ~ O ~  close-packing (HGP) lattice) 
We chose the FCC because it is possible to E t  a coordinate system that is vexy helpful 
in the design of the scheme A node of this lattice has 12 equidistant direct neighbours 
against six for a cubic lattice and there are four planes with a mesh parameter h passing 
through a node (three for a cubic) This lattice is not diiGcdt to generate if one considers 
it as the supe~position of tluee families of two-dimensional hexagonal lattices, A, B and C in 
figure 1 

Journal oFTurbolencc 3 (2002) 046 (- , ~ . . I~ ) 3 





FCC lattices and particle redistribution in vmtw methods 
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Figure I. The FCC lattice and the interpolation function: the three families of 
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L 

hexagonal planes used to generate the lattice and the isosurface T V ~ ~ ~ ,  = 0 25 - 
.r &. 

L,?:?PJ7 4.2. The interpolation function 

The second component of the redistribution is the interpolation rule TV one uses to  create the 
new set of particles, 

i(F-.- . -  
p.2 

For the cubic lattice, several families of scliemes have been introduced. The great majority of 
these are based on the tensor product of one-dimensional interpolation functions For the FCC 
lattice, such a construction is not possible; the interpolation function has to  be built in three 

Vie designed a continuous second order interpolation function that is analogous to the three- 
dimension& Witches Hat AI fnnction for a cubic lattice., This Iule redistributes a particle onto 
the vertices of the containing tetrahedron or octahedron (four or six points respectively) This 
function is defined by pieces; i t  is a linear function inside a tetrahedron and a piecewise linear 
continuous function inside an octahedron. This function wes built to conserve circulation and 
its first moment and to ensure continuity with the linear function inside the tetrahedra of the 
stencil. This piecewise definition is visible in the isocontou in figure 1, Analytical expressions 
and C functions are available at  I , , Y , L  -en html. 

Notice that it is straightforward to generate smoother 
interpolation functions with a wide1 stencil The convolution of ow scheme by a closcst-point 
distribution function yields a scheme with the same moment conservation but with one more 
level of continuity Improving the conservation properties talces more work. 

5. Resultr; 

Our test consists in two colliding vortex rings This configuration deforms the set of particles 
and thus tests the quality of the core overlap through the simulation. There are two sets of 
results.. The first one is a well resolved case at Re = 250 where we compare two second order 
schemes, the A1 in the cubic lattice and our FCCl scheme. The second set of results is at 
Re = 500 with a coarser resolution (thus under-resolved) and we consider the two second order 
schemes along with a third order scheme Mi The redistribution hequency (once every tan time 
steps) N ~ S  the same in all our tests 
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Figure 2. Re = 250: numbei of paticles and divergence erxor 

Figure 3. Re = 500: number oi pmticles and divergence error 

5.1. Re = 250 
"\NJ Because of the different lattices used, we deiine the grid Reynolds number as Re,, = -+- 

I t  will depend on the actual density of points. The Iesults in this section were obtained 
a t  Re,, 3 12 -.+ 4., The FCC lattice introduces fewer points than the AI scheme and 
shows the same divergence eiror (figure 2). The enor decreases for t > G JS the rings 
ate decaying. 

5.2. Re = 500 

We now consider the under-resolved case, Re,, 3 27 --t 13 One can now notice a significant 
dserence between the two second order schemes. The error for the FCCi scheme stays 
a t  the level of tile Mi which introduces far more particles because of its wider stencil 
(figure 3) 

J O W ~ ~ I  or T W M ~ ~ C ~  3 (zooz) OOB (.- , . . -a ) 5 





FCC iatticcs and padcle redistribution in vortcx methods 

6. Conclusion 

We have introduced the &st representative of n new family of interpolation schemes based on 
the FCC lattice Our scheme has two outstanding features 

(i) Thanks to the many symmetries of the FCC lattice, it is moIe compact than an equivalent 
scheme in a cubic lattice. This results in a slower growth of the number of paxticles because 
of a tighter halo of new particles around the set of old particles 

(ii) Symmetry is also beneficial to the overlap of the particle cores and allows better 
communications behveen the particles even under stretching We have observed a significant 
effect in the divergence error for high Re,, cases 
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Abstract 

Several contributions to  the three-dimensional vortex element method for incompress- 

ible flows are presented We introduce redistribution schemes based on the hexagonal 

lattice in two dimensions, and the face-centered cubic lattice in three dimensions. In- 
terpolation properties are studied in the frequency domain and are used to build high- 

oIder schemes that are more compact and isotropic than equivalent cubic schemes 

We investigate the reconnection of vortex rings at small Reynolds numbers for a vati- 

ety of configurations. In particular, we trace their dissipative nature to the formation 

oE secondary structures 

A method for flows with moving boundaries is implemented. The contributions of 

rotating or deforming boundaries to the Biot-Savart law are derived in terms of surface 

integrals. They are implemented for rigid boundaries in a fast multipole algorithm 

Nea1-wa11 vorticity is discretized with attached panels.. The shape function and Biot- 

Savar t contributions of these elements account for the presence of the boundary and 

its curvature. A conservative strength exchange scheme was designed to compute the 

viscous flux from these panels to free elements 

The flow past a spinning sphere is studied for a Reynolds number of 300 and 

a wall velocity that is equal to half the free-streani velocity. Three directions of 

the angular velocity are considered Good agreement with previous numerical and 

experimental measurements of the force coefficients is observed Topological features 

such as the separation and critical points are investigated and compared amongst the 

configurations 

Finally, preliminaIy results for flapping motions are presented Simple rigid ge- 

ometries are used to model a fish swimming in a free-stream and a flapping plate. 
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Chapter 1 

The T hr ee-D iiiiensional Vortex Element 

Method 

1.1 Introduction 

Vortex element methods have been growing in popularity since the early 1980k As 

their name indicates, they are based on the discretization of votticity-a quantity that 

has a compact support in mmy physical problems-thereby making this approach 

interesting 

The discretization itself comes in various sorts: filaments, sheets or particles. This 

last family has shown the most dramatic progression. The treatment of the distortion 

of the elements and the development of deterministic viscous dgoritluns have allowed 

for accurate long-time siniula,tions During the 199O’s, wa.11 boundary conditions and 

faster algorithms were developed to handle high R.eynolds number incompressible 

flows in two and t h e e  dimensions In recent years, we have seen the application to 

compiessible and reacting flows 

The present work biings contributions to  several areas of the method A partic- 

ular focus is on the development of a framework to handle moving and deforming 

boundaries This opens the way to the simulation of spinning blufl body flows and 

flapping motions, such as those encountered in biological flows. 

This first cliapter gives a comprehensive review of the vortex elenient method for 
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incompressible flows, with emphases on the approaches and problems that we inves- 

tigate in later chapters. We end this chapter with m overview of OUI contributions 

1.2 Fundarnenkals 

1.2.1 Hypothesis and Equations 

Vorticity 

We a e  studying the three-dimensional incompressible flow of a viscous fluid Let us 

start with the Navier-Stokes' equations 

v.u=o, 

The vorticity, w ,  is defined as 

w = v x u  

The term (Vu) u in Eq. 1 1 can be remitten as 

(Vu) u = v " (uu) 
u . u  

= w x u t - V  (,) 
With this last result, the curl of Eq 1 1 beconies 

v x -- + w x u + v  (7 t - 5 ) )  = V x Y V 2 U  (: 
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Continuing to simplify, we have 

aw 
Ot 
- + v  x (w x u) = vv'w 

and finally, we have the evolution equation for vorticity 

Dw 
nt - = (Vu) w + v v 2 w  

where the right tenns correspond to a stretching effect and a viscous diffusion respec- 

tively 

Stream-Function and  Velocity 

The pIevious equation allows the computation of the evolution of the vorticity field 

if the velocity is known This is made possible through the use of a stream-function 

+ We consider the Helmholtz decomposition of velocity 

with the gauge of + set as V .J, = 0 Taking the curl of Eq 1 5 yields the following 

Poisson equation for +: 

V.J, = --hl (1 6) 

The computation of the velocity field therefore requires finding + and coniputing its 

curl 

1.2.2 Discretization 

A Lagrangian method considers the evolution of elements which represent small ma- 

terial volumes l; An element is carried by t h  local flow and carries the integral of 

some intensive physical quantity j ,  ep = Jvp j d Y  We will refer to this integral as 
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the strength of the element We can therefore write the following evolution equations 

for the position xp and strength ap of an element, 

where Leibniz's theorem was used 

In the context of vortex methods, the physical quantity f is the vorticity w. For 

an incompressible three-dimensional flow, the use of Eq 1 4 in Eq. 1 8 yields 

__I d x p  = u(xp) 
dt 

((VU). w + vV2w) d x  d t  

= (Vu(xp)) mp t. u kD V2w dx , 

where we use a center point rule to evaluate the first term 

We note that OUT problem has now become a system of ordinary diffeirential equa- 

tions and that we still need to compute its right-hand side. 

1.2.3 Field Computations 

Two main families of methods have been proposed to compute velocity from Eqs. 1.6 

and 1 5 On the one hand, gridbased solvers have given rise to the so-called Vortex- 

In-Cell-VIC- methods (see Cottet and Koumoutsalios, 2000, sec,. 8..2 and references 

therein) in which v01.te.x strengths are distributed onto a grid and the velocity field 

is computed using Eqs. 1 5  and 1 G and interpolated a t  the particle positions This 

liind of approach is effective for peiiodic problems, but must be modified to enforce 

far field boundary conditions 

On the other, we use a second approach which is in a sense, grid-less, and implicitly 

imposes boundary conditions at infinity. We consider volume elements where the 
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distribution is singular and the strength is concentrated at  the particle center, 

w = apb(x - xp) 
P 

We caii then use the fundamental solution of -V2: 

-V’G(x,x’) = 6(x - x’) (1 12) 

G is also called the free-space Green’s function In three dimensions, i t  is given by 

(1 13) 
1 G(x,x’) = - IX -xi\-‘ 

4lr 

and is a radial function which we will write as G(lx - x’i) from here on 

approach, field computation thus amounts to a summation over the elements 

In this 

where we introduce K = VG 
This approach however can encounter stability problems because of the singulari- 

lies the velocity field displays (Winckelmans and Leonard, 1993) Instead we employ a 

regularized distribution foi the particles w, = E, ap~,(x-xp), where CJ is a smooth- 

ing radius (,, induces smooth stream function and velocity contributions G, and K,,, 

respectively 
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In our implementation, co is a Gaussian, 

One can find more thorough discussions of the topic of this section in Winckelmans 

(2004) and Cottet and Koumoutsakos (2000). 

1.2.4 Viscous Term 

The second teim in Eq 1.11 still needs to be computed Several techniques have 

been proposed Random-walk methods move the elements in a Biownian motion 

fashion (Chorin, 1973) Re-sampling methods act on the stIengths of the elements 

by sampling the exact solution of the viscous diffusion of singularities a t  the particle 

locations Our approach follows the method of Degond and Mas-Gallic (1989) which 

is known as the particle strength exchange (PSE) scheme It is based on an iritegral 

representation of the Laplace operato1 In Et3, one can indeed write 

which, integrated over the volume of an element, yields 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 
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The kernel qu has to satisfy moment conditions (Degond and Mas-Gallic, 1989, Cottet 

and Iioumoutsakos, 2000) We have 

sisjqu(x)dx = 6ij for i, j = 1,2 ,3  

Z: '$ , I~ , (X)~X  = 0 for il + iz = 1 01 3 5 dl + iz 5 7 + 1 (1 21) 

J 
J / 1x1'+*qo(x)dx < 00 

One technique to build a kernel 7 consists in using the function C 

(1.22) 

wliicli in tlie case of the Gaussian yields the same Gaussian. If one considers a pair 

(JI, q )  of vortex elements, the integral of Eq 1 20 has a siniple expIession 

(1 23) 

which shows that the scheme is conservative Plounllians (2001) proved the convei- 

gence of the PSE for particles with a smoothly varying core size u This result allows 

the use of coarse1 particle distributions in the wake of bluff body flows (Chapter 6) 

1.2.5 Wall-Bounded Flows 

There are many challenges when dealing with boundaries. I(oumoutsakos et a1 (1994) 

and Kounioutsalos and Leonard (1995) introduced a scheme to account foor vorticity 

creation at tlie wall This scheme is based on the model of Lighthill (1963) and 

consists in  the incremental introduction of vorticity in the fonn of vorticity sheets 

at the boundaries At every application, the sheet enforces the no-slip condition 

Because this sheet 7 appeaIs within a time step bt,  the compatibility with a Neumann 

boundary condition is immediate 

(1 24) 
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The sheet strength, 7 ,  first has to be found using a boundary element method, and 

then difised into the Row Chapter 4 wi!! cover this topic 

Boundaries also affect the order of the method because the interpolation and 

integration over the elements assumes an unbounded space. Our spherical test func- 
.. 1 .  1 1 ., 1 1 . I , .  ~1 I:. . .* I .  ._, 
(rlUllb let, SUlllLf " U L L I t i I L y  1';- a ' lu3D Ll lG u"u,:n'y @diu W I Y  rryuiir iulliy'r"l''g " Y C  YC" 

with images to cancel spurious viscous fluxes through the wall Chapter 5 introduces 

attached elements with specific test functions to alleviate this problem. 

1.2.6 Vorticity Divergence 

One issue that is peculiar to three dimensions is the divergence problem Vorticity is 

the curl of the velocity field, and as such, it satisfies 

v w = v  ( V x u ) = O  (1.25) 

In two dimensions, this condition is met because w = wz(z, y) e, In three dimensions 

however, the discretized vorticity field will differ slightly from a solenoidal field This 

problem is discussed further in Chapters 2 and 6 

1.3 Numerics 

1.3.1 Field Computations Acceleration 

The summations in Eq 1.14 and 1.15 imply a O(N2) cost when one computes the 

fields a t  the positions of all the elements, thus making i t  intractable even for modest 

problem sizes 

If we consider the sum for a k e d  x, we notice that the contribution of a remote 

cluster of' particles can be closely approximated by the influence of one virtual particle 

located at the center of the group This is the central idea of multipole expansions 

and tree codes; the set is sorted geometrically and hierarchically into a tree and a 

branch cell contains information about tlie particles i t  (or its offspring) contains,. 
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One also needs an error control algorithm so to keep the approximation accurate 

to a prescribed level Tile summation now reduces to a tree traversal. For a given 

branch, tlie recursion consists in computing tlie interactions of its offspring if the error 

criterion is not met or stopping at the branch and using its multipole information 

otherwise The loop is initiated by starting with the root cell 

There are evidently variations on this idea For more information, one may r'efer 

to Barnes and Hut (1986), Salmon et a1 (1994), Salmon and Warren (1994) and 

Winclelmans et a1 (1995) 

1.3.2 Clustering and Depletion 

Because vortex elements follow the Aow, they tend to cluster along a x s  of compres- 

sion and become depleted regions of stretching This affects the convergence of the 

method, which is based on integration and interpolation over all space I-Iistorically, 

the first convergence results foi the three-dimensional method were derived by Beale 

and Majda (1982) One may refer to Cottet and Koumoutsakos (2000) for a recent 

proof and a complete historical list of references. 

A central idea of these conmrgeiice results is that the error grows with some 

power of h,/u and 8, where h, is the spacing between the particles and r of the 

highest vanishing moment of the mollilj.ing function The Gaussian of Eq 1 16 has 

r = 2. It is therefore important to keep a regular set of overlapping elements Several 

techniques have been designed in this regaid; we use particle location processing- 

redistribution which creates a new undistorted set of elements from the old one This 

technique was used in all OUI siiiiulations and will be covered in details in Chapter 2 

as we investigate new arra.ngements for the particles 

1.3.3 Time Integration 

Anderson and Greengard (1985) showed that, for an inviscid problem, the time inte- 

gration stability condition does not affect the convergence of the vortes method: i e , 
the convergence rate is O ( d  t bt') where s is the order of the time integration In 
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practice, this theoretical unconditional stability is tempered by other factors such as 

the divergence problem 01 the presence of boundaries 

We use a second order Adams-Bashforth (AB?) scheme A Runge-Kutta 2 (RK2) 

scheme is used at the start, or when we have to restart the integration after a redistri- 

Ducion i n e  scabiii-cy 01 but:  rafi iii~,t:gia~ei WILU u s  IJ L U I I W , L ~ ~ ~ W  vy {L wwdtoIw,  

2001) 

~. --- . ,  * - - .  I . 1 ,  r- l  

(1 ..26) 

As mentioned above, there is no Courant-Friedrich-Levy condition, relating the 

particle size to the time step, 

(1 27)  

FOI a bounded flow however, a time-step too large will lead to particles crossing 

boundaries Other 

expressions moxe suitable for a Lagrangian method have been proposed: 

‘This last quantity will therefore be monitored near the walls 

A last condition concerns the mesh Reynolds number 

For vortex methods, there is a more appropriate expression, 

lwl- h2 Re,, = 
v 

It is not independent from the two preceding conditions since 

(1.28) 

(1.29) 

CFL = Rei, T ~ S E  (1.31) 
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1.4 Overview 

Chapter 2 presents an alternative to the existing redistribution scliemes based on 

the face-centered cubic lattices Compactness and isotropy are benefited from the 

symmetry properties of this lattice. 

Chapter 3 studies the physics of the reconnections of vortex rings from va~ious 

standpoints and in particular, the energy spectrum 

Chapters 4 to 5 present work that broadens the applicability of the method to 

moving and deforming geometries The case of spinning spheres at Re = 300 is 

considered in Chapter 6 ,  Chapter 5 proposes a new element class to represent near- 

wall vorticity to alleviate regularization problems in those regions These elements 

also implement some of the boundary conditions required in flows with deforming 

and rotating boundaries Chapter 17 discusses preliminary results for flapping and 

swimming motions 

Chapter 8 concludes th i6  thesis. It includes a discussion of OUI results, and direc- 

tions of future work 
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Chapter 2 

Face-Centered Cubic Redistributions 

2.1 Introductioii 

As we have seen in Cliaptet 1, the vortex element method strongly depends on in- 

tegration and interpolation In particular, this translates into accuIacy degradation 

when our inteIpolating elements get too far apart 

One can follow a few different spproaclies to tackle this problem One approach 

consists in  progressively introducing new elements in the domain While elegant, this 

approach requires a costly algoritlm to find the new elements’ positions and strengths 

(see Gliarakhani, 2001) 

The other approach is to build a whole new set of elements from the old ones. This 

process must take place every few time steps in order to prevent the particle distribu- 

tion from getting too distorted. This redistribution process consists in interpolating 

the new strengths at  the nodes of a new non-distorted lattice 

2.2 Redistrihutioii Properties 

A Iedistribution scheme lias two components: a lattice and an interpolation function 

The term lattice is preferred to mesh because it remains a nialliematical object and 

can span an unbounded region of Be3 Concretely, the lattice nodes are never stored 

in an array; they are generated on deniand 
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Ploumhans and Winclcelmans (2000) proved the second order accuracy of the par tide 

strength exchange for elements with a smoothly varying size. One can thus use a 

stretched lattice for problems wheIe it is interesting to vary the resolution This 

method will be applied to the simulation of bluff body flows in Chapter 6 and 7 

Lhe interpoiation ruie wiii be chaIacGerizea in w u u  ui  ibs suuuLiuiess, UI& UT 

accuracy and support (Fig. 2.1) We will introduce and generalize some results from 

Cottet and Koumoutsakos (2000) A central result concerns the order of interpolation 

Figure 2 1: Redistribution in  one dimension: the strength of a particle of the distorted 

set (open circle) is redistributed onto four nodes (solid circles) 

Let us define the new particles with positions xp and strengths ffp as 

in terms of the interpolation function PV and the old positions and strengths f, &q 

If we consider an interpolated quantity 

discrepancy we introduce can be written as 

(x - xp)  e g vorticity 01 velocity, the 

P P 

The e1101 behavior will thus he dictated by the factor inside the square brackets, 

which we can express as 

(* h ") f(x - CP) = 2: @(XI q,) - $(x- x,)) w 
4 

(2.2) 
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To obtain the above expression, we have imposed 

W(x - q) = 1 ,  
R 

u4-1LAi is physically equivalent to the conservation of circulation In order to  bound 

f, we espand about x - xq, 

xo - zp 
f ( x  - XP) = (-1)'B' (x, - %)@8ppr/(x - XJW ( ) , (2 4) 

R IPI=1 m 

where f i  = fil I '  p, are n-tuples with Ifit = f i ,  + ' -t- fin I t  is readily seen from 

tliis last expression that tlie momeiits of W will chaiacterize the error behavior, i e ,  

if 

(2 5 )  

then 

E Î 0 (h") (2.G) 

One may refer to Cottet and I\oumoul;sakos (2000) for a full proof 

Our work focuses on the development and study OF interpolation functions W on 

a different family of lattices For tliis reason, we introduce a notation that ieflects tlie 

arrangement of tlie new points x, = hRn, in the fashion of Merserau (1979) and Van 

De Ville et a1 (2004) R is the matrix whose coluinns are the principal directions of 

the lattice Let us also define the matrix R = (R-')' which d e h e s  a dual lattice h 
is the lattice step atid being just a resealing, it will be dropped From the remainder 

of this clmpter for the salie of clarity 

Let us now consider the properties of the Fourier transform of the interpolation 

kernel The switch to Fourier space will indeed facilitate the development ol lligh 

orda schemes. Theorem 7.2 1 from Cottet and Iiouinoutsalios (2000) and SchoenbeIg 

(1973) can be generalized to multi-dimensional cases and any kind of lattice as Follows 
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Theorem 1. Consider the interpolation formula 

The formula i s  of degree m if the following two conditions on g (k )  = 

hold simultaneously: 

bV(x)e-ib dx 

g(k) - IRI has a zero of order m at k = 0,  (2.7) 

g(k) has zeros of order m or higher at all k = 2nRn (n # 0)  (2.8) 

Proof Let us consider the interpolation function in lattice coordinates x ;  by definition 

we have for V ( x )  1 V(q)e-'("+2rn) qdq = V (s + 2n.n) 

Following Cottet and Koumoutsakos (ZOOO), we multiply both sides by eZnnX, sum 

oveI n, then use the Poisson summation formula on the left-hand side: 

We now reinhoduce the physical coordinates x = RX and define W as V ( x )  = W ( x )  



( 2  11) 

wliere we let k = Rr;, the physical frequency We then proceed as in Cottet and 

Kouiiioutsakos (2000): we develop eilCR" about 0 iii tile left-hand side and use the 

coiidit,ions 2 7 aiid 2 6 011 the right-hand side 

The identifica.tioii of the coeficients of k sbows t1ia.t the interpolation is of order 

m O 

2.3 Hexagonal and Face-Centered Cubic Redistri- 

butions 

2.3.1 Lattice Properties 

The face-centeEe,d cuhic lattice c,an be introduced iii a couple of diffeiciit? ways, through 

iiiat,liematics 01 crysta,llograpliy, for example Let us first c.onsider the latter pe,ispec- 

tive A lattice can IX defined in terms of a. unit cell It is the siiiipiest repeating unit 

in the crystal, has parallel oppositc faces, and its edgps connect equivalent points of 

the lattice 

The fa.ce-centered cubic 1a.ttice bears its na,iiie fioiii the configuration of its unit 

c.ell (see Fig 2 2) It is cubic and has additional latticc! sites a i  tlir ceiitei of its faces 
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X 

Figure 2 2: Face-c.entered cubic lattice: uilit cell 

The FCC la.ttice can also he constIucted as the periodic stack of two-dimaisional 

hexagonal lattices with tlie spacing between the layers at &/3h, (Fig 2 3(a)) There 

are three hexagonal lattices iii a peIiod A, B and C; if B lies at the origin of the coor- 

dinate system in Fig 2 3(b), A is shifted by (-1/2, - - d / G )  and C, by (1/2, d / G )  

This coiistiuctioii schenie liighiights an outstanding feature of this lattice: it cor- 

iespoiids to tlie packing of spheres As a inatter of fort, the FCC lattice is one of 

two lattices that pack spheres the iiiost densely It is also called the Cubic Close 

Paclung lattice The second lattic,e to achieve this is tlie Hexagonal Close Paclring 

lattice which is built from the paclcing of two families of hexagonal lattices 

On a side uote, the questioii of finding tlie deiisest arrangement of spheres is an 

old and famous problem in rnatliematics Kepler (Strena sue de nive sexaigula, 1611) 

coiijectuIed that the CCP,- or FCC- a id  BCP lattices offered tlie deimst arrange- 

iiients wit11 a density of & N 0 74048 This coiijecture was studied for centuries, 

starting with Gauss (1876) and proved only ~eceritly by Hales (1992, 1997a,b) 

The equivalent close-paclcing lattice in two diiiieiisions is obviously tlie hexagonal 
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(a) Unit, cells and hexagonal planes 

X 

(b) Hexagonal lattice; 

Figure 2 3: Face-centered cubic 1a.ttic.e: construction with t,liree families of hexagonal 

lattices 

one which we used in the construction of Fig 2 3(h)  

inteiest of tlie iiiiage treatment community (hlersei a.u (1979) aid Vau De Ville et, a1 

(2004)) On the one liand, it can lie the pixel pa,tterii of a sensor t h t  wilt produce 
digital images with the same paftern On the other, it caii lie interesting to resa,iii- 

ple and worlc on digitized images of t h t  iia,ture for their treatment liecause of the 

properties of the hexagonal lattice, e g edge recognitioii, etc 

This lattice alrea.dy has the. 

The advanta.ges in our fra.me-work are also abundant Tlie \Ehl indeed uses test 

and smoothing hunctions that liave splieiical-cyliiidrical in 2D-symmetiy The close 

pacltiiig pi opetty is associated wit11 vely good symmetry and isotiopy; a lattice site 

is suirounded by 12 equidistant iieiglibois, compa.red to G foi a cubic lattice These 

1ia.tur.d properties can lie heiieficial in  severa.1 ways: 

1 The cole overlap issue: Vortex elements on a FCC lattice will supposedly display 

a Better beliaarior when subjected to strain 

2 R.edistiibut,ion functions: The lattice syiiiiiiet.ries can be used to design mole 

isotiopie and coiiipct scbemes 
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3 The interaction with boundaries: Tlie numerous symnietxies will help re,duce 

noise in qmntities inemured a t  tlie wall 

Finally, let us mention that the matrices R and R for the hexagonal and FCC 

lattices are given in appendix A 

2.3.2 Interpolatioii Functions 

Due to tlie nature of the close-paclcing lattices, we cannot use the tensor product 

of known one-dimensional functions to interpolate tlie particles strengths onto the 

new sites Tlie use of tlie lattice c,ooxdinates would indeed lead to a non-isotropic 

xedistribution The scheme coiistruction has to be caxried out in  two and three 

dimelisions from the start We propose two methods to build interpolation functions 

for the hexagonal and FCC lattices 

Splines 

In a first approach, one call use tlie same idea as for one-dimensional splines It 

consists in stax ting from tlie lowest oIder “closest-point” function and then taking 

successive convolutions of this function with itself For two 01 three dimensions such 

a function is also called the indicator function of the Voronoi cell C(Van De Ville 

et a1 , 2004) and is defined as 

(2 12) 

wliere m, is iiunibex of lattice sites which that position is equidistant to (i e , in 3 

dimensions, 2 on a face, 3 or moxe on an edge, etc ) By definition, the tiling of 

this function ovex tlie lattice sites forms a partition of unity and by consequence, the 

volume of tliose cells is x(x)dx = /RI We define the functions 5, as 
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(a) Hexagonal (b) FCC 

X 

Figure 2 4: The 1iexagoiia.l and face-centered cubic lattices and tlieir Voronoi cells 

(2 13) 

(2 14) 

where we introduced tlie following nota.tioii for the coiivolution 

One sees that all the Zm’s will too f o m  a. partition of unity Interestingly enough, t l ~ e  

ruiictioiis foi 7n. I 1 show second or,der a.ccuracy Tlie Fourier transform of To is a. sinc 

fuiictioii (see Van De Ville et a1 , 2004, I1 B); it vanishes at the dual lattice sites except 

the origin, *O 2nRn = /det (R)I 6, and its successois will therefore preseiit the 
second order roots a t  the lattic,e sites iiecessary for second order interpolation 
0 

An analytical construction sclieiiie is described in Va.11 De Ville et a1 (2004) for the: 

hexagoiiai lattice but it selves a. purpose different horn ours It builds iiicreasiiigly 

smootli spliiies wit11 a growing support whereas we are 11101e interested iii increas- 

ing the ordei of the redistribution (Eq 2 5) and in Iteeping tlie support small, tlius 

preventing tlie cica.tioii of too iiiany iicm elements 
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Compact High-Order Schemes 

The nature of tlie FCC and hexagonal 1attic.es allows tlie desigii of simple second order 

schemes, represented by a piecewise linear function In 2D, this yields the simple 

sc1ie.me represented in Fig 2 5(a) In the three-dimensional case, the interpolation 

construction is a bit inore tedious To keep the scheme compact and toliow tile 

hexagonal lattice example, we need to consider redistribution inside the tetrahedrons 

and the octahedrons that constitute the face-centeied cubic lattice In a tet~ahedron, 

the function is linear Inside a octahedron, the function is built piecewise linear to 

he isotropic, second order, and Iemain coiit,inuous acioss these different regions 

These schemes (given in Appendix A) are arguably the most coinpact second 

order scheines The hexagonal scheine redistributes onto three points Three degiees 

of freedom are needed to conserve the first two riiornents In three dimensions, the 

FCC scheine redistributes onto four or six points when four degrees of freedom are 

needed With their sinall support, good conservation properties, and relatively simple 

analytical expressions, they constitute an interesting starting point to build smoother 

and higher order interpolations 

As a first step following the method desclibed above for the splines, we tale the 

convolutioii of these simple schemes by thernselves and obtain C2 schemes (Fig 2 5(b)) 

In doing so, we inc,rease the support of our interpolation 

The second step consists of increasing the oIder In the fashion of Monaghan 

(1985), we use the ansatz: 

f@(X) = AW f Bx V1V (2 15) 

Tlie generalization of this result to several dimensioiis and any type of lattice will 

be facilitated in Fourier space Let us assume that the Fourier transform I/il has, as 
described in theorem 1, a zero of order m at the origin and zeros of order p 2 m + 2 

at the sites of the dual lattice An example of such a function is the second order C2 
hexagonal function, for wliicli m = 2 and p = 4 (Fig 2 6) We can use this m.-order 
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Figure 2 5: Second ordei hexagonal schemes 
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Figuxe 2 G: Fourier txausforins of the second order hexagonal schemes 
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sclieiiie t o  build a. (m  + l)-order sclienie: 

I?~(x)=(1+-)lii’+-x’V14/ n. 1 
m m ( 2  16) 

Proof Let us consider the FouiieI transform of lil, 

~vliere 71. = V k is tlie nunilm of dimensions 

We will now solve for A and B to ineet coiiditioii 2 i I$ - 1R.I and IC . Vl$ both 

have a. zero of oIder m, a.t zero In order to have I?/(O) = IRI, we need to iiiipose 

A - n B = l  (2  18) 

We can increase the order of that root Developing Eq 2 17 about 0, we get 

M” 
m! I%(k) = IRI i- (-l)m-k” - Bk ‘(7 + 0 (k“‘”) 

”“ k” + 0 (k7lIq.i) ( 2  19) 
Mu = IR/ + (-l)m-k” - B ( - l ) m  
m.! (.n - I)! 

wliere I /  is a na-tuple, 1 < i+ < n., k” = k,,, k,? kvp ,  and summation o ~ e i  vi is implied 

The syiiiiiieti-y of the mth derivatives tensor was also used If one cliooses B = l /m,  

the extreiiiuiii a,t zero will be of order m + 1 

Finally, tlie condition 2 8 will IJR satisfied as  well because tlie teiiii, -Bk 01% 

0 

Using this result for the second order 6’ functions foi the hexagonal and FCC 

lattices, we obtain tlie schemes shown in Fig 2 7(a)  and Fig 2 8(a) We see t1ia.t along 

with a iiioic com]iacf: support (I2 and 40 points, respectively), the Hex and FCC 

still has zeios of order p - 1 2 m, t 1 a t  all the dual lattice sites Rii 
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Figure 2 7: 'I'hird older schemes in the Hexagol~al (Hi) and cubic (At:) lattices 

schemes show better isotropy than their counterparts on a cubic lattice (Fig 2 7(b) 

and Fig 2 8(h)) built hom the tensor product of ID sclienies 

It is interesting to realize that this order iinprovement could also he applied to a 
second order scheme in a cubic 1attic.e This will obviously yield a scheme different 

hoin a tensor product of third order sclieines Let us consider tlie A4; scheme. in two 

dinic~lsions Built from tile tensor product of one-diniensional schemes, i t  is 

Now applying the above construction in 2D to tlie scheme A44(x,y), we get 

( 2  20) 

This sdieme has the same order and level of continuity a s  the regular Mi, but as 

shown in Fig 2 9, the lobes so characteristic of the tensor product have disappeared 

One inconvenience though is the behavior of the scheme at the origin The sclieme 

does not reach the unit value, A4~i~o(0,0) = This is also true to a lesser degree fo1 
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Figure 2 8: Third older sclieiiies in the FCC (F;)  and cubic (A{,;) lattices 
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Figure 2 9: Isotropic third order sclicme in the cubic: lattice A t ( i s o  
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tlie tliird order FCC scheme, Fj The value a t  0 is 0 95 The tliird order 1iexa.gonal 

scheme does reach 1 

These two schemes tlieiefore redistribute a particle aheady at a lattice site onto 

several sites, creatiiig a sliglitly wealcer par t ide surrounded by weak particles with 
nnriti.ln hTld na,T"tb,? nr,?irlrtc 
I----"- - u 

2.4 Applicatioiis 

2.4.1 Implementation 

While the liexagoiial fuuctioiis could all be deIived analytically, tlie high ordei FCC 
functioiis had to he computed The convolution of tlie Co scheine b y  itself and the 

gradient of Eq 2 1G were computed in Fourier space We then switched back to 

physical space to genetate a look-up table 

2.4.2 Test Cases 

Oux test corisists in two colliding vortex rings This configuration deforms the set 

of particles and tlius tests the quality of the coIe overlap tlirougli tlie siniulatioii 

There are two sets of iesults The first oiie is a well resolved case at Re = 250 where 

we compare two second order schemes: the A1 in the cubic lattice and our FCCi 
sclienie The second set of results is at R.e = 500 with a c.oarser resolution (tlius 

under-resolved) and we coiisider the two second order schemes along witli a third 

oIder scheme, Mi The. redistribution frequency (once every ten time steps) was the 

same in all of our tests 

Re = 250 

Because of tlie different lattices used, we define the grid Reynolds iiuniher as Rerl = 
~ \ r ' / ~  + It  will depend 011 the actual density of poiiits The results in this section were 

obtaiiied at Reh N 12 i 4 The FCC lattice iiitIoduces fewer poiiits than the hi 
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schenie and shows the sa,nie divergence error (Fig 2 10) The error decreases for I z G 
DS the rings a ~ e  decaying 

t I 

(a) Number of pait,icles (b) Field etror 

Figure 2 10: Colliding rings a t  Re = 250 

Re = 500 

We now consider the undei-Iesolved case, Re/, N 27 - 13 Oiie can now notice a 

significant difference between the two second order scliemes The e~ro r  for the FCC, 
scliciiie stays a.t, the level of the A!.; which intioduces far niore particles because of its 

wider stencil (Fig 2 11) 

2.5 Conclusioiis 

We liave introduced the fiist representativcs of a new fa.inily of interpolation scliemes 

based 011 the face-centered cubic lattice Our schemes have two outstanding feaf;uies: 

1 Thanlrs to the nia.ny syiiinietiies of the FCC lattice, they ale nio~e compact, 

than the equivalent schemes in  a cubic lattice This results in  a. slowei Sowtli 

of the nunibel of paitides because of a, tighter l ido  of iiew pa.rt,icles a.iound the 
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(a) Number of particles (b) Field error 

Figure 2 11: Colliding rings at R.e = 500 

set of old particles At the end of our runs, the nuinbe1 of elements for the FCC 

lattice was found to be N 15% lower than in the case of the equivalent cubic 

scheme (A, )  

2 SymnietIy is also beneficial to the overlap of the particle coIes and allows fox 

better comniunication between the particles, even under stretching We ham 
observed a significant reduction in  the divergence errs for high Re,, cases 
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Chapter 3 

R,econiiection of V~r tex  Rings 

Reprinted with permission froin Chatelain, Kivotides, and Leonard (2003) Copyright 
2003 b y  the American Phpical Society 

3.1 Iiitroductioii 

In flow plienomena as diverse as quantum (Iiivotides et  al , ZOOZ), magnetic (Cliris- 

tensson and Hindma.rs11, 1999), and incoinpressible (Leonard, 1985) fluids, it is useful 

to study the pliysics of turbulence by modeling the systeni as a collection of tubular 

flux loops \diich in tlie case of vortical fields are called vortex filainents A n  intrinsic 

property of such highly structured systeins is their ability to dynan~ically cliange their 

topology via reconnection niecha~~isms Does this change in topology afIect in  turn 

propeI ties of Ruid tmbulence like interinittency and scalar-iiljlcing (whicli depend di- 

rectly 011 the structure of the flow) 01 the dynainics of energy in wavenumber space? 

Or is it tile case that reconnection events are not generic a.nd &us, have no direct 

impact on the mean properties oi turbulent flows? The aim of this chapter is to ad- 

dress tliese issues by fully resolving the Navier-Stoltes dynamics of interacting vortex 

rings lor three simple geometries having great potential for illuminating tlie physics 

of ~econnection., Altliougli the flows considered are not strictly turbulent, the hope is 

that in  a future structural approach to the problem of turbulence, a significant part of 

tlie Row complexjLy could be lraced Imck to the pliysics of sinular vortex interactions 
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Incompressible voItex reconnections have an extensive bibliography (for a Ieview of 

the work up to 1994, see Kida and Tal~toka (1994) and Kerr and Hussain (1989)) In 

Pelz (1997), Shelley et al (1993) and Pumir and Ken (1987), reconnections of vortex 

tubes were considered with an emphasis on the possibility of singularity formation 
n o  Ro -L PA ln Win&nlm?n? I1005\ the c t r n n i r  i n t n m r - t i n m q  hotizincm imrtev T i n o s  

1 .  v _ _  -.- .~ 

were computed with the interest in developing numerical methods and turbulence 

models rather than in focusing on the physics of reconnection. In Aref and Zawadzki 

(1991), it is discussed how a linked vortex configuration could be achieved starting 

from an unlinked initial state, and in Zawadzki arid k e f  (1991), it is considered l~oow 

the mixing of a non-diffising passive scalar is aIfected during vortex ring collision. 

The reconnection of two approaching (but not colliding) vortex rings was studied 

experimentally in Schatzle (1987) and theoretically in Ashurst and Meiron (1987) 

This chapter extends these studies by considering g a m i c  vortex coilfigurations and 

by capturing more features of vortex reconnections in a turbulent flow. 

3.2 Method 

We solve the Navier-Stokes equations for an unbounded tluee-dimensional incom- 

pressible viscous flow We employ the vortex element method introduced in Chap- 

ter 1, along with the face-centered cubic redistributions discussed in  ChapteI 2 

3.2.1 Diagnostics 

We calculate the global kinetic energy E and enstrophy $1 defined as 

(3..1) 

R = J w  u d x  (3.2) 

For unbounded flows, the relation between kinetic energy and enstrophy is 

d 
d t  -E = -dl (3 3) 
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3.2.2 Spectrum 

1% also compute the evolution of tlie spectrum of tlie kinetic e1ier.g E(/;) n4iicl1, i n  

terms of tlie Fourier traiisfonii of vorticity 

(3 4) 

is de%ied as 

E@) = - 2 r ) 3  i, .' h* dill: , (3  5) 2 .i 1+1: 
where dRB denotes sin Ob dol: d$,:, the solid aiigle element i n  spherical coordina.tes The 

calculation of tlie spectrum requires a double sunmation over the vor tex elements 

whicli results to O(N')  complexity Because of this, the calculation oi the spectrum 

is iiiucli more costly tliaii the solution of the Biot-Savart law. Since tlie iiuinber of 

particles grows substantially during our siiiiulatioiis, from around at t = o 
to S IO5 in tlie end, our computational resources did not alloiv us to compute the 

spectra for all times The details of tlie derivation aiid iniplemeiitation are given in 

Appendix B 

= 5 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Configuration 

All calculations were done with tlie same R.eynolcls number: Re = = 250, wliere I' 

is tlie ciiculatioii of one ring aiid v is tlie liiiieniatic viscosity This small value of Re 
was dictated 11y the coinputational cost and the need for ~vell~-resolved reconnecbion 

regioiis All tlie rings have the same initial r., All of our coi~clusions are conditioned 

upon the relatively small value of Re, as .rvell as on the. coninion iiiitia.1 circulation 

and should not be extrapolated uncritically to other settings The initial vorticity 

distribution in the cross-section of eveiy ling is Gaussian with a cutof? 
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t= 0 I= 0,.4 

r=3.2 

t = O 8  t =  1.6 

Figure 3 1: Vortex rings in an offset collision: contours of vorticity (from t = 0 to 

2 4, the contour is w = 0.15wE2; for t > 2.4, it is w = 0 025wk:)  

where r is the distance to the core center, 0 is the core radius, and wo is the azimuthal 

vorticity We chose 0 = 0.05R (where R is the radius of the ring) to ensure that the 

rings are still thin when reconnections OCCUI . OUI results were made dimensionless 

in the following manner: t = $, x = .' R'  w = r where t', XI, uf are dimensional 

We studied three conligurations. In the first case (Fig 3 I), the initial rings are 

placed at a distance of R/4 apart in the z direction, offset by R along the y axis and 

they move in opposite directions along the z axis. 

In the second case (Fig. 3.2), two rings of different radii ( R  and R/2) and of initial 

separation R/4 are moving in the same direction along the z axis, with the center 

of the small ring on a collision course with the circumference of the large one The 

small ring has a larger self-induced velocity and catches up with the large ring. 

Finally, in the tl&d case (Fig. 3 3) ,  the two rings are linked at 90°, a ring going 

through the other in its center. One is moving in the positive z direction, the other 

in the positive y direction. 
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i=08 t=1 2 
- 

t =  1.6 

Figure 3 2: Vortex rings of differeiit; radii: contours of vorticity (from t = o to 2 4, 

the contour is w = 0.15wL::; for t > 2 4, it is w = 0 OSwh;:) 

t = O  

L = 6.,4 
I 

t = 8  1 t = 9 6  

t = 4  8 

L =  10.8 
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24 31 o - ~  
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Figure 3 4: Vortex rings in an offset collision: evolution of the energy spectrum 

3.3.2 Discussion 

Ail three evolutions lead to ring reconnection (Figs 3 I, 3 2 and 3 3) and have common 

features. The latter will be discussed liere in the context of the fust configuration, 

observing that the phenoniena are the same for the other two cases. The spectrum 

at t = 0 (Fig.3.4) has the characteristic oscillations of the spectrum of isolated vortex 

rings and a cutoff at the scale of ring core radius u = 0 05, k = 120. Ow results 

(Figs. 3 1 and 3.5) suggest that the Ieconnection starts approximately around t = 0.G 

and ends around t = 1.75 with a duration At, = 115. Specifically, as the iings 

approach each other, they stretch and deform near the collision points so that their 

respective voIticities become locally anti-parallel.. The two ends of this stretching 

region eventually become reconnection kinks where in the absence of singularities, 

the strong vorticity gradients are smoothed out by diffusion. This is also seen in the 

graphs of the global quantities (Fig. 3,5) where the beginning of the reconnection 

process corresponds to a hump in the graph of R and t o  a steepening of the slope 
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1 2  1 
0 S O L .  

Figuie 3.5: Vortex rings in an oflset collision: lcinetic energy and enstrophy 

of E(1) between t = 0 G and t = 1 4 Our calculation predicts that the filament 

core radius increases froin the initial value uo = 0 05R to tlie value at reconiiection 

u, = 0 12E clue to diflusioii. Using this latter value, we calculate the viscous time 

scale t,, = u:/u = 0 3G., Scaling the convective ring velocity with r/4irl3, we estimate 

the time needed for a ring to traverse 0;: t, = 4 ~ R u , / r  = 15.. Tliese times are of 

the same order as At, ; this indicates that botli viscous aiid convective pheiioinena 

participate in tlie reconnection physics The relative magnitudes of t ,  and At, are 

different froin tlie ones in Schatzle (1987) wliere the Reynolds number was 11300 and 

the viscous time scale was therefor?: niucli larger than tlie duration of reconnection. 

After some time (Fig. 3 G), we can say that two new rings are foriiied., The pairs 

of Nanieiits betweeii the reconiiectioii regions at e stretched further as the new rings 

move apart from each other (t = 1 G to 5 G) These stretched vorticity structures are 

responsible for a continued transfer of energy to the smallest scales until these struc- 

tures are dissipated away This conclusion is supported by tlie results displayed in 

Fig 3 4 The initial esponeiitial cutoff of the spectrum gives way to a non-exponential 

region (although it still reiiiains very st,eep) foi t 2 0 8 The spectrum still has an 

espoiieiitial cutoff that lies outside the range of Fig 3 4; this cutoff corresponds to 

scales close to tlie particle core size Betiveeii t = 0 8 aiid 2 4 there is a significant. 
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t =  1.6 t = 2.4 

Figure 3 6: Voitex rings in an offset collision: contoui of vorticity and vortex lines 

at t = 1 6 and 2.4; the transparent contour is w = 0 025 wk:; the vor tex lines in (a) 

and (b) weie chosen to pass through the vortex core center (the maximum value of 

w )  at a location away from the reconnection kinks; in (c), a few neighboring lines are 

also shown for t = 2.4 

decay of the energy spectrum for k < 20, but little change for k ;5. 20 This last obseI- 

vation indicates that in the small scales of motion, an approximate balance between 

energy transfer from large scales due to stretching and local energy dissipation due to 

diffusion is temporarily attained. This conclusion is also consistent with the vorticity 

structure shown in Fig,. 3,7 where it is observed that between t = 0 8 and t = 2.4 

(the time of the last spectrum calculation), the vorticity magnitude in the secondary 

structures (where the global maximum of vorticity resides) stops increasing and in 

fact it decays slightly. 

It is conceivable that foI Re numbers higher than 250, an intermediate scaling 

range that is in between the k-l and k-' regimes could appear with inertial type 

of scaling It is also expected that with iucreasing Re number, the hump observed 

in the global enstrophy during the reconnection could become more pronounced and 

(according to the previous discussion) shortex in duration 
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t = 0.8 
r------ I 

- 1  

x 

-1 5 

/ I  0 1 2 4 8 12 15 /I 
0 5  -0 5 

t, = 1.6 m 

t = 2.4 
I 'I 

0 5  -0.S 0.5 -0.5 

Figure 3 5: Voi tex lings in an oirset collision: contours of vorticity magnitude in the 

plane I = 0 fxoin t = 0 8 to  3 2 
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In conclusion, we studied three generic vortex ring configurations and we found that 

in all cases, the rings reconnect This suggests that reconnection is a common phe- 

nomenon in vortex filament encounters and perhaps also in tuxbulent flows In addi- 

tion, we obseIve an intensification of dissipation whicli is local in time and could be 

a mechanism contxibuting to turbulence internlittency. 

A by-ploduct of reconnection is the forn~ation of stretched structures with anti- 

parallel vorticity wliicli transfei energy to the smallest scales where it is rapidly dissi- 

pated.. Without tllis energy redistxibution in wavenumber space, tlie decay of global 

kinetic energy would have been slower Tllis important effect depends directly on 

the details of the initial vortex configuration (compare with experiments in Schatzle 

(1987)) The observed intensification of small scale motions lunts to an enhancement 

of small scale mixing of passive scalars with S c  3 1 

The excited Kelvin waves represent a fast mechanisni foi energy tiansfer, but 

the small Re numbe~ of our calculations is not suitable foI understanding their full 
importance. In particular, they are confined to low wavenumbers in opposition to the 

Kelvin waves observed in reconnections in quantum fluids (Kivotides et al., 2001) 

This is because quantum filaments ale inviscid and have a very thin core (g - 0.1 nm) 
so that lligh wavenumber Kelvin waves propagate without damping even for rings with 

small circulation. 

Besides illuminating important physics, tlie present work will guide future intro- 

duction of phenomenological reconnection models into vor tex filament computational 

methods In this way, the applicability of tlie latter methods will be extended to flows 

with complex vorticity configuations. 
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Chapter 4 

Flows Around Rotating aiid Deformiiig 

Boundaries 

4.1 Iiitroductioii 

Tlie Lagrangian nature of tlie Vortex element method 11ldies it quite appealing for 

exteriial flows arouiid comples aiid evolving geometries Tlie applications are iiuiner- 

ous An obvious one is the family of biological flows whicli cover a wide range of 

Reynolds numbe~s, with insect flight in the inediuin range of Re N 100 i 300 This 

chapter focuses on the additional steps needed i n  tlie Gainework of voites methods 

to account for tlie rotation or cleforination of the bouiidaiies 1% cover sonie funda- 

mentals and esistence Iesults in Section 4.2; we then study tlie Biot-Savart boundaqy 

t e rm in Section 4 3 In Section 4 4, we consider tlie boundary conditions on vorticity 

Finally, we discuss the conseIvatioii of global quantities for such flows in Section 4.5. 

4.2 Kiiieinatics 

In afirst step, let us consider the flow extetior to aset  of bodies n;(t), i e R’\LJ{Sli(t)] 

as our flow donmaiii We coiisidei the usual €Ielinlioltz decomposition of the velocity 
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field, 

u = u,+ug 

= vx*+od, 

where we fu: the gauge of + as V 3 = 0 

incompressible flows. We therefore have 

We restlict ourselves to the case of 

2 v *  = - V x u = - w ,  

024 = 0 

Boundary conditions have to be imposed on the velocity field with the no-slip con&.- 

tion at the solid boundaries 

and possibly a free-stream velocity 

4.2.1 Extended Dornain and Fields 

The development of field computations and boundary conditions can quickly become 

tedious if one considers the domain R3 \ U{Qi(t)} The extension of the fields to 

P3 facilitates our work, even more so in the case of deforming boundaries. More 

explicitly, we consider the ex%ensions of +, w and u to Et3,. The extended velocity 

field may therefore have some divergence inside the immersed bodies since general 

deformations may involve some dilatation, 

If we make the required assumptions about the regularity of the velocity field, we 

can apply Poincark’s formula (Brard (1973) and Cottet and Koumoutsakos (2000)) 
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1 

Figure 4.1: Bounclar-ies and sign coiiventioii 

G (x - x') (-n x .-(XI)) dS i- G (x - x') ( r j  (x') dx' 

-G (x - x') (-n . u-(x')) dS i- -G (x - x') (B I 

u(x) x E ni = I  n x E R 3 \ n i  

and outside n; 

G (x - x') (n x u'.(x')) dS i- / G (X - x') w (x') dx' . 83\URi 

-G(x - x')(n. u+(x')) dS + -G (X - X') (B ~ U(X')) dX' 
R ~ \ L J R ~  - 

=O 

x E un; 

We assunic that there is no through-flow, i e , 11 u'- = n u- The sum of the two 
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above equations gives us an expression for the velocity in the extended domain R3 

(4 9) 
U(X) = (Kx)  * W U ~ ;  - K * Guni + (KX) * wRJ\u!>, 

+ 1 K(x - x’) x r(x‘)dS; 
uan; 

where K = VrJG The different terms on the right-hand side of Eq 4 9 deserve sonie 

attention: 

o uURi is the vorticity inside the bodies present in the flow; 

o G~~~ is the dilatation V . u inside the bodies; 

o wR3\un, is the vorticity present in the flow; 

m ‘y = n x (u+ - u-) are bound vortex sheets which have to appear in order to 

enforce the linematic condition of Eq 4,.5. 

For boundaries that move as if they weIe the boundaries of rigid objects, the first 

two items can be simplified, the vorticity ”inside” the bodies reduces to twice the i~  

angular velocities ZWi, and the dilatation is null 

Before proceeding, we introduce the notations ui, wi and 0 4 ;  these will refer to 

the laown velocity, vorticity and divexgence fields inside the deforming object s2<, up 

to and including 8CL; 

4.2.2 

Let us now concentrate on the boundary vorticity term This term is an unlcnown that 

is solved for tluougli the enforcement of the boundary conditions.. One can consider 

either through-flow or slip cancellation at the wall,. If we use the latter, we have to 

consider. the limit of the tangential component of Eq., 4.9 for x -+ xanr, 

Boundary Vorticity aid Integral Equations 

u . t + ( Ues* ’- - yx l l+  J K x s . l d S ) - t ,  
2 uani 
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where ueSL regroups the first three terms of the right-hand side of Eq 4 9 and the 

vectors t lie in the local tangent piane If we match this vdue to the tangential wall 

velocity, we obtain 

(4.11) 

Well-Posedness 

Eq 4 11 is a kedholm equation oE the second Idnd which justifies our earlier choice 

of the no-slip condition; this guarantees well-posedness when we switch to finite di- 
mension spaces for the solution, i e , we use a panel dlscretization. 

Existence 

Braid (1973) considers the existence issue for Eq. 4 11 without the projection into 

the local tangential plane (.t) 

(4  12) 

The esistence condition requires that the right-hand side he orthogonal to lie1 (T*),  
tr.luch is formed by the functions [(x’) = const n ( d )  The condition is then 

n .  (u,,~ - ui) = 0;  
. I uan; 

By the divergence theorem, we have 

which is satisfied because V . u; = V ucSt = gi inside ni 
Because we use the projection above, this existence condition is implicitly imposed 

We should however verify that the no through-flow condition will be enforced as well 
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We have 

for x E CLi (u - (Kx) * wn, + K * on,) can therefore be expressed as the gradient of 

a harmonic field 4, inside the boundary i2i 

Solving Eq 4 11 thus sets 4, to a constant on ail; By the maximum principle, (3 is 
constant in ili, thus implying that u n = d+/dn = 0 

Uniqueness 

Uniqueness issues will appear if the operator on the left-hand side of Eq 4 11 has 

a non-trivial kernel This in turn will depend on the topology of the problem; non- 

simply-connected dS1, will allow non-unique solutions This is the case for a n y  object 

in two dimensions and for objects with holes in three dimensions 

For such cases, dim(ke~[T]) additional conditions have to be enforced; they are 

found by applying Kelvin’s circulation theorem to irreducible loops in the domain 

(Cottet and Koumoutsakos, 2000) For the moment, we will restrict ourselves to 

simply-connected geometries 

4.3 Boundary Contributions 

Eq 4 9  shows that the velocity used in Eq 1.9 and 1 1 0  must include additional 

contributions from the objects in addition to the usual Biot-Savart terms (Kx) * 
w p \ ~ , ,  and I,,,, K(x-x‘) x 7(x’)dS, if there are bound vortex sheets We proceed 
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and call these contributions u b i  

$* and 4 6  for the correspoiiding stremi function and potential, 

(4., 16) 

(4 1’7) 

These terms are volume integrals which may not liave a convenient discretization; 

one night rather have a panel representation of the bouidar:y hi addition, h s e  

terms involve quantities that are not ltnown in practical problems Indeed, let us 

consider the swiinniing motion of a fish wkere the kinematics are imposed One may 

not redistically know tlie velocity field and deformations inside tlie fish and will only 

impose the displacement of the skin of the fish Similarly, from a physical point of 

view, tlie details of the deformations inside the objects should not have an influence 

on the velocity field iii the flow For these remons, the present section covers methods 

to traiisfonii those volume integrals into surface integrals 

4.3.1 Rigid Objects 

In the case of a Iigid object, the dilatation souces are null aid the vorticity is a 

coiistaiit equal to twice the angular velocity 1% start honi the stream function: 

If we iewrite the Green’s function 

(4 18) 
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we obtain, by the divergence theorem 

(4.20) 

(431) 
((x - x') . n) (x - x') - 3 - dS(x') Wi n 

[x - x'[ i 

n (x - x') + (x - x') n + ((x - x') n ) I  

i (4.22) 
3 ((x -x') ,, n) (x - x') (x - x') 

.t 5 Ix - x'[ 

3 Ix - x'[ 

d W )  

Contour Dynamics 

One can notice that by taking the curl of Eq. 4.3, we obtain the following expression 

v 2 u = - v x w  (4 23) 

which is at the basis of contour dynamics (Zabusky et al., 1979) If we consider 

patches of constant vorticity in three dimensions, V x w is only non-zero and singular 

at the boundaries of the patches We apply Gxeen's function to obtain an alternative 

to Eq 4.21, 

(4.24) 

This approach, while yielding a simple expression for the velocity, makes no provision 

for the stream function Also of interest is that the velocity is not expressed as a curl; 

the error made in the multipole approximation could therefore have some divergence 
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Implementation 

The integrals 4 20, 4 21 and 4 22 ccan be evaluated with a panel description of the 

boundaries As fol the regular Biot-Savart law, we have to accelerate their computa- 

tion through the use of niultipole expansions We detail this procedure in Appendix D 
along with the development of the error bound 

4.3.2 Deforiiiing Objects 

In the case of geneial defonnations, it is far more dificult to find a surface-based in- 

tegral W e  present some expressions for velocity Using the idea of contour dynamics, 

we have, for constant volume deformations, 

The second term can be rewritten in terms of velocity, tlianks to the identity V x 

V x u = V(V .’ u) - V2u with ‘D u = 0, 

ub(x) = E] G(x -- x’)w;(x’) x n dS - 1 G(x - x’)V2ui(x’) dx’ (4 26) 
ani i ni 

We can then use Green’s second identity 

to obtain 

G(x - x’)wi(x’) x n d S  - J V:,(G(x - x’))u;(x‘) dx’ 
i ni 

u b ( x )  = E] 
ani 

(4 27) 
uiV,(G(x-x‘))  - G(x.-x‘)Vx~ui) . n d S  

We see that the second term is null because x lies outside the objects ni 
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A similar approach can be followed for dilatation. For irrotational flows, one has 

v2u = v u .  (4.28) 

which gives us the expression of velocity 

We can use the identity above, this time with V x u = 0, and the second Green’s 

identity to find 

One can then combine the results 4.27 and 4.30 for general deformations 

+E/  (uiVx~(G(x-x’))-G(x-x’)Vx~ui)-ndS 
ani 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

This exp~ession involves the velocity and compoiients of its gradient at the surface 

It  can be simplified to 

uiVx,(G(x - x’))) . n dS. +qi i (  (4 32) 

We then note that the factox involving the gradient and divergence of ui can be 

reananged We decompose the divergence into its components in and out of the 

plane 

(4,.33) 
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where V" is the in-plane gradient 

an /& = 0 The second term can then be combined with the term -(Viui)l n 

By definition of the surface normal, we have 

to cancel the normal derivatives We can thus write the contributions of general 

deforniations as 

n t (V;,. ui)n) dS 

n dS 
(4  35)  

Not suqxisingiy, this last expression is more coinplicated than the one for tigid ob- 

jects. Nevertheless, it meets the physical safeguard mentioned at 'die beginning of 

this section; it only involves the surface velocit,y or its derivatives in the plane of the 

surface. 

4.4 Vorticity Boundary Conditions 

The problem of vorticity boundary conditions has two characteristics of note It 
involves the introduction of vorticity at the boundaries We follow Lighthill's model 

in  this respect (see Iiounoutsalios et a1 , 1994) and this approach yields a Neumann 

boundary condition on the tangential vorticity flus The second aspect of vorticity 

boundary conditions is the solenoidal character of vorticity Tlie vorticity lines in the 

flow must connect to the ones inside a spinning or deforming object This translates 

into a Diriclilet condition on the normal component of vorticity at the wall, 

This section will focus on this last condition, as the other aspects liave been covered 

in Chapkr 1 Let us malie the assumption that we have a regular set of particles 
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(a) Neumann (b) Dirichlet 

Figure 4 2: Method of images: homogeneous boundary conditions 

close to the wall In one dimension, this would correspond to particles located at 

x, = (z -I- 1/2)h One is then confronted with the problem of the inadequacy of the 

unbounded smoothng functions for elements close to the boundary 

Some elegant solutions using images have been proposed in the context of viscous 

algorithms While developing a one-sided test function is possible, it is relatively 

easy to complete the set of elements nexl to the wall with images across so that we 

can still carry out the integration in Eq 119 oveI HBR These image particles will 

be placed across the boundary, symmetxically so that this augmented set of elements 

constitutes a good interpolation basis We write fot an interpolated quantity 

with xb = -xp The sttengths of the images can then be chosen accordingly: ab = ap 
enforces dj /ch(O) = 0; ab = --cyp imposes f(0) = 0. One can refer to Ploumlians 

et ai. (2002) fox an application in three dimensions where homogeneous Neumann 
and Dirichlet conditions are respectively imposed on the tangential and notmal coni- 

ponents of vorticity. 
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Figure 4 3: Method of images: heterogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition 

A lieterogeneous Dirichlet condition can be similarly derived Thanks to our 

images, we have 
R * 

m d  by symmetry, 
1 
2 

n n. 

Ch((zp) = Chc(z;) = - 
p=O p = o  

The boundary condition .f(O) = fo will thus be set if we set the image strengths to 

I ap = 2hfo - a 77 

In three dimensions, the above only applies to the normal component of vorticity; 

the tangential ones are treated with a zero flus condition (Ploumhans et a1 , 2002) 

For surfaces with modeiate curvatures, we will therefore build images with a position 

and a strength given by 

4 = xP-2dn (4.36) 

Q; = (2 (wi I n) 14 - 2cr, n)  n + ap , (4.35') 

w h e  n ,  the local normal, is defined as the direction of the vector joining the closest 

point on the surface to the paIticle and rl is the norm of that vector 

This scheme implicitly assumes a Rat surface As a result, its efficiency is contin- 



Figure 4 4: Method of images: heterogeneous Diricldet boundary condition in three 

dimensions 

gent on the smoothness a i d  regularity of the surface We will see a scheme degra- 

dation in regions of high curvature and on s h a p  edges A first order correction that 

accounts for curvatwe would require a more elaborate image construction 

4.5 Conservation and Diagnostics 

4.5.1 Linear Diagnostics 

We are considering flows whose vorticity fields have a bounded support. For such 
flows, we can write (see Batchelor, 1967, 2 9) 

Ls w dx = 0, (4 38) 

'rhs identity holds for inviscid and viscous problems and bounded flows too, if we 

include vorticity inside the objects We should then have 

(4.39) 
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FOI deforming objects, we can transform this last condition into a surfac,e-based one 

For a set of iigid objects, it reduces to 

/ w dx = -2 w* VOi(c&) 
, W\Uff, i 

(4 41) 

This will be of interest wlien we solve for the boundary vorticity For a. simply- 

connected geometly, our solve1 should indeed conveige to a solution that satisfies 

Eq 4 38 In the viscous case, the c.ondition will have to he enforced on the flux of 

voiticity that enters the. domain and will depend on the, kinematics of the boundaries 

If the voi tex sheets are hound to the surface, a. local result can be derived Eq 4 38 

is indeed based on tlie identity V w = 0; if we consider a. small volume at the wall 

(Fig 4 5), we see tlmt 

V, y = q  n ,  

w1ie.n V, is the divergence in  tlie plane locally tangent to the surface 8Ri 

( 4  42) 

Figure 4 5: 1nvisc.id Aow arouiid deforniing boundarics: divergence of the bound 

vortex sheets 

Let us now conside1 the lima1 impulse The idcntity 

l x  x V x a d x =  (N- 1) 1, adx - I,, x x (n x a )  dS (4 4.3) 
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is valid fox a simply-connected volume V We apply it to the velocity field u in 

P3 \ URf 

x x (n x u) d S ,  (4  44) 

thexehy assuming that the objects Ri axe simply-connected 

4.5.2 Quadratic Diagnostics 

The kinetic energy is not conserved fox viscous flows We derive an expression for 

bounded flows 

where we used the relation f . (V x g) = g (V x E) - V . (f x g) We then have 

(4 45) 
1 

(u x @) ndS  1 E = -  
+ "d*+21\unf 2 .i,.\,,,, 

This will hold fox flows with a fast decaying w field and f01 which the velocity goes 

t o  0 at co Logically, flows with an oncoming free stxeam will have an unbounded 

suiface texm a t  infinity 

The helicity X = u . w dx is not conserved for a viscous flow This quantity, 

which measuxa the entanglement of voxticity lines, will be particularly interesting €or 
flows around spinning boundaries 

4.6 Conclusions 

We have introduced a basis for deforming houiidaxies in the franiewoxlc of the thiee 

dimensional vortex element method We derived the terms due to deforming or rigid 

rotating objects in the Biot-Savart law and proposcd a method to compute them 
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hom a surface integral An image method was designed to enforce the heteroge- 

neous boundary condition on normal vorticity The ternis for rigid rotating objects 

(Eqs 4 20,4 21 and 4 22) and the enforcement of boundary conditions by image parti- 

cles (Eq 4 36) will be used in our study of flows around spinning splieres (Chapter 6) 

and flapping motions (Chapter 7 )  
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Chapter 5 

Near-Wall Vorticity 

5.1 Introduction 

The topological adaptation of vortex elements has been the focus of many eKorts. 

From a computational standpoint, it may be interesting to adapt ow discretization 

to the local character of the vorticity and improve the cost and accuracy of tlie 

method. A sheet-lilie representation of vorticity may be iiiteresting in several flow 

configurations In wall-bounded flows, vorticity in tlie near-wall region is mostly 

parallel to tlie wall and its gradients are mostly in a direction nomial to the wall 

The sanie can be said in niultiphase flows where interfaces are a vorticity source 

5.2 Viscous Vortex Sheets 

5.2.1 Definition 

In a first step, we consider singular vortex slieets with a stiength ~(x’)  

regularize the sheet distribution by taking its convolution with a function (, 
We can 

We choose the C smoothing function to be a Gaussian, i e , the sanie as tlie one used 

for the particles The sheet is discretized with flat panels of constant st~ength 7; tlie 
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above convolution can then be carried out over these panels This can be computed 

efficiently by means of a two-dimensional looltup table (Appendix E) 

5.2.2 Viscous Diffusion 

We now need to account for the viscous diffusion of vorticity A straightforward 

technique in  this case is the so called core-spreading technique which progressively 

increases the smoothing radius (7 of the sheet We will rather treat this problem with 

a strength exchange approach as it is the one we use for the bulk vorticity 

Particle-Sheet Diffusive Tkansfer 

We define a strength exchange scheme between particles and sheet elements As 
discussed in Chapter 1, it is based on the approximation of the diffusion operator by 

an integral operator Eq, L19. However, we will not forget to guarantee the symmetry 

between the perspectives of the particle and the sheet element This is essential in 

order to keep the conservation property of the original scheme Let us start with 

the case of a particle. We can compute the transfer &om a sheet element onto this 

oarticle as 

where V,  and V,, are the volumes of the particle and sheet element, respectively We 

use midpoint quadrature for the integral over the particle volume 

(5.2) 

If we now assume that w ( x )  is singular inside the sheet element with a constant finite 

integral 'y acioss the thickness of the sheet element, the above expression reduces to 

(5.3) 
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where we define h as the thickness of the sheet. One technique to build a Iternel q 

consists in using the function C (Degond and Mas-Gallic, 1989, Cottet and Koumout- 

sakos, ZOOO), 

(5.4) 

which in the case of the Gaussian yields the same Gaussian The last factor in Eq 5 3 

is therefore the same as For tlie regularization 

In the converse case, the flux from the particle to the sheet elenient will yield 

This expression is identical to Eq 5 3 but for the opposite sign, as it should be to 

enforce conservation 

Sheet  Element  t o  Element Diffusive Transfer 

The transfer of vorticity between sheet elements can be handled in a similar fashion 

The integration is mote difficult to carry out, as it is a double surface integral 

We use quadrature for their evaluation while lteeping in mind tlie geometry of our 

problem Most of the flux goes out of the plane to tlie particles and therefore, we will 

not require the same level of accuracy for this contribution Sample results for the 

case of one-sided sheets are provided in Section 5 3 2 

5.2.3 BioL-S avart 

We cairy out the convolution of the Biot-Savart lierne1 over a panel The integrals 

do not have an ailslytical expression and have to Ix talxdatecl (see Appendix E) 
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5.3 Wall Vorticity 

5.3.1 Regularization Near Boundaries 

Let us now go back to our bounded problem. It might be interesting to consider a 

different set of elements in regions close to the wall tor several reasom. "lhese regions 

are characterized by mostly plana distiibutions of vorticity-the boundary layers- 

and the inadequacy of the spherical test function of our particles. The latter evidently 

affects the accuracy of the method near the wall (see Cottet and Koumoutsakos, 

2000, and references therein). If we stay in the framework of regularized elements, 

the regularization has to be able to deform when close to the boundaries to enforce 

basic properties such as 1 <dV = 1 

5.3.2 One-sided Vortex Sheet 

Definition 

We consider the limiting case of a vortex sheet situated right at the boundary We have 

to modify its mollifier as to satisfy the above condition. we let &.sided = -&bounded; 

M has to be adjusted according to the local geometry (see Appendix E), In the case 

of a flat surface, we just have M = 1/2 We will take A!l constant ovet a panel, &Im 
For the same reason, we need to iedefine the volume of a panel For the sake of 

consistency, we choose to use the same modifier &fm as for. the regularization The 

volume associated to a one-sided panel is then S, 11 kf,. 

Conservative Viscous Scheme 

Sheet  Element  to Part ic le  Diffusive Transfer Let us begin with a one-dimen- 

sional problem such as the one in Section 4.4. We will now consider a set of elements 

where the first one lies at z = 0 We complete the set with images except for the first 

element For a problem with a homogeneous Neumann condition, we can thus mite  



Figure 5 1: Wall element definition 

for the element at z = 0 

dao 2~ 
dt  0.2 
- = - (a;ho - aohi) 2qu(z3) 

where the factor of two is due to the image contx,ibutions, ai = ai (Fig 5 I )  We 

consider only the physical part of the central elenient with its ha.lf on the positive 

side We deiiie y = ao/2 and h ,  = h o / 2  We then have 

dy 2u 
- = 7 dt u- (aJzih, - yh;) 2r/&;) 

I o i n  this last Iesult, we pIopose the following ansatz for the diffusion flus from a 

particle onto a wall sheet element 

Conversely, if one weIe to look at the contribution to an element i > 0 from the 

central element, 
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following the same ansatz, we find that our scheme is consistent 

W e  ran ~ V P  t,um int.Pmrnt.at.ionn t,o t,hi!: a p r r m c h  In the first. nla.r.e,. this scheme 

tacitly includes contributions from images (as seen in Section 4.4) It can also be 

considered as a limiting case of one-sided integral operator, such as those described 

by Eldredge et al (2002a,b). 

Shee t  Element  t o  Element Diffusive Transfer In order to treat the diffusion 

right a t  the wall, we take some precautions In convex regions, the unbounded algo- 

rithm ignores curvature and allows a spurious flux through the wall In such cases, we 

will considex diffusion on a c w e d  surface, which is a popular problem in molecular 

biology From Balakrishnan (2000) and Faraudo (2002), we see that a first order 

solution in geodesic coordinates is identical to the one in a flat Euclidean space; we 

wxite 

where we now use Ix -yl', the distance measured along the surface in the PSE kernel 

In a concave region, we use the same approach as in the unbounded case 

Example We consider the diffusion of a quantity f over a sphere of radius 

R = 0 5 with u = 0 01 The initial condition is a Dirac function at the top of the 

sphere; the solution can be developed (Balalcrishnan, 2000) as 

f(x, t )  = -e 
47rvt 

where u = Rarcsin(xs/R) is the geodesic distance to the source and R is the xadius 

of the sphere The double surface integral is evaluated with a one point quadrature 

In Fig 5 2, we see that ow scheme is consistent hut its local error exhibits a pattern 
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that follows the triangular inesh This is clearly due to tlir one point quadrature and 

can bc iinpioved by increasing the ordei of quadrature 

05 

0 5  0 5  
N 

-8 

(4 f (b) Error 

Figure 5 2: Diffusion on a sphere: solution and error at f = 4 

Dirichlet Boundary Condition 

In Section 4 4, we introduced an iniage constiuction to enforce tlie Diriclilet condition 

on tlie normal component of vorticity at the wall Let us consider the one-dimensional 

example with a centml element The evolutioii equation for cyo is 

The image strengths are set to 2J& - ai We also msuine tha.t cy0 is close to the 

value [oh0 and add tlie term ([oh,ohi, - cu&)q(O) to tlie above expression Beca,use 

xi h,v(zi) = xi h [(xi) = 1, we. have 

From tlie wall element standpoint, tlie strength exchange, scheine theiefore amounts 

to the lelaxation of QO to tlie value J0h.o We note that the ielaxation coefficient is 



(a) (b) 3D 

FiguIe 5 3: Wall element: Biot-Savart approximation 

2uAt/u2, which is, up to a constant factor, the stability coefficient of the viscous 

scheme We again define y = e0/2 and use this approach fox the normal component 

of the wall elements 

to enforce the Dirichlet condition ot (Section 4 4) 

Biot-Savart 

The Biot-Savart integral over the one-sided sheet is computed approximately We 

consider one smface element For the sake of consistency with its definition, we 

will compute its stream-function contIibution a s  the sum of the full panel modified 

by l/M, and of a singular panel located undeineath it at the centroid of the half- 

distIibution 

- x') dS(x') t G(x - x') dS(x') (5 12) 

This approach is sketched in Fig 5 3 
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5.3.3 Convection and Stretching 

The vorticity carried by the elements is located at  the surface We elect to convect 

this vorticity at the wall speed as a consequence of the no-slip condition In the case 

of a rigid object, the effect of tlie vortex stretching term reduces to the rotation of 

the vox ticity lines For deforming surfaces, stretching will have to be accounted for in 

a fashion similm to the one for unbounded three dimensional vortex sheets (Brady, 

2000, and references tlmein) 

5.3.4 Redistribution 

The presence of a buffer layer between the wall and the free elements may also prove 

usehl for redistributions near a boruidary Several approaches have beexi proposed 

to handle this problem One can adapt tlie redistribution lattice to the geometry 

(Kownontsakos and Leonard, 1995) or design scliemes to maintain conservation when 

close to the boundary ( P l o d a n s  and Winckelmans, 2000, Plounihans, 2001) We 

will use the attached elements in a simple scheme to enforce conservation of vorticity 

near the wa.11 In a first step (Fig. 5 4(a)), the particles are redistributed without any 

regard to the boundaries Some of the redistributed particles are then inside or too 

close to the boundaries. They are destroyed and their circulation is transferred to the 

nearest waU-.element (Fig 5,4(b)) This scheme only conserves circulation but the 

construction of higher order scliemes should be straightforward 

5.3.5 Corrected Value at the Wall 

Our use of specific elements at the wall improves the representation near the wall, 

thereby ensuring conservation and a correct interpolation However llie vorticity at 

the waU requires a specific tieatment It is a result of the balance between its source 

at  the wall and tlie diffusion into the flow, bolli of which are large on most of tlie 
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(a) Unbounded step (b) Correction 

Figure 5.4: Wall element: redistribution scheme 

surface We introduce a local expression which takes the vat ticity flux into account 

If we consider the tangential components of vorticity, the contributions of the par- 

ticles, their images, and the wall element only account for the zero flux condition 

during the time step The last term of Eq 5 13 is the solution at the wall a t  t = bt 
of the one-dimensional diffusion problem 

aw - = wV’wforx>O at 
w = OF01 t = o , x >  0 

aw 
- =  constant 
an 

One could object that the ~ ~ L L Y  is not known with great accuracy and affected by 

numerical noise This point is addressed at the end of this section 
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Example 

We considei a one diniensional example, that is somewhat ieniiniscent of OUI physical 

problem Our domain is tlie positive x-axis We discietize a function j with a. set 

of Gaussian particles foi wliicli we tali@ 17 = <, h. = u We use a wall element The 

elements are therefore positioned at zi = ih 

A Neuinann bounduy condition is imposed at 3: = 0, -uaJ/Dn, = g(1) During 

tlie first part of tlie time-step, we use our particles a,nd tlieii images t o  cancel the nux 
at z = 0 We then integate tlie contribution of a constant flux onto tlie elenients 

during the time step aa/,,, = 1, a//alrlr (I<ounioutsakos et ai , 1994, Plounilia.ns 

et a1 , 2002) 

In tlie case of a sinusoidal flux g ( l )  = sin(2sf/T), there exists an analytical ex- 

pression for the wall value 

tvlieie S(.u) a,nd C('u) are the Fiesnel integrals, S(u.) = J:sin(nf2/2)dl and C(u) = 

J: cos(nL2/2) clf. In Fig 5 5, we investigate the heliavior of the expression with le- 

spect to the resolution (h,,Sf.) and the PSE stability para.ineter r p S E  Eq 5 13 does 

piovide a better estimate than the sttaiglit summation of the shape functions and its 

eRec.tiveness is faiily constant between the two values of r p ~ ~  

A last point that we have already alluded to is tlie use of the vorticity flux in our 

correction In piactice, this quantity is indeed solved foi at every time step and is 

noisy in time and space The space noisiness can he imputed to tlie inteiactions of 

the particles with the bounda.ry In geneial, the boundary will not be aligned with 

ally of the lattice planes causing tlie particle coverage to he irtegular neat the wall 

This issue was a. rationale for tlie development of isotropic distributions (Chapter 2) 

and of iieai wall elements 

The time issue can be addressed by not including tlie boundsly condition enfolce- 

nient in  the time integiation We use a second ordei Adams-Baslifortli like Plounihans 

et a1 (2002), hut. treat the wall boundary condition as a. collection that is alicady 
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(a) rpSE = 0 25, 6t/T = 0 025 (b) = 0 25, 6t/Y'= 0 0125 

(c) 7 p ~ ~  = 0 5, 6t/T = 0 025 (d) T P S E  = 0 5, 6t/T = 0 0125 

Figure 5 5: One-dimensional example with sinusoidal flux, wall value: analytical 

(xed), simple summation of blobs and images (green), summation with correction 

(blue) for two values of the PSE stability parameter 7 p ~ ~  = vbl /h2  and 6t/T 
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integrated in time As can be seen from its stability region, AB 2 does not damp 

purely osciliatoiy modes and probably leads to a cycle of over-coirecting fluxes from 

one time step to another. 

5.4 Coiiclusions 

The vortex element method with regularized particles and Biot-Savart summation is 

in difficulty n e a ~  the boundaries where tlie interpolation and integration accuracy me 

degraded We introduce wall elements which liave one-sided shape functions built to 

be conservative These elenieiits interact viscously with the free elements and stay 

attached to the wall, thus enlorcing tacitly tlie no-slip c,ondition for vorticity at  the 

wall They also allow the free elements to stand further away fiom the wall, thereby 

lowering the chances of an element to enter the boundaries and dleviating the need 

for images in tlie viscous scheme. The closest image is now at roughly 2 u; tor a 

Gaussian smoothing, this represents esp -$$ < exp -6 Finally, we introduced a 

correction to provide an improved estimation of wall quantities by accounting for the 

R u x  at the wall 
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Chapter 6 

Fl0ws Past Spinning Spheres 

6.1 Introduction 

Flow around spinning splieres are met in a wide m a y  of domains, From sports to 

suspension problems in  chemical or environniental engineering.. Despite tliis ubiquity, 

studies of tliis pioblem are scarce in the literature 

In tlie case of the transveise rotation, tlie first observations me attributed to 

Robins (1805). However, tlie discovered lift effect will be named after Magnus (1853) 

BarIda and Auchterlonie (1971) discuss these early works with more depth and provide 

some measurements of the lift by using an experimental setup in direct continuation 

of R.obins’s worli Their results cover Reynolds numbers of 1.5 lo3 to lo5, There 

ale analytical results by Rubinow and Iieller (1961) for very low R.eynolds numbers 

using Stokes and Oseen expansions Until recently, results were particularly rare for 

interinediate R.e ranges (Tsu,ji et a1 , 1985, Oesterl6 and Bui Diiili, 1998) 

For an axial iotation, even fewer results ale available A couple of nuniericd 

studies were carried out recently (Kim and Clioi, 2002, Pregnalato et  a.1 , 2002) 

6.2 Configuration 

We are considering tlie inipdsively started flow around a spinning sphere at Re = 

U,D/v = 300 and a spin rate IWD/2Uw = 0 5, where D is the spliere dianietei, U, is 



Figure 6 1: Configuration and coordinate system 

the free stream velocity and M’ is the angular velocity of the sphere The free-stream 

is in the direction of e,. Three configurations are studied, one per direction of the 

angular velocity vector: e,, e, and + &/2e,. Both the free-stream and the 

Iotation are impulsively started a t  t = 0 

Fig G 1 shows the coordinate systems used in this chapter and the orientation of 

the free-stream,. Cylindrical coordinates, in particular, will be used for the localization 

of critical points on the spheIe or in its neighborhood AU the results of this chapter 

are non-dimensionalized 

where * denotes the coriesponding dimensional quantities 

6.3 Stream-Wise Rotation 

We start with UT = e, This first case is inte~esting for several reasons Previous 

numerical results by Kim and Choi (2002) show that, fobr certain ranges of Re and 

W R / ( / , ,  the wake may be fully unsteady, steady, or steady in a rotating frame 
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Figure 6 2: ?iumpet niapping shape and position: the mapping is cut in the neigh- 

borhood of the sphere to provide a better view 

We will refer to this last configuration as flozeii as in our reference Our values of 

Re = 300 and of the spin rale WR/U, = 0 5 conespond to a frozen configuration 

A perturbatioii is applied to the free-stream 

Upeeucb = e, cos(2ii(f, - 2)) f o r  t E [2; 31 

in order to accelerate the transition to the unsteady mymnietric wake 

6.3.1 Numerics 

The sphere was djscrebized with 20480 triangles; it was genemted by recursively divid- 

ing Llie faces of a icosahedron The time step was sel. to 0 0125 Particles were redis- 

tributed every 5 time steps onto a face-centered cubic lattice by using the FL sclienie of 

Chapter 2 The redistribution lattice was stretched using a trumpet-shaped mapping 

(Daeninck et d , 2004) which progressively reduces the resolution as one moves down- 

strewn (Fig 6 2) The parameters of Tabla G 1 were chosen to guaIantee a roughly 

constant resolution in the sphere neighborhood where the particle spacing is 0 015 

Fig 6 3 shows the evolution of numerical diagnostics Wliile the problem size 
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0 0 0 

(Fig 6 3(a)) reaches a plateau, thanks to the anisotropic redistribution, the mesh 

Reynolds number (Fig 6 3(b)) exhibits a growth kom t = 15 For t < 15, this 

maximum is achieved in the boundary layers For t > 15, the wale (Fig 6 4, 6 7) 

contains stronger vorticity structures which are transported into coarser regions of 

the lattice (z > 8) 

A quantity that is often useFul in three dimensional vortex methods is 1 Iw, - 
wI2dx; it measures the difference between vorticity represented by our elements 

E, ap<,,(x-%) arid the curl of the velocity given by the Biot-Savart law E, Ko;,(x- 

xp) x ap Because the second field is diveigence-free by definition, this quantity is 
often referred to as the divergence enor Our results (Fig 6 3(c)) show that this 
quantity is roughly constant throughout the simulation 

The last diagnostic is the Courant number (Fig 6 3(d)) Because we use a La- 

gangian method, the classical formulation in terms of the velocity, Cu = lulm,,6t/h, 

is not the most appropriate Rather, one can consider a figure based on vorticity 

C, = I ~ l ~ , 6 t  or even the velocity @adient CpUl = IVul,,bt, which hacks the 

largest relative displacement of material elements ovei a time step. Let us add some 

nuance here: in a bounded Row, C, still has importance as we do not want elements 

to cross the boundaries 

The computational time was approximately 300 hours on six processors This 

includes the computation and sampling of fields for visualization purposes 



(a) Number of elements 

( e )  Divergence erior 

(b) lvlaxiniurn mesh Reynolds number 

(d) Courant number, voilicity expression 
(solid) and velocity espression (doshed) 

Figure 6 3: Spinningsphere at Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: numerical diagnostics 
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6.3.2 Wake 

We begin our analysis of the physics of this flow by considering its wake We first 

consider the vorticity structures using the Q-criterion (Hunt et al , 1988) where Q is 

the second invariant of the the Vu tensor 

In the case of an incompressible flow, it can be rewritten as 

(6.2) 

Q > 0 regions are chatacterized by the preponderance of the rotation rate ovei the 

strain rate and the likelihood of a minimum in pressure since Q = 2 (Jeong and 

E-Iussain, 1995, Dubief and Uelcayre, 2000). The evolution of the surfaces Q = 0 

in Fig 6.4 shows the growth of a nearly inis-symmetric wake and its transition to 

the aforementioned frozen configuration,. As Fig,. 6,,5 suggests, the wake consists of a 

central vortex filament whose vorticity is pointing downstream-w, > 0 like the sphere 

angula~ velocity-, and recirculations which aisohave some stream-wise vorticity point- 

ing upstream-w, .c &(Fig. 6,5).  This configuation is evidently a consequence of the 

solenoidal character of vorticity, as vortex lines originating in the back of the sphere 

have to make their way to the front.. 

The w, <: 0 structures grow in size until late into the simulation, t N 10, a t  whch 

point the oscillation of the center filament brings regions with vorticity of opposite 

signs closei The viscous cancellation of oppositely signed vorticity is then locally 

enhanced, which brings even more asymmetry to the azimuthal velocity For this 

reason, the w, < 0 corona that was somewhat diffuse for t <: 10 gives way to more 

localized structures that are wrapped around the w, > 0 filament (Fig. 6 6 and 6.7). 

These structures eventually form a steady helical strand that Iotates at its own rate 

(Pig. 6 4) 
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( c )  I = 14 

( e )  I = 18 

X-J -- 3 

(b) f = 12 

(d) f = 16 

Figure 6 4: Spinning sphere a.t R.e = 300, stieam-wise iotation: vorticity stluctules 

identified by the iso-sdiface (2 = 0; partial t~anspaiency of the iso-surfaces and the 

dashed lines help localizing thc splme 
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(a) t. = 10 

(c) t = 14 

' r  

(b) t = 12 

(d) t = 16 

'I 

. . . , , , , , 
0.5 I ! ..I! ' ' ' 'd5 ' ' ' ' 

(e) t = 18 (I)  t = 20 

Figwe G 5 :  Spinning sphere at Re = 300, stxearn-wise rotation: streani-wise voiticity 

at 5 = 1; contouxs values aIe in the interval [-441 by steps of 0 5, 0 is omitted and 

f O  25 were added Positive values afe solid; negatives ones, dashed 
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' f  
0 5  'I 

'I 

(d) t = 1G 

'F  'I 

Figure G 6: Spinniug sphere at Re = 300, stieani-wise rotation: stream-wise vorticity 

at 5 = 2; contours values are the same as in Fig G 5 
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O S  't 
(a) t = 10 

'i 

(b) t = 12 

( e )  t = 18 ( f )  t = 20 

Figure 6 7: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: stream-wise vorticity 

at 5 = 3; contours values ate the same as in Fig 6 5 
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6.3.3 Forces 

Tlie force F acting on a body can be computed with several methods 1% present 

results geneiated by two or them The fiist one, based on global impulse, is given by 

A formulation based on vorticity was derived in Section 4 5 We will note that the 

integral above is unbounded foi a flow with a free stream This can be easily h e d  

by r a h r  considering the momentum deficit in the flow 

Tlie integral, once re-written in ternis of vorticity, is sinlilar to Eq 4 44 

except for a constant term, wluch will not have any effect because of the time differ- 

entiation 

The second rnetliod considers the balance of momentum over a contxol volume 

(Noca et a1 , 1999); it was applied to the flow atound a sphere b.y Plounihans et a1 

(2002) As in this last reference, we use a spherical control volume with a radius twice 

that of the sphere 

Plounihans et a1 (2002) found the control volume approach to be more reliable 

The other approach is based on the computation of the moments of vorticity in the 

whole flow and as one adds the contiibution of VOI ticity far downstream, one uses 

vorticity from under-resolved legions Moreover, this vorticity appears in differences 

of large temis 

Fig 6 8 shows the drag coefficient C, = 'ZR- computed with both methods 

Tlie method based on the global impulse yields a noisier result which was filtered in 

our chart and tends to dIift off Past the initial transients, the control volume method 

G 
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Figure 6.8: Spinning sphere a t  Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: clxag coefficient Cd 

by the control volume (solid) and global impulse (dashed) 

yields a value of I- 0,725 for the drag coefficient; it is in ageement with the value 

0.70 of Kim and Choi (2002) 

The transversal force coefficients C, and C, (Fig 6.9(a)) are smallex in magnitude 

and appear to approach a periodic behavior Kim and Choi (2002) find that they 

follow the rotation of the wake structures and their norm a = d m :  is constant 

= 0 025 Our results show that we have not reached this periodic regime just yet, 01 

that we are reaching a slightly different flow state than theirs 

6.3.4 Attachment and Separation 

Fig 6 10 shows the magnitude of wall vorticity at t = 20 as defined in Eq 5 13 The 

quantity r / p  = n x (w - 2 W )  (Fig 6 11) is perhaps moxe interesting as it is the 

actual shear up to a constant factor p We observe some spatial pattern in those wall 

quantities; its origin is the vorticity flux in the correction term of Eq 5 13 This fl~u 
is the solution given by a panel method 

Fig 6.11 also shows fiiction lines, lines tangent to the local shear; the lines were 
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(a) C7, (bold) and C: (plain) 

0 05 

0 08 

0 01 

Figure G 9: Spinning sphere at  Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: transversal Eolce 

c,oeficients 

seeded in the front and hack of the spheie There ate two nodal points of attaclinient 

(Lightliill, 1963) One is the upstream stagnation point; the other, tile ieattachmeiit 

point Tile lilies emerging fiom these converge to a roughly axis-syninietric separation 

line that we locate at D N 108", a value close to the one of I<im and Choi (2002), 

110" We can decoiiipose the shear into its aziiiiuthal and axid coniponents 

r+ = ru sin($) - rz cos($) 

70 = rzsin(D) -cos(D)(r,cos($) -I- .:sin(4)) 

Both components (Fig G 12 and G 13) exhibit a difference in magnitude between 

the front aiid the back of the sphere The flow in the reciiculation legion is slower 

aiid has squired a certain amount of swirl (aziniutiial velocity), tlius reducing the 

cor iespondiiig shear component 
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31 
24 
16 
9 
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(a) Ront 

(b) Back 

Figure 6 10: Spinniug sphere at Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: wall vorticity and 

lines at t = 20 
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32 
24 
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(a) Front 

- 

32 
24 
16 
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(b) Bach 

Figure G 11: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, stieam-wise: rotatioil: shea1 and lhes at 

1. = 20 
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Figure G 12: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: azimuthal shear 

magnitude at t = 20 

Figure G 13: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: axial shear magni- 

tude at I = 20 
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Table G 2: Spherical mapping parameters 

0 5  

‘io0 

-2  0 0 

6.4 Traiisverse Rotation 

In this case, W = ey The wall thus moves in the direction of the free-stream for 

5 > 0 and against it for z < 0 

6.4.1 Numerics 

This siinulation was started using the same geometry and numerical parameters as 

in Section G 4 At t = 9 5, the simulation was stopped and a spherical mapping was 

used for the redistributions from then on. This i s  the same mapping as in Ploumhans 

et al. (2002); its parameters are reproduced in Table G 2 The resolution of the 

spherical mapping decreases ra.pidly with distance From the sphere This made the 

simulation more affordable for longer times (Fig G 14) The mesh Reynolds number 

(Fig G.l4.(b)) junips Boin 2 7 to 5 because the wake vor ticity structures are re-sampled 

onto a coarser lattice 

6.4.2 Wake 

The. wake of a noli-spinning sphere at Re = 300 is unsteady and asynmetric (Joliiison 

and Patel, 1999, Plouinhans et a1 , 2002, Kim and Choi, 2002) The sphere indeed 

starts to sustain a small amowit of lift and the shed periodic hairpin structures s1io.r~ 

a bias in the &rection of this lift Because of its rotation, the present configmation 

develops more lift and increases the bias The Q = 0 surfaces in Fig G 15 and G 16 

give a overview of the shedding cycle of this flow We will refer to the downwasb- 

inducing vortex pair as the main pair since it corresponds to the lift We will call the 

upwash-inducing one the secondary pair 
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The pwiod of this flow is T N 4.5 and the Strouhal frequency St,+=a N 2R - - 
0 22. Those are values to compare to the frequency of a non-spinning sphere St$=, = 

0 I36+0 002 (Johnson and Patel, 1999, Ploumhans et al ,2002, Kim and Choi, 2002) 

and the rotation frequency = 0 159 
7 . 7  1 t i+lg O . I /  and o 16 give a cioser view oi Lite siiaGLiite u i  i,Lux oiruch.urD vvc pLvu 

transparent surfaces of Q = 0 and vortex lines in a y > 0 region near the sphere.. 

We seed vortex lines on the surface at locations that follow the sphere rotation; more 

precisely, 
Z< = R COs(n/$) cos($(t) + in/3) 

yi = Rsin(n/4) 

z i  = Rcos(n/4) sin($(t) -t- in/3) 

where i = 0 .  5 and $(t)  = -Wt. Vorticity is subjected to diffusion; the vortex 

lines axe tlieIefoIe not material lines. The lines appear to be redi~ected abruptly; 

some of those events actually correspond to vortex reconnections and pinch-off which 

is crucial during vortex shedding. 

The bottom separation (discussed below) feeds a large vorticity structure ova the 

shedding cycle. If we consider the section of this structure in the longitudinal plane, 

we see that a liink appeats between 0 and T/3 and is the early sign of the pinch off 

(5T/G) The shed structure can be seen to be the tip of a newly formed downwash- 

inducing hairpin vortex The vortex lines inside the tails of the hairpin are seen to 

be originating from the sides of the sphere (T/2 '--t 5T/G) As the tip is convected 

downstream, the tails are stretched and brought close to each other and to the next 

hairpin tip Viscous diffusion eventually connects the tails to each other and to the 

hairpin structure of the following cycle (0 - T/4, bottom right corner) 

I 
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(solid) and velocity espression (dashed) 

Figuie G 14: Spinning spheie at Re = 300, transverse rotation: numeiical dia.gnostics 
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( c )  TI2 

t. 

FiguIe 6 15: Spinning spheie at Re = 300, transverse rotation: shedding cycle, Q = 0 

iso-suface, side view 
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t-, 

(d) 3T/d 

Figuie G 16: Spianing sphere at Re = 300, transverse Iotation: shedding cycle, Q = 0 

iso-surface, top view 
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Figwe 6 17: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, transverse iotation: shedding cycle, Q = 0 

iso-surface and vorticity lines 
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7 7 

(b) 2T/3 

Figure 6 18: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, ttansversr rota.tion: shedding cycle, (2 = 0 

iso-surfam and voxticity lines (continued) 
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6.4.3 Forces 

The history of the force coefficients is plotted in Fig 6 19 They were computed using 

the control volume approach We do note an abrupt transition aiound the time we 

changed the redistribution lattice 

The foIce coefficients are not yet showing periodicity in time If indeed the flow 

and the forces remain periodic for large times, the average force coefficients can be 

computed for the last cycle of the simulation between t N 15.5 and 20 We obtain 

C, = 0 81 and a = 0 4; the ratio of these coefficients is then Cl/C,j = 0 49 
- -- 

We can compare those values to previous corIelations or analytical results that 

cover a wide Iange of conditions For sinall Reynolds numbers first, Rubinow and 

ICeller (19G1) considered a Stokes expansion and found that 

Ci N 2w’(l+ U(Re))  

Cd N 12Re-’( l+-Re+o(Re)) ,  
3 
8 

which in our case, would yield C, = 1 and C,j = 4 54 This is not unexpected as we 

are quite far from Re < 1 

The work of Bearman and Harvey (197G), Barlda and Auchterlonie (1971), Maccoll 

(1928) c.oncerned Rows where lo3 < Re < lo5 and involved, in some cases, not spheres 

but actual golf balls We will not try to use the i~  results, but rather, consider more 

recent work which focused on intermediate Re Tsuji et a l  (1985) proposed 

C[ N (0 41t 0 l ) W *  

The second expression assumes no effect of the rotation rate and showed good agree- 

ment over their experimental range, 550 < Re < 1G00 and w* < 0 7; the constants 

Kl,  Ki and 1 ( 3  are adjusted wcording to the Reynolds number In OUI case, this 

yields L’i N 0 2 rt 0 05 and C,j 2 0 66 More recently, Oesterld and Bui Dinh (1998) 
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Figme 6 19: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, Cransveise rotation: drag coefficient C, 
(solid) and lift coefficient Cl (dashed) 

fox the ranges, 10 < Re c 140 and 1 < w' < 6 This expression gives Cl cr' 0 475 for 

the pres& case 
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6.4.4 Attachment and Separation 

Fig. 6 20 and 6 21 show the magnitude of the slcin friction along with skin friction lines 

for several instants during a shedding cycle, The lines emerge from a fist node which 

remains located at 4 = 0°, 8 = 14". At aU times during a cycle, the lines converge 

into a second node on the top of the sphere which does move by a few degrees around 

its average position at 4 = 0, 8 = 110". 

The skin friction lines describe the velocity field relative to the wall at a small 

distance above it The two skin friction nodes therefore comsporid to stagnation 

points in a frame rotating with the sphere (Fig,. 6 23) ,  Moreover, because these two 

points are stationary in the laboratory hame, they must be moving in the rotating 

frame. In effect, from the pexspective of the sphere, there is one attachment point 

and one separation point, both moving a t  a velocity W R  in the y = 0 plane of the 

sphere. 

In the laboratory kame, the Row does, however, have a separation near the bottom 

of the sphere (Fig 6,.22) The separation line stands some distance from the wall; 

Fig 6 25 shows the region of its intersection with the y = 0 plane.. It is relatively 

difficult to locate accurately the separation point, It is a saddle point, and moreover 

its eigenvectors form avery narrow angle (Fig 6 24) If we take this into consideration, 

we can give a rough estimate of the position of this point which moves very little over 

a shedding period, E N -0 55R, y N -0 87R, and corresponds to a distance from the 

center of the sphere r = 1.03R, and angles 0 N 56", 4 = 180'. An estimation of the 

rest of the line is given in Appendix F.2 
Similarly, the stagnation point does not lie on the surface of the sphere Fig 6.26 

gives an estimation of its position by considering the streamlines in a y = 0 plane 

(Fig, 6 %(a)) and projected streamlines in an oblique slice (Fig 6.26(b)) 
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(a) I. = 15 (b) I = 16 

( c )  t = 17 (d) f = 18 

(e) t = 19 ( f )  t = 20 

Figuie G 20: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, traiisverse rohtion: skin fIiction niagni- 

tude and lines. front view 
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(a) t = 15 (b) t = 16 

( c )  t = 17 (d) t = 18 

(e) f. = 19 (f)  t = 20 

Figure 6 21: Spinning sphere a t  Re = 300, tIansverse Iotation: slun friction magni- 

tude and lines, hack view 
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(a) t = 15 (b) t = 18 

( c )  t = 17 (d) t = l a  

(e) t = 19 ( f )  t = 20 

Figure G 22: Spiiiiiiiig splieie at  Re = 300, tiaiisveise rotation: velocity magnitude 

and streamlines in the 21 = 0 plane 
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N 

Figure G 23: Spinning sphele at Re = 300, transvem rotation: velocity magnitude 

and streamlines in a frame rotating with the sphele, in the y = 0 plane at t = 20 

Figure G 24: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, transverse rotation, hottom separation: 

localization of the saddle point 
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-0.3 

velocity magnitude Figure G 25: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, transverse iotation 

and stieamlines in the 'y = 0 plane at I = 20, separation region 

. .  

(a) velocity magnitude and 

streamlines in the y = 0 plane 

(b) velocity magnitude and projected 

streamlines in the 0 981: + 0 1Sz = 

-0 56 plane 

Figuie G 26: Spinning spheie at Re = 300, transverse iotation: stagnation iegiori at 

I = 20 
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6.5 Oblique Rotation 

In this last case, the an@a velocity is set to W = W q ( e , + e , )  It  loses most sym- 

metries of the previous configurations As a result, it is more difficult to investigate 

6.5.1 Numerics 

This simulation used a spherical mapping from the start The parameters axe identical 

to those of Section G 4 It also used acoarser mesh for the representation of the sphere 

(5120 triangles) As seen in Fig G 27, the only outstanding features are in the number 

of particles and the mesh Reynolds number plots At t = 12 5, a more aggxessive 

approach was adopted foI the elimination of the weak elements in the wale This 

had no or little repercussion on the other diagnostics As in the previous cases, Re), 
exliihits a growth by stages, as structures are convected into coarser ~egioris of the 

redistribution lattice 

6.5.2 Wake 

Fig G 28 and G 29 show the diffexent stages of a shedding cycle The wale shares 

some features with the one of Section G 4 One recognizes in particular the hairpin 

structures, which are this time wrapped around each other 

The shedding appears to have a period of T N 5, which corresponds to a Strouhal 

frequency Sf,$xos N 0 2 Fig G 30 and G 31 offer a closer perspective on the periodic 

shedding of this flow As in the transverse case, we seed vorticity lines from points 

that rotate with the sphere In this case, we added a point on the axis of rotation 

at 8 = 135", 4 = 90' Because tlie flow is not symmetric, we only hide the region 

y < -0 4R A striking feature of the near wake is its similarity to the stream-wise 

rotation case of Section G 3 It indeed consists in a main w, > 0 filament which 

interacts with peripheral w, < 0 structures 
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Figurc G 27: Spiiiiiiiig spheie at Re = 300, oblique iotation: iiuiiierical diagnostics 
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Figure G 28: Spinning spheIe at Re = 300, oblique rotation: shedding cycle, Q = 0 

iso-surface, side view 
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Figure G 29: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, oblique rotation: shedding cycle, I) = 0 

iso-surface, top view 
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2 

Figure G 30: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, oblique rotation: shedding cycle, Q = 0 

iso-surfac,e and vorticity lines 
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(d) 'IT18 

Figure G 31: Spinning sphere at  Re = 300, oblique iotation: shedding cycle, Q = 0 

iso-surface and vorticity lines (continued) 
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6.5.3 Forces 

I 

The force coefficients are plotted in Fig G 32 During tlie last shedding cycle oi our 

simulation, the drag coefficients have nearly adopted a periodic behavior around the 

average values N 0 76, N 0 26 and N -0 165 We note that the drag 

coefficient is between the stream-wise and tIansverse values and that interestingly 

enough, lift has been decreased proportionally to the amount of transverse angular 
velocity, C$ N TCz J i L  = O 28 

There is a non-zero transverse force C, This component manifests itself in our 

plot of the wake (Fig G 29), where the structures appear to have a positive y self- 

induced velocity 

The ratio between the lateral force and the drag is 4-7 C +C, /C,j = 041  This 

value is lower than in the case of the transverse rotation; the decrease in diag, Cd 

and the transverse foIce, C, are not large enough to compensate for the drop in Cz 

-2 - 

6.5.4 Attachment and Separation 

The skin friction lines have four critical points in this configuration. There is otic 

attachment node in tlie front of the sphere Its location is fairly constant during a 
cycle, 4 N -14", i3 N 9 5O All the friction lines converge into a separation node at 
4 N 14 5", 0 N 10G' The last two points were not present on the transverse case 

There is ari attachment node a t  4 N 133O', 0 N 113O which does move by a few degrees 

during a cycle, and a saddle which remains at d, N 103O, 0 N 106' 

As discussed in Section 6 4 4, all of these. critical points do not lie on the axis of 

rotation of the sphere and correspond to attacliments and separations in a rotating 

hame The critical points and lines for the laboratory franie are at some distance in 

the Row Appendix F 3 presents some additional results for the separation line 
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t 

Figure. G 32: Spinning sphere. at Re = 300, oblique rotation: drag coeffic.ient Cd 

(solid), lift coefficient C, (dashed) and tiausveise force coefficient C, (dash-d0tte.d) 
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(a) 1 = 15 (b) t = 1G 

( c )  t = 17 (d) t = 18 

(e) t = 19 (E) t = 20 

FiguIe G 33: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, oblique Iotation: skin fIiction magnitude 

and lines, front view 
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(a) I = 15 (b) f. = 16 

(c) i = 17 (d) I = 18 
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(e) 1. = 19 ( f )  f. = 20 

Figure G 34: Spiiining sphere at Re = 300, oblique rotation: skin friction iiiagiiitude 

and lines, bmli view 
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6.6 Conclusions 

The first objective of this chapter was the validation of the. approaches discussed in 

Chapter 4 and 5 Our results for the first configuration were found to be in agreement 

with Iecent numerical results Our force measurements for the transverse rotation 

appear to be sound a s  they are inside the bounds given by expeIimental correlations 

for Re f~ 300 

Wall vor ticity measurements still display some spatial noise The oscillations 

can he tracked to the solution of the boundary element method This issue can be 

mitigated by increasing the size of the panels relative to the particles, as is done in 

Section 6 5 Beyond those numerical considetatioris, the present work brings new 

results for the spinning sphere flow a t  moderate Reynolds number 
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Chapter '9 

Flapping Motions 

7.1 Introduction 

The developments of Chapter 4 allow the study of flows with niotions more com- 

plicated than the spinning sphere (Chapter 6) This chapter presents preliminary 

results for flows that involve the flapping molions of rigid objects 14% consider the 

flow around a simplified fish in the presence of a riee-stream and tlie swimming motion 

of an isolated plate 

7.2 Fish 

We model a fish i n  a Free-stream with two ellipsoids, one for the body, the other for 

the fin Each ellipsoid is generated from a sphere made of 1280 triangles which is 

then stretched into an ellipsoid The bocly is centeied at the origin; its major m e s  
are 2, 0 5 and 1 (Fig 7 1) The fin is located at x = 13;  its major axes are 1, 0 3 and 

I 5  The Reynolds number based on the free-streani is Re = lJwL/v = 100 where 1; 

is tile leiigth of the fin 

The geometry and the results are made djniensionless by the change of variables 
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4 c C - L  

2 1 

Figure 7.1: Swimming fish: geometry 

The center of the fin is in a periodic translation 

x = 1.6 

y = 0.2588sin (27rft t a t )  

z = 0 ;  

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

its angle with the flow is also periodic 

7.2.1 Low Frequency 

The motion frequency is chosen as 0.25 The phase shift angles at and ar are set to 

0. The time step dt is 0.02 and the redistribution used a trumpet mapping (Ra = 2, 

m = 400, XQ = [OOO]) .  The numerical diagnostics of this simulation are shown in 

Fig. 7,2.  

From the momentum plot (Fig 7.3), we see that the wake is not momentum-less, 

i e , 1, is not reaching a steady value. The fish is thus not overcoming drag. Fig 7.4 

and 7 5 show the vorticity structures shed by this configuration in terms of the sign 
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(a) Numbet of elements 

( e )  Diveigence error 

(b) IvIlauinium mesh Reynolds num- 
ber 

(d)  Courant number. vorticity ex- 

pression (solid) and velocity expres- 

sion (dashed) 

Figue i 2: Swimming fish at Reo, = 100, J = 0 25: numerical diagnostics 
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Figure 7 3: Swirnming fish at Reu_ = 100, f = 0 25: Row momentum; streamwise 

momentum I, is solid, transverse Ig is dashed 

of w, in the symmetry plane and Q = 0 surfaces 



Figure 7 4 Swiiniiiing fish at Re", = 100, j = 0 25: w ,  in the z = 0 plane at 1 = 7 6, 

contours in the interval 1-5; 51 by step of 0 5, the value 0 is omitted Positive contouis 

are solid; negative ones, dashed 

Figuie 7 5: Swimming fish at  Re", = 100, 1 = 0 25: rl, = 0 surfaces a.t 1 = 7 G 
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7.2.2 High Requency 

With the intent to produce niore thrust, we incieme the flapping frequency to 1 The 

time step dt is 0 01 and the redistribution used a trumpet mapping (& = 2, m = GOO, 

xo = [I 0 01) This simulation coveis three periods of the flapping motion 

We see from the diagnostics in Fig 7 6 ,  and in particular, C, (Fig 7 G(d)), that 

high values of voIticity u e  reached during this simulation It is explained by the 

faster flapping and the shedding of a vortex sheet at the back end of the fin This 
localized peak of vorticity evidently a k t s  the vorticity divergence (Fig 7 G(c)) 

From the momentum plot (Fig 7 7), we note that the transverse component exhibits 

noise related to the vortex sheet shedding mentioned earlier No positive thrust was 

ac1iieve.d Contours of wi and Q = 0 iso-su~faces are shown in Fig 7 8 and 7 9 

respectively 
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Figuie 7 G: Swimnung fish at Reo, = 100, J = 1: numerical diagnostics 
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Figure 7 . E  Swimming fish at Re"- = 100, f = 1: flow momentum; stream-wise 

momentum I ,  is solid, txansverse I!, is dashed. 
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Figure 7 8: Swiiniiiing fish at Re, = 100, / = 1: w, ia the z = 0 plmie at four 

stages of a stioke 
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Figure 7 9: Swimming fish at Reu, = 100, 1 = 1: Q = 0 transparent surfaces at four 

stages of a stroke 
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7.3 Flappiiig Plate 

Let us consider a simpler geonietry with no bee-stream It is a single flat ellipsoid 

with major axyes [I ,  0 25, 21 As foi the fish, the geonietry and the periodic motion 

are defined with respect to the first major axis of the ellipsoid L, x = x'/L The 

motion is described as follows, 

x = o  

u = 1 sin (2sjt  + (6J 

3 = 0 ,  

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.G) 

and 

0, = ii/4sin ( h j t  + (6,) , 

where j = 0 25, (6t = - r / 2  and r j i ,  = -ii The phase difhence between the transla- 

tion and the rotation is such that the plate is perpendicular to the axis of translation 

at its estrenie positions and ~eaches an angle of attack of 45" when it is at 
If we call il the amplitude of the translation, a Reynolds number of this flow can be 

defined as 

= 0 

2njAL Re=-- - 157 
v 

We used a trumpet mapping with Ro = 4, 7n = 4 and xg = [-0 5001 The time step 

upas set to 0 02 

This configuration exhibits the s5~nie numerical problems as the high frequenc.y 

fish; the plate slieds a vortex- sheet during a part of its strolie \Ve can see from 

the momentum hiskory (Fig 7.11) that we increase the R' component We have been 

thIough roughly two cycles and can already observe periodic features The slope of 

I ,  is the largest when the plate is in the nliddle of its translation and going through 

y = 0 (at t = 1, 3 arid 5) As the plate goes through the extrema of the motion 

(at t = 2, 4 and G ) ,  I, exhibits some noise and a slight dip We also note that the 

evolution of Iy displays more impoitant slopes than I,; this means that OUI flapping 
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Figure 7.10: Flapping plate a t  Re = 157: numerical diagnostics 
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Figure 7 11: Flapping plate at Re = 157: flow momentum; the component I ,  is solid, 

tlie traiisverse one I,, is dashed 

motion pioliahly induces an impoitant flow in the transverse diiection It  inay thus 

r,equire significant power (a K,yplate) and not be very efficient in this respect 

Fig 7 12 shows the vortex structures of this flow after two peiiods, a t  f = 8 
The plate sheds trailing vortices which, logically, have the same induced velocity for 

stxolces in both directions The structures shed at tlie extreme positions are relatively 

large and have moved a fair distance in tlie y direction, which is in agreement with 

our earlier interpretation of ly 

9.4 Conclusions 

From a nunieiical perspective, the results of this chaptei sliow that our nietliod can 

handle complex moving geometries and that it is theIefoIe well adapted for flapping 

and swimming motions €Ioweve~, tliey point to some shortcomings too; oui method 

does not adapt its resolution in an efficient manner for this family of flows and may 

fail to resolve veiy fine scales, e g , in the case of a sepa,xation at an edge OUI results 

also give us a preview of the complex pliysics of such flows; we see that the Iiinematics, 

in  particular, will requiie a lot of caie ii we want to develop thiust efficiently 
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FiguIe 7 12: Flapping plate a t  Re = 157: transparent Q = 0 surfaces at 1 = 8; the 

black line represents the trajectory of the center of the plate 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion and Outlook 

To recapitulate, our work covered a broad range of issues for the three-dimensional 

vortex element method. Our first area of work was tlie construction and implementa- 

tion of redistribution schemes based 011 tlie face-centered cubic lattice., These schemes 

introduce fewer new elements and display better isotropy than their counterparts in 

a cubic lattice Our code was then used to investigate the physics of vortex ring 

reconnections A n  algorithm to compute tlie vorticity autocorrelation and the energy 

spectrum was implemented, however its coniplesity in o ( P )  restricts it to small 

problems 

The second part of our work concerned bounded flows We derived the contribu- 

tions for spinning or deforming boundaries in the framework of the Biot-Savart law 

and introduced a method to compute them from a surface integral While the kernel 

for spinning rigid boundaries is quite simple and based on the angular velocity, the es- 

pression for general deformations is naturally more complex We introduced attached 

elements to iepresent near-wall vorticity These elements have a shape function and 

a velocity Iternel that accounts for the surface curvature A hybrid strength exchange 

sclieme was developed for the viscous inte.raction between these attaclied elements and 

free elements They are used to enforce the wall normal vorticity boundary conditioii 

a id  mitigate the need for image particles across the wall 

These tools were used to compute the flow past a spinning sphere at  Re = 300 

Three configurations were studied, one per orientation of the angular velocity The 
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dmensionless spin rate was kept constant at 0.5 For stream-wise Iotation, we ob- 

tained good quantitative agreement with previous work for the forces and sepatation 

position There are very few experimental or numerical results in the case of the 

transverse rotation at our Reynolds number. We could only verify that our force 
1 3 ,  1 ,. I,. . 

coellIcIelILY ala iJUUlUCiU uy L u l L G ' a b l U I I O  L' a''A&i U''2 :%$ r,,. ?.L;L::; ;;; -;.;;. 

scaicex if we consider an oblique rotation. 

Preliminary results for more complex flows were presented in Chapter 7 We 
considered the swimming motion of a simplified fish at Reurn = 100 at two different 

frequencies and the flapping motion of a plate with no free-stream 

Future Work 

In its current state, our code is able to handle rigid geometries that are more compli- 

cated than the sphere It  includes a version of Rubel (2002)'s closest point transform 

code to handle the computation of the distances relative to the boundaries To re- 

duce the memory requirements, OUI version includes a threshold beyond which the 

computed distance is approximated 

The simulation oE more realistic swimnling or insect flight motions at moderate 

Re will require the development of the boundary terms for deforming boundaries. 

HoweveI, in many cases, the Rapping limb is thin enough to be considered a mem- 

brane Because its volume is small, its deformations do not induce a contribution to 

Biot-Savart. Nevertheless, infinitely thin surhces will need additional treatment in 

our code, 

One other possible field of application is tumbling motions This application will 

need additional work because forces must be computed efficiently at evexy time step 

Finally, as the results in Chapter 7 suggest, f ine scales may appear rapidly for arbi- 

t r a r y  flapping motions A smoothly varying particle size can thus become impractical 

In the long texm, we will need a more flexible adaptation of the vortex element size 

if we want to treat complex deforming geometries at high Reynolds numbers The 

answer may be in a combined Vortex-in-cell and Biot-Savart method where the latter 
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generates the boundary coiidi tions of the former 
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Appendix A 

Face-Centered Cubic and Hexagonal 

Re& s t r ibut io 11s 

This section present the development and analytical expressions of the schemes pre- 

sented in Chapter 2 

A . l  Hexagonal Lattice 

The sites of the hexagonal lattice are described as x, = Rn, where the inatris R’s 

columns contain the lattice directions 

There is a dual lattice, defined by tlie niatris 

These two lattices and their coordinate systems are presented in Fig A 1 
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(a) Lattice coordinates (b) Dual lattice cootdinates 

Figure A.1: The hexagonal lattice, its dual lattice and their coordinate systems 

A.1.1 Splines 

The family of splines are built from the indicator function of the Voronoi cell 

where j. and 6 a t e  dual lattice coordinates We then take successive convolutions of 

50 with itsetf; we get for 51 

1 0  otherwise 
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For conciseness, we use variables ?, $' that map all the sextant onto the first one 

A.1.2 Compact Schemes 

The compact sclienies are expressed in the lattice coordinate system 

scheme, we have 

FOI the 6' 

where once again we use a inapping to work in the first sextant-the fiist quartel in  

the hexagonal lattice coordinate systemn- 
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The C2 scheme is found by convolution of the Co scheme by itself 

1 
12 

= - 

The thiId order scheme can then be written as 

if 12' f &'I <, 2 and 5' + &' > 1 

0 otlieeI wise 
(A-9) 
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A.2 Face-Centered Cubic Lattice 

The directions of the FCC lattice and its dual counterpart are given b,y 

A.2.1 Splines 

The first spline is given by 

(A. lO)  
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We then get by convolution 

51 = 

(1 - 2')(1- Y ) ( l -  2') 

11 - + / \ ( I  - f ) ) ~ ~ ~ p 5 -  ~ \ ( ~ - , ; ' + n q ~  
I \  

+ (2/3)(C - 2 7 3  

+ 2(0 5 - A)(O 5 - B)(C - 2') 

+ (0 5 - B ) ( A  - f' + 0 5)' 

(1 - f')$'i'+ (1.5 - 2f'+ $ ) ( O  5 - 9').2' 

+ 2(0 5 - 5' -I- i ' ) ( 0  5 - 9' + 2')(0 5 - i') 

- 2(0 5 - 2' - (9' - i')/3)(9' - 5')' 

+ (0 5 - 2' + ji')(0.5 - 2')' + 0 5(0 5 - 2')' 

70 (1 - 5') 

(1 - f ' )Y ' i '  

+ (1 5 - 22' + ji')(0.5 - jj')?' 

+ 2(0 5 - A)(O 5 - B)(C - 2') 

+ (0 5 - f' + ?j')(C - 2')' + 0 5(C - 2 y  

__ f2(C - f' - B/3)B2));  

0 otherwise 
(A.12) 
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where the vxiables i', Zj/, 5' are the dual lattice variables reordered in decreasing 

order 2' 2 2 f '  and the variables A ,  5 and C are defined as 

FCCI = 

f 
1 - 0 5(l? i- qI i-, lji' i- 5'1 i- 15' + 21) if @Z(Z + 4 i- 5 )  > 0 
1 
-(1 + 3(1 - (16'1 + 12'1)) 
G 

+ 211 - (16'1 i- l5'l)I if Zlj.?(S + g +  ?) < 0 and ti. > 0 

- 12' + f 'l  - If' + $1) 
1 -(I + 3(1 - (15'1 + \?I)) 
G 

+ 211 - (/?'I + 1i'I)l i f  Z@(5 + 0 -I- 2) c 0 and ZS > 0 

- /e' i- 5'1 - I$' + S'l) 
1 -(I -1- 3(1 - (12'1 t le'[)) 6 

+ 211 - (15'1 -!" 16'1)l if Sgt ( f ,+  e+  2) < 0 and Zg .> 0 

2'1) - 12' + $1 -. I L' + 

0 otherwise 
\ 
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Appendix E3 

Energy Spectrum 

B. 1 Defiiiitions 

We define the Fourier transform of a field f as 

1 
j (k)  = - / m e - ’ =  IC dx; 

the iiiverse ttansfoorm is 

j ( k ) e i x  IC d c  
1 

f ( x )  = m] 
From these definitions, we have for the gradient operator 

f = Vg +i f = - 2 I c ~ ;  

it  follows that 
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The energy is defined in the physical and Fourier spaces by Parseval's identity, 

The e n w m  -, snerhtrllrn - i s  then defined its the int,emzal on the sohericd shell Ikl = !i 

(B,.5) 

where Clk is a solid angle measured from the origin 

B.2 Vorticity Formulation 

We derive an equivalent expression based on vorticity From the relations u = V x 4 
and V2+ = -w, the transforms of velocity and vorticity are related by 

where the second term is nil because w is solenoidal, 

(B.7) 

We wish to rewrite this expression in terms of quantities in physical space By 

the definition of the Fourier transform, 

E(k )  = 11 / 1 w(x)e-iYkw(x')eii kdxdx'dClk 
2 x r' 
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We let p = x’ - x and rewrite the tiiple integral as 

the integral over 01~ can be carried out to finally obtain 

where & ( r )  is the vorticity autocorrelation 

w ( x )  I w ( x  + r) dxr’dn, 
= x,=, 

13.3 Particle Iinplemeiitation 

IF one disposes of R,, computing the whole energy spectrum is relatively immediate 

We will use our vortex particle discietization to sample R, The sample resolution 

conditions the maximum wavenumber io1 which we can compute the energy spec- 

trum, the integrand in Eq B 8 being oscillatoiy 

The discrete form is 

in the case of the Gaussian smoothing, we Iiave to compute the term 
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Integration is straightfoIwaId; the following two defuiitions ensue 

and allow us to write 

This is a double summation over the elements Every pair (p, q) contributes to a few 

sample points '~ ' i  of R, Their number will depend on the maximum frequency of the 

computed spectrum, e g , one can set AT = 27r/(8km,) so to have 8 samplirig points 

per period of sin(kmnx7) 

i 
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Appendix C 

Sources of Vorticity 

(2.1 Solid Rouiidaries 

This section presents the details of the implementation of mall diffusion We have to 

evaluate the contribution of the viscous f l ~  at a wall onto the nearby free elements 

and the attached elements In the vicinity ol a fiat wall, one may use the GIeen’s 

funclion for three-dimensional diffusion and write 

wlme II i s  the Aeavysirle function and the factor 2 accounts for the half-space geom- 

etry This expression has to be integrated over the particle volume, 

(C.3) 

where we substituted the flus CT b,y its value A-y/At that is constant over the time 

step and noted that the Heavyside function is always unity inside the integral 

We elect to perform the volume integral fiIst and over spherical volumes. This is 

justified hy the type of redistribution lattice (Face-Centeied Cubic) we are using and 
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by the fewer evaluations of e r f  that will be required 

(C.4) 

( i . 3 )  

The reader will note the bound Rp which we define as 47r/3Ri = V,, making it 

different from the lattice step size h, be it in a FCC oI: cubic lattice. For convenience, 

we define 9 = At - r ,  

The iiitegration yields 

This expression can then be integrated in time, 

(C.7) 

where we introduced the dimensionless variables p = r / m ,  p+ = ( ~ f R p ) / m  
and p- = (T - Rp)/m and the function F ,  

(C.9) 

Finally, the surface integration is performed by means of quadrature on the panels. 
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This approach is somewhat different from Ploumhans and Winckelmans (2000) 

We indeed wanted to use the spherical nature of our elements here, too As such, our 

scheme is not conservative First, our integration is not exact and depends highly on 

the regulaiity of the elements' positions Second, our integral does not cover Llie near- 

.wall legion where our attached elements are One can then use this region to make 

the scheme conservative and give i t  what is left of y after transferring contributions 

to particles. 
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Appendix D 

Rotation Kernel 

D.l Multipole Approximation Error 

In this section, we will follow the development from Salmon arid Warren (1994) to 

obtain an error bound on multipole espansions for the iotation lierne1 1% have for 

the stream function 

and for velocity 

((x - x') . n) (x - x') - dS(x') - n 
3 

i Is - x'l 

Equivalently, we can consider Lhe function &i individualiy 
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and 
Wi u(x) = - x V d i ( X )  
4n i 

One can write the multipole approximations for @i and O@i as 

where 

The successive multipole moments are defined as 

We want to bound the error in the approximation of the gradient of 4; which appears 

in the velocity expression 

where 

We have 
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We can then bound this espression (see Salmon and Warren, 1994, appendix B) with 

the expansion centered about the origin, 

wit11 7 = 151 and a = 

integration, we Thd 

~f we use this evaluation in  Eq D 3 and carry out the 

(D 5 )  1 1 B(Pt1) la (V%4 (XI1 5 - h& 

where we bounded ( ~ - a ) - '  by (1-arnes)-l and defined the moment Bp = j, /x - xol dS 

If we use the niultipoles up to order p = 2, this yields the following bound for the 

velocity 

where we used the inequality B(q < b,".,B(z); B(2) is indeed a moment that is clieaper 

to compute and already used in  our err01 bounds for the nonnal Biot-Savnrt inteiac- 

Lions 

D.2 Kernel aiid Derivatives 

For the sc& of completeness, we list here the first few derivatives of H 
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UiUjUhU, 
- 5  

iUi7 
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Appendix E 

Near-Wall Vorticity 

E.1 Viscous Vortex Sheets 

E.I.l  Regularization 

We have to carry out the convolution 

The sheet is discretized with Rat panels with a constant strength y The Gaussian 

can be rewritten as LZ divergence in cylindrical coordinates attached to the panel and 

centered at the evaluation point We have, in coordinates made diinensionless with 

resnect to  a ,  

We can then use the 2D divergence theorem along the perimeter or the panel nt 
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i 

Figure E.1: Sheet regularization: coordinate system 

where we have introduced several notations: u = x/a are dimensionless coordinates, 

p is the dimensionless radius in the plane of the panel, 6 is the radial vector, dS" and 

dl" are respectively a surface and contour element in the dimensionless coordinate 

system The integral we are left with can be decomposed in contributions horn each 

segment of the polygon which can be written as 

v du u2 + 7 9  

where we defined u as the coordinate parallel to the segment and v, the perpendicular 

one This last expression shows that we have to tabulate the primitive . ~ ; (u , zJ )  = 

J:. I du for values of u and ZJ within the the kernel cutoff (typically 5). For values 

of or ZJ beyond the cutoff, we have an analytical form 

[arctan (3]"? u1 

E.1.2 Kernel 

We here give the development of the contribution to the stream-function ~. Contri- 

butions to the velocity and velocity gradients are similar or in direct continuation of 
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the present calculation We need to compute 

Nx) = J Go(x/)(x - x')Y(x') dS(x') 

As for the regularization, we consider the contribution of a single panel and switch 

to dimensionless coordinates We first have 

Sbe2t 

The contribution of a panel can then be written as 

We then le-write G as a divergence in the plane of the panel 

we then use the divergence theorem and intesate along the sides of the panel The 

integral does not have m i  analytical form and has to be tabulated in  three diniensions 
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E.2 Near-Wall Elements 

E.2.1 Regularization 

We need to re-normalize the unbounded smoothing function by some fuxiction M(x) 

that will depend on the geometry We have 

where x E bS2, I f  we assume that the boundaryis locally spherical-within Cc support- 

, with a roughly constant curvature radius R,  the above integral can be written more 

explicitly as a function of the local curvature R. In the concave case, we have R < 0 

where q(p) = 1,” Z(t)t*dt. For the Gaussian, we have 

to finally obtain 

In the convex case, R > 0, we just have the complementary relation 

1 ._ ,-2R‘/a’ M(R)  = 1 - i e r f ( d R / o )  + ~m-- 1 
2 ._ R / u  

We will assume that curvature is constant ~ C I O S S  a panel In three dimensions, 



-1 -0.5 0 0 5  
0.,2' 

S I R  

Figure E 2: One-sided panels: Regularizatiori modifier function 

i t  will be taken as the mean cuxvature .rvluch is the average of the two principal 

curvatures of the surface This is a good approximation In the case of a saddle, 

wheie the curvatuies have opposite signs, the volumes lost and gained in the two 

main directions should be evened out with this werage 
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Appendix F 

Additional Results for the Flows Past 

Spiiiqing Spheres 

F.l Stream-Wise Rotation 

F . l . l  Helicity 

Helicity is a quantity dehied by 

It measures the entanglemeiit of vortex lines 
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Figure F 1: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, stream-wise rotation: helicity 
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F.2 Traiisverse Rotation 

F.2.1 Helicity 

This configuration remains symmetric with respect to the y = 0 plane 

if one neglects slight numerical deviations As a consequence, ‘H N 0 
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F.2.2 Stream-Wise Vorticity 

'F  
05i. 

0 5  t 
Figure F 2: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, transverse rotation: shedding cycle, stream- 

wise votticity in the x = 2 plane; contours values ale in the interval [-4;4] by steps 

of 0 5. 0 is omitted 
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Figure F 3: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, transverse rotation: shedding cycle, stream 

wise vorticity contours in the z = 2 plane (continued) 
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F.2.3 Bottom Separation 

We consider constant q5 planes and the projection of the velocity field in those planes 

For each 4, we estimate the position of the saddle 

0.5 

0 25 

N O  

..O 25 

-0.5 
.O 5 -025 0 025 0.5 

X 

(a) Location with respect to the sphere 

0.54 

0 53 
a 

70 

0 51 I 60 

180 
cp 

(h) Cylindrical coordinates as a function of a: 
radius p = 7 / D  (solid), angle 0 (dashed) 

Figure F.4 Spinning sphe~e  a t  Re = 300, transverse Iotation: separation line 
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F.3 Oblique Rotation 

F.3.1 Helicity 

Figure F.5: Spinning splieie at Re = 300, oblique rotation: lielicity 
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F.3.2 Stream-Wise Vorticity 

'F  
0 5 t  

05 ' t  0.5 'i 

Figure F.6: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, transverse rotation: shedcling cycle, stream- 

wise vorticity in the x = 2 plane; contours values are in the interval [-$4] by steps 

of 0.5, 0 is onlitted 



(4 3TI4 (d) i T / 8  

Figuie F 7: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, oblique rotation: skeddjng cycle, stream- 

wise vorticity in the z = 2 plane (continued) 
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F.3.3 Bottom Separation 

0.4 
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- 0.2 

- 0  N 

. -0.2 

- 0 4  

-04 -02 0 0 2  0 4  
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( a )  Location with respect to the sphele 

,110 

(b) Cylindrical coordinates as a function of 

4: radiusp = r / D  (solid), angle 0 (dashed) 

Figure F.8: Spinning sphere at Re = 300, oblique rotation: separation line 
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1 Introduction 

The numerical method used here is a combination of a Lagniigian vortex element method 
(VEM) and a boundary element method (BEM). Vortex methods ore based on the vorticity 
formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations a i d  on the fact that, for incompissible finivs, it  
is sufficient to follow the evolution oi the vorticitv field (the velocitv can be recovered From 
the vorticity). 

For bld? bodv flows. the vorticihr is onlv nresent in the boundan, lavers and in the . .  I _  

wake As vortex methods only require particles to carry tlievorticity, they require mucli less 
computational elements than grid-based methods 

It  as only recently that direct numerical simulations (DNS) of 3-D bluK body flows 
were periormed using n vortex method (Pioumhans et a1 [4]) Such simulations were made 
possible because of lhe important advances made by the "voxtex methods community" i n  
the past ten to fil'teen yem.  

We present some recent developments on going aimed a t  the extension of the vorlex 
method es a tool for Large Eddy Simulations of bluK body flows First, we review the 
modifications lhat we introduced Tor computing 3-0 ~ O N S  where the nttached boundary 
layer regions are modeled using infinitely thin vortex sheets while the sepsralion regions and 
the walre are modeled using vortex blobs We then present some results using this approach 
applied to the RON past the Ground !Ranspoitation System (GTS) Finally, a new hybrid 
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is briefly presented: the near-wdl regions ale resolved using 
a grid based method while the vortex element method is used Tor the conveclioa-dominated 
part of tlie RON 

2 VEM and BEM with infinitely thin boundary layers 

As t lm contributions prswited here ale bused an the vortex atid boundary elcmcnt metliods 
developed in t lm frame of DNS lor 3-D bluli body AONS, p lcxc  rercr to 141 and rcicrom% 
tlieiein for inme dcioils on the these methods Also, notice liint pcriarming Gimulations o i  
3-D flows using n vortex method requirts issl N-body so ivcr~  b a d  on rnultiiiolc expansions 
running cfiicicntly on pxdlcl  computers (15, GI) Finnlly, an cxrellcnt gcncrnl ovmvicw of 
Lagtongian m t c x  melliods can be iound in  Cotlct and Koumoutsolm 111 
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2.1 Iniinitely thin boundary layers  

We here consider simulations where the thin attached boundary layer regions ue modeled 
using infinitely thin vortex sheet panels, while the vorticity in regions where separation is 
allowed is captured using vortex particles In practice, the body surface mesh is tagged in 
order to  define tire "attached" regions and the "separation" redons 

Let us consider a set of Ad paneis, discretizing the body surface, and N voitex particles 
Let PaLt be the subset of "attached"4agged vortex panels and Pdia the "diaising"-tagged 
panels (i e where separation is allowed) 

One time step then goes as follows: 

1 Compute the velocily field, u, and its gradient, Vu, a t  particle locations From w ,  the 
vorticity carried by the vortex particles and Pact, the subset of attached vortex panels 

2 Update the particles' position and strength, for the time step, At, 

- dxj = u/, , d a .  = vul, a; + PSEI; , 
dt d t  

where the Particle Strength Exchange (PSE) scheme is used to treat the viscous dfision 
3 Enforce the no slip boundary condition a t  the wall: 

a) Compute the slip velocity, ustip, underneath all vortex panels (Pall U Pair) From the 

b) Compute the vortex sheet, Ay, that cancels the slip velocity at the solid boundary 
e) For panels belonging to Pat,? the new panel strength is set to yi + Ayi For panels 

in Pdjfi, the vortex sheet Is equivalent to a wxticity Eux that must be emitted into 
the Row for the time At: u This amounts to modifying the strength of 
tlie particles close to these panels as in [ 4 ] ~  

4 Redistribute the particles (when necessary): the old set of particles is replaced by a new 
one, in which the particles are on a regular lattice 

vorticity carried by the vortex particles and Part., 

= 

2.2 Progressively diffusing panels  

When using "attached" panels, it is obvious that the DON experiences an abrupt transition 
as it goes from the "attached" vorticity region to the "separation" region In this transition 
region, the boundary layer thiclmess varies from zero to a finite value (magnitude OF the 
local particle size) over a very short distance 

In order to ensure a smooth transition zone, "partinl" dXusing panels are used: a dfision 
ratio, r, is attributed to each of these panels. The idea is to ensure that a Fraction r of the 
total boundary layer vorticity, ytot, is carried by the vortex particles while the remaining 
Fraction (1 - r) is still attnclied to the vortex panels The diaision fraction is chosen such 
that there is a smooth trnnsition from non-diffusing panels (r = 0) t o  totally diffusing panels 
(r = 1) 

First, let's define yrot as the total boundary layer strength after the no-slip enforcement: 

7t"t = Yp.rw1 + Yprrt + AY, (2) 

where yponcl is the current panel strength, ypmr, tile current strength of the boundary layer 
Fraction discretized by vortex particles (see below) and Ay the vortex sheet that cancels tire 
slip velocity at the solid boundary (Step Ib, Section 2 1) 

We can tlien compute Ay,,, and A Y ~ ~ , , ~ ~ ,  respectively the variation of the vortex panel 
strength and the vorticity R w [  to be emitted onto the vortex particles, such that, for eaclr 
panel: 
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Notice that these equations are solved in the local panel coordinate system for the tangential 
vorticity components only (as &he panel’s strength normal component must be equal to mu) 

For progressive diffusing panels, Step 3c (Section 2 1) is modified as foUows: the new 
panel strength is set to ypiulal + Ay,,,,; the vortex sheet A y p ~  is the vorticity Bux that  
must be emitted into the BOW for the time At: Y 2 = 

Even if rpml, the boundary layer s t m g t h  cvried by the vortex particles above a given 
panel, is N& defined conceptually: ypUl = /gdwpN~ ds,  its evaluation is somewhat a r b i t r q  
(Pig 1) First, lets redefine ypnrr as the averaged boundary layer shength (carried hy the 
vortex particles) aver a surface S (ideally the panel’s surface): 

POI each panel, we approximate t h i  quantity as the discrete integral of wp0,, over an hemi- 
sphere of radius R centered on the panel divided by an “equivalent” surface SCq: 

where di is the distance of a partido to the panel center, a, is its strength, and So, NILS 

chosen equal to sR? It is clear that R should be greater than the local boundary layer 
thiclmess, but also remain fairly  ON in order t o  obtain a good approximation of the local 
boundary layer strength 

- k I , t W , m  d= ffi 
7n-t - -, 

Big. 1. Boundvry layer strcnglh carried by llie vortex partidcs (yDn,,) and attached to the vortw 
PmelS (7”””d) 

2.3 Auto diffusing panels 

If one wants to perform simulations where ground effects are taken into account, ground 
panels an necessary in order to enforce the no-slip boundary condition there h t h e r m o r e ,  
the wake vorticity has to interact in a viscous way with the ground This is true even if one 
is not interested in the wake-ground effect (as in the far ~ a l i e  for example), due to the fact 
that the interaction of walcc vorticity with a non-viscous ground rapidly leads t o  numerical 
blowup This obsewatian leads to the conclusion that it is necessary to use “diffusind‘ 
ground panels over the whole 

In order to avoid the extra cost of ensuring a few layers of particles above the nshole 
wake region a t  ail times (to capture the diffiised panel vorticiQ), we introduce “automatic“ 

redon 
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diiiusing panels: as soon as vortex particles travel above these panels, their vorticity is 
diffused onto them (they act as "diffusing panels"); othenvise the panel vorticity remains 
attached 

2.4 Improved panel  solver 

The vortex sheet Ay, necessary on the body surface in order t o  cancel the slip velocity, is 
round as the solution of a boundary integral equation The discretization of this boundary 
integral equation results in a system of 2116 linear equations for the vortex panels (i ,e., find 
Ayi for each panel) which is solved iteratively., The use of multipole expansions for vortex 
panels reduces the Cost of each iteration to O(AB log Ad) The efficiency of this iterative 
"multipole-based" solver mas improved as iolbxvs: 
D Choice of a good initial mess: the use of Ay; = -2 ni xu;'ip (exact solution for coplanar 

panels) has proved to lead t o  faster convergence compared to the former method where 
the previous time step solution is used This is mainly because the vortex sheet is only 
a small correction at each time step dominated by high frequency variations as vortex 
particles come locally close to panels or not These high frequency variations call for local 
coirections which are well estimated by the exact solution for coplanar panels 
Let A7' be the corrective vortex sheet a t  iteration r In order to evaluate Ay'+' one 
must compute the slip velocity, uClip', induced by Ay' Now, instead of computing the 
slip velocity induced by the whole vortex sheet Ay' at each iteration we can compute the 
slip velocity induced by (Ay' - Ay'-:) and simply add it to u"'p'-' (linear problem) 
This is advantageous because of the use of multipole expansions: as we converge to the 
solution, (Ayi -A$-') gets smaller and thus e?& iteration takes less time to compute 
as we can make a mote extensive use of multipole expansions 

e When using "attached" panels, compute the vortex sheet correction A y  only, even for 
"attached" panels (instead of solving the system for y) This correction is much smaller 
compared to y (panel's attached vorticity) which, again, is ~dvantageous because of the 
use of multipole expansions 

These modifications reduced the global computational time for the panel solver by a factor 
2 (up to 5 in some cases) 

- 

2.5 Total circulation 

For a physical EON, one must ensue that the total vorticity remains equal to zero for 
all times As the global time integration scheme is not conservative, the sum of the particle 
strengths is set back to ZHD a t  each time step, by distributing the di[ference over all particles 

However, when "attached" vortex panels are used, this simple scheme cannot be used 
anymore as one must take the "altached" vorticity into account Several approaches foi 
enforcing the total vorticity where investigated. 
D Our first approach was based on the fact that the vortex fiux a t  the wall must be 

divergence free At a global level, this leads $0 the follorving constraint : 

Lb A-idS=O 

We track the total amount of circulation dfised onto the vortex particles (&.d) DVCX 

time The particle strengths are then adjusted to rmircd a t  each time step 
Despite the sound physical foundation of this npproach, it performs veIy poorly in time 
Actually, the basic hypothesis, I,.,, Ay dS = 0 ,  is true only lor a divergence free 
vorticity Gold, which is not the case in practice Practically, as we modify A y  in order to 
satisfy the total vorticity constraint, the vortex sheet no longer cancels the slip velocity 
and particles soon penetrate inside the body which finally leads to numerical blowup 

Odr 
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* In the second approach we do not place any constraint on the vortex sheet We simply 
ensure, at each time step, that the total vorticity remains equal to  zero by setting the 
sum of the particle strengths to minus the total “attached” vorticity, - J,,.,, ynrrndlcJ dS 
(ceded  by the “attached” vortex panels) 
This approach produces good results, even for long time simulations 

2.6 Vort ic i ty  flux at t h e  wall for under resolved boundary layers 

When perfotdng simulations where the boundary layers are no longer well resolved, the 
characteristic diEusion distance becomes small compared t o  the local particle size This can 
become critical as the panel diffusion step must easure that the total flux of vorticity is 
distributed to neighbor vortex particles The use of tbe classical diffusion scheme with tlre 
correction for conservation leads to a very noisy distribution of the vorticity on the neighbor 
particles This situation degrades even further [or simulations with ground effect where a 
decreasing resolution is used in the ivalce 

Actually, in these under-resolved computations, one “simply“ wants to transfer the whole 
isorticity fiux to the first layer of particles above the  all We therefore ‘kelm” the local 
Reynolds number at the wall with respect to the local p’d  size to ensure that the vorticity 
Rluc can be “su5ciently Nd1” captured This schema gives produces results because of its 
difiusive nature which helps to remove the high-fiequency noise present in the computed 
vorticity flux. 

2.7 Redis t r ibu t ion  schemes, relaxation of the part ic le  field divergence and 
subgrid-scale model ing 

The  vortex particle method has no built-in control Tor keeping the vorticity field divergent+ 
her? as time evolves When the computation is well resolved (as it has been shown in various 
DNS results for tile RON past a sphere), the divergence of the vorticity field appears to he 
Icept ‘haturally” to  a fairly low value, even for long time simulations Honwer, as soon as 
one wants t o  push the resolution towards its limits, the divergence problem becomes a major 
issue. 

In  fact, one can state that an increasing divergence of vorticity field is tlre sigo that the 
computation Is not Ne11 resolved locnlly and that energy is accumulating in small scales of 
the Bow: subgrid-scale stress modeling becomes necessary 

It is clear that the redistribution step plays a major role here, as it is essential to keep 
a good representation ol the vorticity field One can go even one step Further by using the 
redistribution scheme as a iorm of subgrid-scale model: it can easily be shown that  the ION 
order A, scheme (which only conserves moments of order zero and order one of the vorticity 
fieid) has a viscous-like behavior The df i s ion  effect introduced by a A I  redistribution 
scheme applied every n time steps is roughly equivalent to an effective viscosity $ven by: 

where h is the Local grid size and At the time step 
Although quite crude, the method enabled us to perform long time simulations for the 

RON past a hemisphere (2‘ = 75) with a relatively ION number of particles (Pig 2) Let’s 
mention that, in the vicinity of the body, the resolution is hvice coarser compared to the 
resolution used for the DNS past a sphere at Re = 300 used in I !  These resuits show tlrat 
the vortex method is able to capture the dynamics of the complex vortex structures with a 
reduced number of computational elements and to reproduce the qualitative behavior of a 
turbulent RON past the hemisphere 

However, due to its highly diffusive nature which is only controlled by the local grid 
size, the redistribution interval and the time step, one cannot rely on B ION order A ,  re- 
distribution scheme to periorm satisfactory subgrid scale modeling Fbtlrermore, the effect 
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Pig. 2 Flow pest II hcmispherc using the Ar redistribution scheme Only particles wilh /ail above 
sn arbitrary thrcshold wc shown Tap: view af the vortex particles snd thoir strength at an early 
stage of the flow (T = G) One can see the vortex ring bclind the body becoming unstable Bottom: 
view of tho developed turbulcot Row u t  T = 75 

of any additional model would by far be exceeded by tlie highly diffusive behavior of the 
redistribution scheme 

R o m  this arises the need for high order redistribution schemes such as the A3 scheme, 
which is classically used in DNS computations This scheme conserves up to the third mo- 
ments of the vorticity distribution and acts as hyper-viscosity As the A3 scheme does not 
have a viscous behavior, there also is no longer enough dissipation of the small-scale energy: 
this translates into n rapid increase of the Vorticity field's divergence and Gnally leads to 
numerical blowup 

Before introducing more advanced subgrid-scale models. we wanted to assess the cap& 
bility of the vortex method combined with a high-order redistribution scheme t o  capture 
small Row struct.ures compared to the local particle size In order to deal with the diver- 
gence problem, we introduced a "relaxation scheme" where the particle strengths are set 
back to the curl of the velocity field computed at particle locations (this field is necessarily 
divergence free) This relaxation procedure is, again, a difiusive operation However, when 
it is applied su5ciently scarcely, the global difusive effect remains fairly low The particle 
reset can be seen as a periodic Glter wl~Mi eliminates the energy that gets accumulated in 
the small scales captured by the computation. 

Very promising results were obtdned using this approach for the Row past the GTS (see 
Section 3) The next step wiii be to introduce a subgrid-scale model (a Smegorinslry model 
to start with), as it would no longer be annihilated by the effect of the redistribution schemo 
The periodic relaxation scheme should then become less necessary as the energy dissipation 
at small scales will be talcen into account We however think that some active control on the 
divergence-Gee property of the Bow should still be maintained 

3 Flow past the GTS 

AU the recent developments presented in the previous sections where tested on the RON past 
the GTS This simple geometry was used because modeling the Bow using infinitely thin 
attached boundary layers along tlie truck and aUowing separation on the haclcface is a good 
approximation of the physical Row (at a zero degree yaw angle) The "real" ground effect 
mas also taken into account in lhis simulation: the truclc is traveling above a Tied Bound 
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Fig. 3.. Lcit:"Numericd setup" Tor the Row pwt the GTS Right: Zoom on body surfncc discrctiza. 
tion (vortex sheet panels); pan& u e  coiorcd by di tkion ratio 

As can be seen in Fig 3, the whole front part of the trudr !vas tagged ils an attached 
boundary layer region Then progressively difising pnnels are used in order to emwe a 
smooth transition horn the infinitely thin boundary layers to the region where difhtsing 
panels are used A closc up view of the panel discretization is shown in Fig ??  One can 
see that a variable panel size is used lor computationel efficiency: coarse panels can be used 
in the attached regions, whereas the diIIusing (and progressively diffising) panels' size is 
chosen equal to the local particle size On the gound,  the panels were tagged a5 attaciied 
except for the walie region: the nenr wake resion uses diffusive panels (with a transition 
region), and the far mdte uses auto-ditrusing panels 

We use a redistribution mapping which smoothly goes from a constant lattice (in the near 
body region) to an exponentially growing lattice (in the far walre) At each redistribution, 
the center of the mapping is "displaced" randomly around its nominal position: this reduces 
the infiuence of the arbitrary intersection between the redistribution lattice and the body 
In the ne= body region, the particle size is h = 0 023 IT' (IN is the width of the truck) The 
time step is AT = 0 01 iV/I/ll~n Redistribution is perlormed every 5 steps (A,  scheme) 
The relaxation scheme for the divergence or the vorticity Geld is npplied every 50 steps 
The simulation was carried out up to T = 16, at that time the number of particles ~ i l s  

-, 1000000 The  computation ran 50 hour; an 8 Pentium 4 processors at 2 4 GHz (Beotuulf 
linux cluster) 

DeGning a Reynolds number for these under-resolved computations has iittle meaning 
(no quant ied subgrid scale modeling. infinitely thin boundary layers) W e  cen however 
mention that the viscosity coefficient used for the PSE scheme was v p ~ ~ / ( U G T s l V )  = IO-' 

In Fig 5 one cnn see the vorticity Geld in a siice behind the GTS: it clearly shows the 
development of a truly turbulent flow in the walre These results feature much more small 
structures when compared (qualitatively) to simulations where the AI redistribution scheme 
NW used 

4 A hybrid Eulerian-Lagrangian vortex method for flows with 
massive separation 
In the previous section, an "over-simpll6ed" approach NS used for the boundary layers: 
they were modeled by infinitely thin vortex sheets in n priori defined regions I t  is clear that 
this approach can only provide physical results in simple cases In more general situations, 
the evolution of the boundary layer has to be slmuleted in order to determine where the 
separation dynamically occurs 
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Fig, 4. Flow pest the GTS with viscou5 ground cfiect in the ~ a k c  The regions 01 non zero vorticity 
me ibmm in three siices hchind thc tmda each slice is colored by tho pcornponeot of vorticity 
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Fig 5. 
shown, it is colored by the vorticity p-component of vorticity (norm$ to the plane) 

Zoom on the verticai midplano slicc behind thc tmdo regimw of non zero vorticity mc 

The VEM suffers from two drawbecks in the boundary layer regions which prevent it 
from working efficiently in these regions: 

o The VEAf uses isotropic computational elemeiits whereas, in the boundary layer regions, 
llie strong gradients in &he direction normal t o  the wall would  ION highly anisotropic 
elements lor computational efficiency 
Altough the VEA4 performs particularly well for flows dominated by convection (due lo 
the implicit treatment of the convective term), it is less suited to flexible and accurate 
treatment of the neslip boundary condition 

These drawbacb currently limit the applicabiiity of the V E A 4  to relatively I O N  Reynolds 
number flows or flows where an excessive degree of modeling must be introduced in the 
boundary layer regions Approaches along the lines of Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES), 
combining PANS methods (boundary layer regions) and LIB methods (separated regions). 
are required in order to  perform simulations at much higher Reynolds numbers 

. 
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Pig. G. Exmple oi Eulerian and Lagrangian subdomains Tile Eulcrian subdomain covers only 
thc near-vd rcsjon in order to cvpturc the thin bornday layers and the separation regions The 
Lngrmgiu subdomain COYETS Nhoh mmputationnl domain and captures NCU the d ~ e  dynamics 

Tiiis leads naturally to the observation that Eulerian Qid-based methods should be 
used to resolve tlie near-wall regions, where viscous effects are important, while using the 
Lagrangian VEM for the convection-dominated part of the flow The strengths and the 
wealmesses of both methods are indeed complementa1y in such a hybrid approach. 

Eybrid Eulerian-Lagrangian vortex based methods are not new A great challenge for 
these methods is to ensure wnsistant boundqv conditions on each subdomain (Eulerian 
and Lagangim) and t o  allow an accurate transfer of ininsmation behveen these subdomains 
Previous approaches ( e  g. Cottet el QI. [3]) required complex and expensive iterative methods 
in order to determine the boundary conditions on each domain 

We propose a neN apprOECh where the Lagangian subdomain covers the entire compu- 
tational domain (altougli under-resolved in the near-mil region), Nhiie the Eulerian subdc- 
main is Umited to the near-wall region and resolves well that  region (Fig 6 )  Tlus allows 
to obtain the boundary conditions on the Euleriau domain directly !?om the information in 
the Lagrangian domain (no need for iterative methods) On the other hand, the evolution of 
tlie Lsgrangian field in the near-wall region is corrected by the Eulerian information which 
is Ne11 resolved there 

Preliminary results where obtained for the 2-D simulation of the flow past a cylinder 
at Re = 3000 (Fig 7) In this simulation, a finite diaerence method based on tlie velocity-. 
vorticity formulation was used in the Eulerian subdomain A cows? tesoluLion wa5 chosen 
for the Lagrangian subdomain, wide the Eulerian subdomain uses a fine grid in order to 
capture well tlie detailed dynamics in the near-wall region. A good behavior of the algorithm 

observed in terms of robustness and information transfer behveen subdomains Further 
investigations will focus on quantitative validations of the method The next steps will be 
to extend the method to 3-D, to introduce a DES approach in the Eulerian subdomain. and 
a LE5 model in the Lagrangian subdomain 
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OCTREE ALGORITHMS F O R  TH@ LT\/DPLICIT CLOSEST P O I N T  
T R A N S F O R M  

M RUBEL' 

Abstract. T w o  new dgorithms which find tbe Implicit Closest Point Transform u c  presented 
Give0 a 2-0  polygonal surfme in 3-0  space and a tmt point, the algorithms identify the iocition 
on the surface which is closest to the test point Both algorithms give results which arc cxwt t o  
rn,xhbe procision, End c2n operate cajcieotly without reipiring that the pDints lie on a ;eyler lattice 
(11 belong to a set whoso positions arc I m m  in a d ~ n c e  Operating time per test point is constant 
,in both cbses; the algorithms difier in their initial setup times and rncmory consumption 

Key words. closest point transform, implicit closest point tmnsfarm, distance transform, cu- 
clidcan distance transform, octrce, level set 

A M 5  subject elossifications. 65018, 51H20, 51N05, 68'005 

1. Terminology. 
surfme 
boundary 
feulure 
EDT Euclidean Distance Transform 
CPT Closest Point 'Ikausform 
r;nml Fast Marching Method 
C/SC 
C/OT CharacteIistic / Octree Algorithm 
LUB/OT 

One contiguous 2-D surface in Euclidean 3-D space 
A set of one or more surfaces 
Any single vertex, edge, or face in a discretied boundary 

Characteristic / Scan Conversion Algorithm (Mauch) 

Least Upper Bound / Octree Algorithm 

2. Background. When modeling a physical process with a complicated bound- 
ary, i t  is often necessary to find how points in space are oriented relative to  i t  For 
example, one might wish t o  identiFy all points that fall within some distance of the 
boundary, to classify each point as inside or outside, or to measure the first arrival 
traveltime (the shortest distance) to each point.. 

The precise way to ask these questions is to apply the Euclidean Distance Trans- 
form (EDT), which maps each test point to  its shortest distance from the boundary; 
or more generally the Closest Point Transform (CPT), which maps each test point to 
its closest point on the boundary 

Among algorithms developed to perform the CPT or  EDT efficiently, the most 
successfiil ones have approached it &om the point of view of finding viscosity solutions 
to the Eikonal problem: 

- 

(2 1) 
-. [Vtil = 1 Uboundary = 0 

Equation 2 1 works here because its characteristic curves are normal to  the bound- 
ary and measure distance Gom it, folloming the natural definition of distance from a 
surrace Readers seeldng a more detailed account of the theory are referred to  Sethian's 
[5] review of Fast Marching Methods, which includes an extensive discussion 
- 
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PIG 2 1 nhslmtiion of Malarrdr P C/SC algorithm opplicd outside D lriangle in 2-D (a) mangle 
and grid o j  1161 poinlr ( b )  Chamclcristics (c) Tcrl poinls 181 0 x 7  sir mlcmol chameleri.tic regions 

For numerical reasons, most grid-based Eilmnal solvers, such as IS], 131 use some 
form of upwind finite Werencing, The Fast Marching Method 171, @] is an ap- 
proximate algorithm which combines upwind finite differencing with a priority queue 
strategy like the one in Dijlcstra's shortest-path or Dial's shortest-forest. The Fb4A4, 
which is log-tinear 01 linear in the number of test points, has been adapted to a variety 
of applications 151, and in particular can be applied to find the EDT [G] Kim's newer 
Group b4arching Method [l], works similarly but atrives at its answer in linear time. 

An alternative strategy is t o  solve Equation (2 1) by the method of characteristics 
In formulating his Characteristic / Scan Conversion (C/SC) algorithm, h4auch 121 
observed that for a boundary geometry composed of simple features, such as polygons, 
edges, and vertices, the space filled by all characteristic tines originating from each 
feature is an open polyhedron (Figure 2 1) The polyhedra may overlap At a given 
test point, the characteristic line corresponding to the closest point helongs to one of 
the polyhedra it falls inside 

Mauch loops over the chnracteristic regions and selects test points by scan conver- 
sion (Algorithm I), finding tlie exact C P T  to machine precision in linear time (linear 
in both the number of test points and the number of boundary elements) Further- 
more, for boundaries with asensible inside and outside, the algorithm can be extended 
to provide inside/outside information as well, by following the negative branch of the 
solution inside the boundary (note that  if ii solves Equation @I), then so does -ii) 

Because Mauch's algorithm uses scan conversion, it is currently limited to prob- 
lems where all of the test points lie on a regular grid However, XBaucb has proposed 
the use of Orthogonal Range Queries to extend tlie method to irregularly-spaced test 
points [Z] 

3. Explicit  vs. Implicit .  All algorithms discussed in the previous section find 
the C P T  or EDT exqdicitly. Tha t  is, each transform could have been writteii: 

result = F(boundary geometry; test point locations) (3 1) 

The test point locations needed be ]mown in advance for the algorithms t o  perform 
efficiently. We require an algorithm that remains efficient even when test point loca- 
tions are unlcnown beforehand; that  is, when the CPT must be written as an implicit 
function: 

G(result; houndaay geometiy; test point locations) = 0 (3 2) 

The algorithm must he capable of computing to  the C P T  t o  each test point individ- 
ually in constant time 
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Algori thm 1 Mauch's Characteristic / Scan Conversion Algorithm Computes the 
shortest distance 6: which separates each test point 5? from its closest point eP on 
feature F& . 

6: e m  
for all test points i d o  

end for 
for all features Fj on boundary d o  

find characteristic region Rj of feature Fj 
using scan conversion, select test points E' which lie within Rj 
for all points z' thus selected do  

6 t- signed distance from 5? to Fj 
if 161 < 16:1 then 

6: e 6 
F& + 
5' t closest point on Fj to 5? 

end if c 9  

e n d  fox. 
end for 

4. Broad Strategy. Since no a-pn'ori assumptions may be made about where 
test points will be located, we formulate the following broad strategy to ensure that 
total work will be linear in the number of test points 

Divide the region of interest into small cells in manner which yields the following 
properties: 

D It sliould be easy to find which cell contains a given test point 
0 Each cell should have a precomputed list of features which could contain the 

e The length of each list should be no more than a constant which is indepen- 

Once the region of interest has been divided and the closesbfeature lists computed 

closest point 

dent from the number of boundary features 

for each cell, Algorithm (2) may he applied to 6nd the CPT to a test point 

Algorithm 2 General algorithm for computing the shortest distance 6., nyhicli sepa- 
rates the test point a t  5 $om its closest point ZCp on feature Fcp 

8, t 03 

C += cell that contains Z 
for all features Fj listed in C do 

if f inside characteristic region Rj OF feature Fj then 
6 t- signed distance to Fj 
if 161 < 16,1 then 

6, t - 6  
Fcp + Fj 
Zcp t closest point on F j  to Z 

end if 
end if 

end for 
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Two approaches lor Ending the Implicit CPT will be presented shortly Eoth 
follow the above strategy, diifering only in how they choose which features to include 
in a given cell’s F, list But first, a brief note is in order about how space will be 
divided into cells 

5.  The Octree.  One could simply divide space into uniform cells on a regular 
grid The grid spacing would have to  he small enough to  bound the number of features 
in any one cell hy a constant, so a more complicated boundary would naturally lead 
to  a finer grid. 

Although simple, the uniform grid strategy would he ine5cient when applied to  
the commonly interesting case where regions of sharp detail are strongly localized in 
an othenvise coarse surface Instead, we employ the octree data structure, in which 
a cube is divided recursively, perpendicular to its coordinate axes, until the desired 
level of detail (or local cell size) is attained A quadtree, the oclree’s two-dimensional 
analogue, is illustrated in Figure 5 1 

FIG 5 1 flluslmlian oJ D guodtrcc wiiiclr hap lecn refined in l i e  neighborhood 01 on annulus 

In both of the schemes described below, an octree is formed h,y recursively dividing 
a n  initial octree (starting with a single “root” cell, in the simplest case) until the 
number of features associated with each “leaf’ cell is bounded hy some constant 

6. Least-Upper Bound Approach. 

6.1. Theory. In this Grst strategy to  decide which features might be closest to  
any test point in a given cell, we temporarily set aside Equation 2 1 and instead malm 
use of the triangle inequality 

Suppose we compute the shortest distances from all boundary features to the cell 
centerpoint, calling these distances 6i, i = 1. .N where N is the number of boundary 
features Fhther  suppose that the cell radius is r (that is, no point in the cell is more 
than r units away from the center). Let 6, be the distance from a test point within 
the cell to its closest point on the boundary It follows from the triangle inequality 
and definition of shortest distance that: 

Further suppose that the closest point is on feature IC ,  which has minimum distance 
61; away from the center of the cell Again from the triangle inequality, we conclude 

n 





that: 

Combining the two, 

Thus, when building a list of features which might contain the closest point to 
any test point in a given cell, one need only include those features for which Property 
G 3 is satisfied (Figure G 1) 

PIG G 1 Illustrnlion OJ Leos1 Upper Bound crilcrion Only [occs whose rlrorlesl distance Jmm 
[lie cell ~ n l m  i. Ius U~on or q u o 1  lo &cn i 2r nccd be considwed; thc mtcr three triangles cnn IC 
safely i g n o d  

6.2. Analysis. Because tbc number of featuies per cell is bounded by a constant, 
the work to  find the closest point to a given test point is constant Thus the total 
work to perform the Implicit CPT, once the octree is built, is linear in the number of 
test points 

It is less obvious how much wo11c and memory are required for octree construction 
We now attempt a rough analysis 

Rather than dealing directly with boundary features in our analysis, which would 
preclude us from treating the problem in a general way, we consider a(Z,s), the 
fraction of boundaty areawhich needs to be considered when computing the transform 
at a point f in the center of a cell of size s By construction, 0 < a 5 1, and it is 
inversely proportional to the number of boundary features 

For LUB/QT to one or more polygonal faces (and perhaps in more general cases, 
though we have not yet proven so), Dl,b(i?, s) may be exTanded locally about s = 0, 
except a t  discontinuities: 

al"b(&, 5 )  = ao(f)s t O(?) (6 4) 

where a. z 0 Equation (6 4) can also be inverted; that is, there esists some constant 
bo for which: 

s ( f ,a lub)  = h a l u b  + o('&b) (6 5) 

Suppose we are building an octree according to the LUB criterion Let the tree 
have A'& leaf cells, of volume ui ,  i = 1 NL Let B be the average (arithmetic mean) 
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of these volumes By definition, we may write: 

The sum of leaf volumes is a constank the volume of the octree Substituting and 
rearran,ging, 

N L  a A U (6 7) 

The volume of the cell centered at I is s3 As max(alub) --t 0, the maximum cell 
CCllS 

size goes to zero, and the  average volume approaches the Riemann integral: 

wluch, after substitution, becomes 

The octree is constructed so as to mdce 0: the same in each cell, to the greatest 
el%& possible This is the terminal occupancy criterion., Therefore, the mean of a 
over the octree is proportional t o  atcm So the integrand comes out h n t ,  and what 
iemains is a constant. 

Substituting Eq ( 6  10) into Eq (6 7) and proceeding to the small atcim llmit 
(which is the large number-of-panels limit), we obtain: 

(6 11) 
I NL D: - 

4 0 r r n  

Thus, for k e d  geometry and terminal occupancy, the LUB/OT method scales 
as: 

N L  = 0 (N:) (6 12) 

where Ni. is the number of boundary features 

6.3. Per fo rmance  and Memory Consumption. Due t o  Lhe very large mem- 
ory consumption of our implementation, it was not possible for us to test the LUB/OT 
approach in a quantitatively meaningkl way Even for small problems, memory re- 
quirements quickly exceeded the capabilities of our system 

For this reason, we do not believe the LUB/OT approach to be useful by itself for 
&ding the Implicit C P T  The much sharper bound provided by the Characteristic / 
Octree method (C/OT), which will be discussed in the next section, leads t o  a more 
practical direct solution Nonetheless, some lessons learned in the LUB/OT approach 
d l  carry forward 

7. Character is t ic  / O c t r e e  Approach 
G 





7.1. Theory. The C/OT approach is based directly on Mauch's C/SC algo- 
rittrm; the diiierence is that rather than apply scan conversion (wldch limits applica- 
bility to  test points on regular piids), ne intersect the characteristic regions with the 
cells of an octree 

If feature Fcp contains the closest point to a test point at Z, then a characteristic 
line of equation (2 1)  passes kom Zcp on Fcp to Z Thus, Z falls inside the characteristic 
region of feature Fcp 

Suppose I is inside cell C If C has a list of all features 9, I; = 1 Ad whose 
characteristic regions intersect it, then only those features need to be considered when 
Ending the closest point transform of I. So our broad approach is the same as i t  was 
in the LUB/OT case. The difference is that we begin by finding the characteristic 
region of each hounday feature, and then build the octree in such a way that each leaf 
cell stores the set of features FrZ whose characteristic regions intersect it We bound 
the maximum number of features per cell below a constant which is proportional to 
1. This process is depicted in Algorithm (3) 
= t o m  

Compute chara;teristic region Rj of Fj 
e n d  for 
Store all features Fj in root cell 
C c root cell 
for all features Fj in C d o  

if Rj intersects C then 
Add Fj to  list of features in G 
if length of list > terminal occupancy then 

Divide C into eight daughter cells 
Store all features Fj associated with C in each of its daughters 
Apply this loop recursively to each daughter of C 

end if 
end if 

end for 

For a surface composed of polygons, the characteristic regions are open polyhedra. 
For the purposes of this algorithm, it is not necessary to construct the polyhedra 
explicitly; i t  is suBcient to End their bounding planes The process is illustrated by 
example in Figure (7 1). 

7.2. The Characterist ic Region of a Vertex. Veitex characteristic regions 
are denoted V in Figure 7 1 

Each vertex has a nontrivial characteristic region if, and only if, the surface is 
locally convex (in or out) That is, the region exists if and only if the adjacent face 
normals all lie on one side of a plane In this case, the characteristic region bounding 
planes each contain the vertex and trvo adjacent face normals., When it exists, the 
characteristic region of a vertex is convex 

7.3. The Characterist ic Region of an Edge. Edge characteristic regions are 
denoted E in Figure 7 1 

Each boundary edge has a nontrivial characteristic region if, and only if, the 
surface is not locally flat-that is, iff its adjacent edge normals are not parallel The 
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h c  7 1 nluslrolion: chomctcrislic regions outside a cubc 

characteristic region is a wedge bounded by four planes: two planes which contain the 
edge and an adjacent face normal, and two planes perpendicular to the edge whicb 
contain its two endpoints., For oriented surfaces wllich are locally convex, the wedge 
points away from the boundary; for those which are locally concave, tlie wedge points 
into the boundary The characteristic region of an edge is also convex 

7 L  The Characterist ic Region of a Pace. The outward-facing face cltarac- 
teristic regions are denoted P in Figure 7 1; inward-facing ones are not shown 

The characteristic region of each face is the prism whose bounding planes contain 
each of its adjacent edges and whose normals lie in the plane of the face For the 
purposes of this algorithm, we divide the region into two parts separated by the face 
plane. Thus, for oriented boundaries, one of the regions is outward-d-iacing and the 
other is inward-facing. If a face is convex then its characteristic region is also convex. 

7.5. Analysis. The C/OT algorithm h d s  the hplicit .CPT in linear time once 

Analysis of tbe cost of octtee construction parallels that for tlie LUB algorithm 
the octree is built, since the work for each test point is bounded by a constant 

exactly, except that area fraction is now proportional to the square of cell length 

Carrying this change through the same reasoning presented in Section (6.Z), we 
conclude that for the C/OT method: 

Nr. = O (N;) 

where NF is the number of boundary features and AT' gives the number of leaves in 
the octree 

7 6. Performance and Memory Consumption. The C/OT routines were 
tested on a set of triangulated tori like the one shown in Figure (7 2), with ditferent 
numbeis of surface triangles but otherwise identical The octree size (given as the 
number of leaf cells, a measure of the amount of memory consumed) does seem to 
follow a A'$ law (Figure 7 3) This scaling also seems to  be the dominant factor in 
octree construction t i e  
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Scaling measurements for the C/OT method were found to be sensitive to the 
manner of surrace refinement. Refining in only tile circumferential direction, for ex- 
ample (whicli changes triangle aspect ratios) resulted in a slightly different power 
law (7 3) were obtained by reiining in both directions 
simultaneously 

The results shown in Fig 

8. Combining the Two Approaches. Because the least upper bound and 
characteristic region criteria are fundamentally different, they can be combined in 
a useful way. For example, if surface distances beyond some cutoff are not needed 
for a particular problem, or if an approximate solution would he satisfactory beyond 
some minimum distance, then the LlJB criterion gives a methodical way to eliminate 
features hom consideration during C/OT octree construction. 

If, in a given problem, the distance cutoff decreases proportionally to the maxi- 
mum surface polygon size, then memov scaling can be improved beyond the $ law., 
Furthermore, for topologically complicated boundaries, such as those comprised of 
many simple surfaces whose characteristic regions overlap, applying the LUB cutoff 
could substantially decrease the unspecified constant multiplying the scaling power 
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law 

9. Future Work. Both algoritbms presented are lineax in the number of test 
points. In memory consumption and setup time, however, the LUB/OT and C/OT 
a l g o r i t b  respectively scale with the cube and threehalves power of the number of 
surface features. To the author's lmowledge, the C/OT algorithm scales better in 
memory and setup time than any other I rnon~ linear-time algorithm for the exact 
Implicit C P T  However, bet ta  performance slioidd still be possible. 

It is clearly possible to achieve better (even linear) memory/setup scaling if one 
is milling to  accept an approxbate solution over a t  least some of the test point do- 
main. Supplementing the C/OT approach with L ~ - I i k e  limits is an obvious starting 
point, and has been implemented to  some degree by P Chatelain, one of the author's 
colleagues. There is room for a great deal of improvement in this area I i o ~ w e r  

Even for exact solutions, though, it may be possible t o  do better One property 
which has not yet been exploited is surface continuity Under C/OT, features included 
in a leaf cell are not arranged in any particular order, despite the fact that they may he 
physically situated in one or more topologically connected sets I t  may be possible to  
achieve log-linear or better memory scaling by storing the perimeters of these sets- 
rather than their constituent features-in octree cells, In this case, the process of 
finding whicli characteristic region includes a certain test point would be performed 
by, for example, bisection. 

10, Aclcnowledgments. The author gratefully aclmomledges the assistance of 
P Chatelain in writing certain LUB/OT routines, and of Prof A. Leonard for helpful 
suggestions and guidance. 
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We investigate numerically the Navier-Stokes dynamics of reconnecting vortex rings at small 
Reynolds number for a variety oi configurations We find tha t  reconnections are dissipative due to 
the smoothing 01 vorticity gradients at reconnection kinks and to the formation of secondary structures 
of stretched antipanllel vorticity which tnnsfer kinetic energy to small scales where il is subsequently 
dissipated efficieritly. I n  addition, the relaxation o l  the reconnection kinks excites Kelvin waves which 
due to strong damping are of low wave number and affect directly only large scale prupcrties 01 
the flow 
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I n  flow phenomcna as diverse as quantum [I]. magnetic 
[2 ] ,  and incompressible [3] fluids, i t  is useful lo study the 
physics o i  turbulence by modeling tlie system as a c o b  
lection of tubulai flux loops which in the case of vortical 
fields are called vortex filaments An intrinsic properly 
of such liiglily structured systems is their ability to dy- 
namically change llieir topology via reconnection 
mechanisms Does this change in topology alfect in 
turn properties of h i d  turbulence such as intermittency 
and scala1 mixing (which depend directly on the struc- 
ture of the now) or the dynamics of energy i n  wave 
number space? Or is it the case that nconneclion events 
are not generic and thus have no direct impact on the 
mean properties of turbulent Rows? The aim of this L.etter 
is to address these issues by fully resolving the Navier- 
Stokes dynamics ol interacting vortex rings for three 
simple geometries having great porential Tor illuminating 
the physics of reconnection Although the Rows consid- 
ered a r e  not strictly tuibulent, the hope is tho1 in  a future 
structural approach to the problem of turbulence a sig- 
nificant part of tlie Row complexity could be traced back 
to the physics of similar vortex interactions 

Incompressible vortex reconnections have an extensive 
bibliography (Tor a ieview or the work tip to 1994. see 
[4.5]). In [6,7] reconnections or vortex tubes were con- 
sidered with an emphasis on the possibility of singular,ity 
formation as Re- m., I n  [E] the strong interactions be- 
[ween vortex rings were computed with tho interest in 
developing numerical methods and turbulence models 
rather than in focusing on the physics of reconnection 
In [9] i t  is discussed how a linked vortex configuration 
could be achicvcd starting from a n  unlinked initial slate, 
and in [IO] i t  is considered liow the mixing of a non- 
diffusing passive scalar is arfected during vortex ring 
collision The reconnection of two approaching (but not 
colliding) vortex rings wasstudiedexperimentally in  [I I ]  
and theoretically i n  [I21 TIiisLetterextcnds thesestudies 
by considering generic vortex configurations and by cap- 
turing more features of vortex reconnections i n  a tuibu- 
lent now 

We solve the Navier-Stokes equations for a n  unbounded 
[hi-ee-dimensional incompressible viscous flow We em- 
ploy the vorticity formulation: 

(; + r 4 .  V)- = (Vu)  ' w t vV?w. (1 )  

V .' u = 0, (4 
where ri is tlie velocity and w is tlie vorticity We use a 
vortex particle method [ I31  In this method, the vorticity 
is discretized with Lagrangian elements These elements 
which carry a vector-valued Gaussian distribution of 
vorticity aieconvected and stretched by the local velocity 
obtained by the Biot-Savart I a v .  The complexity or tlie 
velocity computation is normally QN') with N being tlie 
number ofparlicles; we have used a multipole algorithm 
that reduces this complsxity to O(N log(N)). Viscous 
dilrusion is handled by the particle strengtli exchange 
scheme 

We calculate the global kinetic energy E and enstrophy 
R defined as 

n =  6Jdx (4) 

For unbounded flows, tlie relation between Icinetic energy 
and enstrophy is 

'we also compute the evolution of the spectrum of the 
kinetic energy E(k)  which, i n  terms ol tlie Fourier trans- 
rorm of vorticity d = [1/(27#/'] 1 dr.  is de- 
fined as 
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t = o  t = 0 4  1 = 0 8  1=16 

,.&" 

FIG 1 Vortex rings in an offset collision: contours of 
vorticity; from I = 0 to 14, the contour is w = 0 1 5 w l ;  for 
f > 2.4. it  is w = 0 025 O J ~  

where ddl, denotes sinOLd8,d$~. the solid angle element 
in spherical cootdinates.? he calculation of the spectrum 
requires a double summation over the vortex elements 
which results to O(N') complexity Because of this. the 
calculation o f  the spectrum is much more costly than the 
solution of the Biot-Savart law. Since the numbcr of 
particles grows substantially during our simulations. 
from around N = 5 X IO4 at I = 0 to 8 X IO5 i n  the 
cnd, our  computational resources did no! allow us to 
compute the spectra for all times 

All calculations were done with the same Reynolds 
number: Re = = 250 where I' is the circulation of one 
ring and Y is the kinematic viscosity I h i s  small value of 
the Re was dictated by the computational cost and the 
need for well-resolved reconnection regions All the 
rings havc the same initial l7 All of  our conclusions are 
conditioned upon the small value of the Reynolds number, 
as well as, on the common initial circulation and should 
not be extrapolated urtcritically to other settings The 
initial vorticity distribution i n  the cross section of every 
ring is Gaussian with a cutoff 

where I is the distance to  the core center, D is the core 
radius, and w g  is the azimuthal vorticity. We chose D = 
0 05R(whereRistheradiusofrhering). toensurethat the 
rings are still thin when reconnections occur. Our results 
were made dimensionless in the following manner: f = 
(I 'r ' /R2) ,  x = (x'/R). and w = [(R' o')/I'], where I ) ,  i. 
and o' are dimensional 

We studied three configurations In the first case 
(Fig 1). the initial rings are placed at a distance of R / 4  
apart in the z direction. offset by R along t h e y  axis and 
they move in opposite directions along the z axis In the 
second case (Fig 2),  two rings of different radii ( R  and 
R / 2 )  and o f  initial separation R / 4  are moving in the same 
direction along the i axis, with the center of the small 

t = O  2 t=O8 1=12 t = 1 6  

1=24 1 = 3 6  1=4 8 1=64 

FIG 2 Vortex rings of  different radii: contours of vorticity; 
from I = 0 to 2.4, the contour is w = 0 15w',"d3,: Tor I > 2 4, i t  
i s  w = 0 0 5 ~ 2 :  

ring i n  a collision course with the circumference of the 
large one. The small ring has a larger self-induced veloc- 
ity and catches up with the large ring Finally, i n  the third 
case (Fig. 3). the two rings are linked at 90° a ring going 
through the other in its center. One is moving in the 
positive z direction; the other, i n  the positive y direction,. 

All three evolutions lead to ring reconnection 
(Fig. 1-3) and have common features.. The latter will he 
discussed here i n  the context of  the first configuration 
observing that the phenomena are the same for the other 
two cases The spectrum at f = 0 (Fig. 4) has the charac- 
teristic oscillations of the spectrum of isolated vortex 
rings and a cutoff at the scale of ring core radius D = 
0.05, k = 20. Our results (Fig I and 5) suggest that 
(approximately) the reconnection starts around I = 0 6 
and ends around I = 1.75 with a duration At, = 1.15 
Specifically. as the rings approach each other, they stretch 
and deform near the collision points so that their respec- 
tive vorticities become Iocally antiparallel. 'The two ends 
of this stretching region eventually become reconnection 
kinks in which (in the absence o f  singularities) the strong 
vorticity gradients are smoothed out by diffusion This is 

1=0 1=16 1=32 t = 4 8  

1 = 6 4  1=8 1= 10.8 

FIG. 3 Linked vortex rings: contours of vorlicity; o = 
0.025 w p  
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FIG 4 
energy spectrum 

Vortex rings in a n  ofiset collision: evolutiun of tlie 

also seen in the graphs of the global quantities (Fig. 5)  
where the beginning of the reconnection process corre- 
sponds to a hump i n  the graph of bL and to a steepening of 
the slope of E ( / )  between I = 0 6 and 1 = 1.4. Our calcu- 
lation predicts that (due to diffusion) the filament core 
radius increases from tlie value cro = 005R initially to 
the value rr = 0 12R at the reconnection Using this 
latter value we calculate the viscous time scale I ,  = 
u f / u  = 0.,36 Scaling the convective ring velocity with 
rl477R we estimate the time needed for a ring to traverse 
crp: I ,  = 4i~RcrJT = I 5 These times ar'e OF the same 
order as At, and so it  looks that both viscous and con- 
vective phenomena participate in  the reconnection 
physics The present relation between I ,  and AI, i s  d i r k -  
ent from the one i n  [ I l l  where the viscous scale was 
reported to be much larger than the duration of recon- 
nection However, i n  [ I l l  the Reynolds number was 1600. 
The conclusion that the reconnection duration is inversely 
proportional to the Reynolds number and thus to the 
circulation of the vortices is plausible (also in agreement 
with [6.14]), but i t  is subject to tlie condition i n  [ I l l  that 
the rings are merely touching themselves rather than 
colliding. 

I 

FIG 5. Vortex rings in  a n  ofisel collision: kinetic energy and 
enstrophy 

FIG 6 Vortex rings in an  ofrset collision: contour of vorticity 
and vorlex lines B L  I = I 6 and 2 4; the transparent contour is 
w = 0 Q25wKZ; the vortex lines in (a) and (b) were chosen to 
pass through the vortex core center (the maximum value of w )  
at  a location away lrom the reconnection kinks; in  (c), a few 
neighboring lines arc also shown Tor I = 2 4 

After some time (Fig 6), we can say l h a l  two new rings 
are formed The pairs of filaments between the reconnec- 
tion regions ate stretched further as the new rings move 
apart from each other ( r  = 1 6 to 5 6) These stretched 
vorticity structures are responsible For a continued trans- 
fer of energy to the smallest scales unt i l  these struclures 
are dissipated away This conclusion is supported by the 
results of Fig 4 where it  is shown that tlie high wave 
number cutoff of the spectrum becomes a nonexponential 
one (although i t  remains still vety steep) and that between 
I = 0 8 and 2 4 there is a significant decay of the energy 
spectrum ~orl i<20but l i t t lcchangefork 3. 20 Thislasl 
observation indicates that i n  the small scales of motion an 
approximate balance between energy transrer lrom large 
scales due to stretching and local energy dissipation due 
to diffusion is attained (temporarily) This conclusion IS 
alsoconsistent withthevorlicitystructureshown i n  Fig 7 

t=0.8 t = 1.6 
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FIG 7 
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Vortex rings i n  an  oflsct collision: contours or vor- 
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where it  is observed that between I = 0.8 and I = 2 4 (the 
time of the last spectrum calculation). the vorticity mag- 
nitude i n  the secondary structures (where the global 
maximum of vorticity resides) stops increasing and i n  
fact it decays sligtilly 

It is conceivable that for Reynolds numbers higher than 
250 an intermediate scaling range (that is in  between the 
k-' and k-7 regimes) could appear with an inertial type 
of scaling It is also expected that with increasing 
Reynolds number the hump observed i n  the global ens- 
trophy during the reconnection could become more pro- 
nounced and (according to the previous discussion) 
shorter i n  duration. 

In conclusion, we studied three generic vortex ring 
configurations and we found that i n  all cases the rings 
reconnect This suggests that reconnection is a common 
phenomenon i n  vortex filament encounters and perhaps 
also i n  turbulent flows,. In addition, we observe an inten- 
sification of dissipation which is local i n  time and could 
be a mechanism contributing to turbulence intermittency 
A by-product of reconnection is the formation of 
stretched structures with antiparallel vorticity which 
transfer energy to the smallest scales where it is rapidly 
dissipated Without this energy redistribution in  wave 
number space the decay of global kinetic energy would 
have been slower. This important effect depends directly 
on the details of the initial vortex configuration (compare 
with experiments in [ I l l )  The observed intensification of 
small scale motions hints to an enhancement of small 
scale mixing of passive scalars with Sc 2 1 The excited 
Kelvin waves represent a fast meclianism for energy 
transfer, but the small Reynolds number of our calcula- 
tions is not suitable lor understanding their full  impor- 
tance In particular, they are confined to low wave 
numbers i n  opposition to the Kelvin waves observed i n  
reconnections in quantum fluids [15], 'This is because 
quantum filaments are inviscid and have a very thin 
core (r- 0 1 nm) so that high wave number Kelvin 
waves propagate without damping even for rings with 
small circulation. 

Besides illuminating important physics. the present 
work will guide future introduction of phenomenological 
reconnection models into vortex filament computational 
methods In this way, the applicability of the laiter meth- 
ods will be extended to flows with complex vorticity 
configurations 

This research was partially supported by the Office of 
Naval Research and the Department of Energy. 
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We elaborate the physics of systems of unconstrained, reconnecting vortex filaments with dynamic 
finire cores of uniform ("quantized") circulation interacting via Biot-Savari and viscous forces The 
pbenomenology of this purely structured turbulent system includes an inertial range with Kolmogorov's 
k-'I3 scaling for the energy spectrum. as well as Kolmogorov's linear in  r scaling for the third order 
longitudinal structure function 

DOI: 10 llO3/PliysRevLeu90.234503 

Tlie contribution of coherent structures to the statistics 
of turbulent flow comprises a central problem i n  turbu- 
lence physics Adopting a vorticity representation of fluid 
flow, one can define coherent structures to be vorticity 
patterns (e g., Burgers's vortices) characterized by a num- 
ber of parameters (e,.g, the core radius to Iengtli ratio in 
case of a filament) In order for such patterns to persist i n  
time their interactions should only cause their transition 
from one cliaiacteristic parameter range to another with- 
out simultaneous change of tlieir mathematical definition 
Examples of such structures are described i n  [I] In  this 
Letter we develop a novel turbulence model i n  order to 
address the following question: is there a kind of low 
dimensional coherent structure capable of representing 
the dynamically important vorticity field as a collection 
of its manifestations? 

Our approach to the question above is inspired from 
previous efforts to quantize classical turbulence [L] and is 
motivated by drawing an analogy with quantum Ruids [3] 
In particular, starting from theGross-Pitaevskii model of 
superfluids and using tlie Madelung transformation tlie 
superfluid dynamics reduce to the inviscid Euler equation. 
with theadditional constraint that tlie vorticity in the flow 
must be exclusively in  the Form of vortex filaments with 
quantized ciiculation [ 4 ] ~  This extra constraint is a pure 
quantum mechanical effecL Although i n  classical fluids 
such quantization constiaints are absent, the following 
questions are legitimate: How useful would i t  be (in 
turbulence theory) to imagine a Navier-Stokes fluid 
with its circulation quantized in the same manner as in  
superfluids? Can one construct a Navier-Stokes analog of 
the Euler superfluid vortices? In this L.etter we respond to 
tlie questions above by formulating a heuristic quanliza- 
lion of the Navier-Stokes equation, We propose a turbu- 
lcnce model tliat depicts unconstrained, reconnecting 
vortex filaments with dynamic finite cores of tiniform 
(quantized) circulation. interacting via inertial and vis- 
cous forces This formulation is much more complicated 
than previously suggested vortex models of inertial range 
and fine scale turbulence [5-91 These had to assunie a 
specific vortex structure or unknown stability analysis 
and had to ignore the strong interactions between t l ie 

234503-1 0031-9007/0.3/90(23)/?34503(4)S20 00 
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vortices, as well as their reconnections These simplifica- 
tions are in oblique contiast to the complexity of turbu- 
lence, and there is little hope to expect that statistical 
mechanics obtained from such models could unlock 
essential turbulence physics Thus, this Letter ex- 
tends the previous studies by avoiding many of their 
simplifications 

If r; is the three dimensional representation of the 
centerline curve of filament i then the voitex motion is 
described by 

where V(r;(r). I) is the Biot-Savart velocity: 

with w(x') the vorticity vector. In tlie quantum Euler case 
tlie vorticity w(x') is a delta function along the curve of 
tlie filament Ci since tlie superfluid vortices have (at 
hydrodynamic scales) infinitesimal core sizes However, 
i n  the classical Navier-Stokes case the vortices have 
dynamic, finite cores. and the vorticity is distributed 
Tliis results in  a more complex vorticity representation 
[IO]: 

where u,(s) is the local core radius or filament i and tlie 
smoothing kernel ( describes the way vorticity spreads 
around the core centerline Thecalculations are done with 
tlie high order algebraic kernel of [ 1 I] r is the circulation 
strengili attributed to all filaments and is the model's 
analog of tlie quantum orcirculaiion Tlie iormula shows 
that the vorticity field lhas two constituents The first term 
of the sum inside the integral sign models the vorticity 
component along the direction or tlie filament t a n g e n t s  
Tliis is the only component present i n  quantum vortices 
(without the smoothing cfrect of 4') The second ketm 
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models the vorticity component along the direction x - 
ri(s) and is induced by the change of cri(s) along the 
filaments 

In the numerical calculations each filament is divided 
into a number of finite segments using a set of discretiza- 
tion points SI, where j =  1, N and s is the arclength 
parametrization The  time integration is done with a 
low storage, third order acccurate Runge-Kutta method 
r171 Rnth filament stretching due to the Biot-Savarf 
ielocity field and viscous action change 0,. The former 
effect has been taken into account by imposing for every 
discretization point s' the conservation of vortex tube 
volume: 

where sj+' is the immediate neighbor of point s j .  The 
viscous effect is handled by the core-spreading method 
[131: 

dc? 
dt 
--i = 2yv, 

where Y is the kinematic viscocity and y is a factor 
depending on the particular kernel lemployed and equal 
to yo = 2.205 for our choice of kernel. When two fila- 
ments approach closer than a fraction of their correspond- 
ing core radii, they reconnect The details of the 
algorithm can be found in [I41 where it was shown to 
predict adequately the changes in topology, the excitation 
and propagation of Kelvin waves, the viscous decay of 
kinetic energy, and the helicity dynamics An important 
consequence of circulation quantization is a great simpli- 
fication in reconnection physics. Recohnections between 
vortex rings of variable circulation are much more diffi- 
cult to model efficiently Periodicity was enforced with 
the minimum image method (151 In the absence of a 
proper mathematical analysis of theerror committed with 

the latter method we have done computational experi- 
ments with a simple system which did not show signifi- 
cant velocity deviations from exact reference velocity 
profiles. 

The initial condition of the calculations done with the 
proposed model consists of 192 vortex rings in a periodic 
box The radii and orientations of the rings are chosen 
using sequences of random numbers. The Reynolds num- 
ber bas the value Re = f = 5000 where r is the circula- 
tion of the rings and v is [he kinematic viscosity. 'The 
results are made dimensionless in the following manner: 

and R is a reference initial vortex-ring radius. We have 
c h o s e n r =  1 a n d R =  I;thehoxsizeisl, =ZO?l.Using 
the initial value of the turbulence intensity u = = 
3.87 (with ui the velocity fluctuations and E = 
$x;-l(uiui) the turbulence kinetic energy) as a scale for 
the velocity of convective motions and the size of the 
largest resolvable eddies (equal to half the box size) as a 
scale for the length of the convective motions. we find the 
inertial time scale f, = 0.26. For comparison the numeii- 
cal solution ends at I, = 0,. 14. 

Figure 1 shows that the artificially ordered initial con- 
dition evolves (mainly because of reconnections) into 
a complex tangle. The final reconnection number ex- 
ceeds 9000. 

Figure 2 presents the energy spectra at two different 
times t = 0.09 and 1. = 0 14. They lead to the same 
conclusions, although due to turbulence decay theearlier 
spectrum is characterized by higher energy values,. 
Notice that the initial condition corresponds to a non- 
physical tangle state and only at f - 0 05 (when an almost 
linear decay sets in) is the tangle complex enough to be 
realistic. At tc = 0 14 the minimum tube radius in the 
system is located at ki, = 14 and the maximurn (tube 
radius) at kr = 8,.25. Here k = without 2v factors We 
estimated the average dissipation (G) = by equating i t  
to the almost constant turbulent energy decay rate (Fig,. 3) 

~ = T , x = - - , o  r8 r' = ~ ~ w h e r e r ' , x ' , o ' a r e d i m e n s i o n a l  
R .  R r 

FIG. I 
is shown 

Vortex filament core cenlerlines at initial and stoppage limes For clarity. only one-eighth of the computarional box 
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E 

10% I=U. 1 4  y, 

k 
FIG 2. Velocity spectra at I = 0 09 and I, = 0 14 

in the time interval I = 0 07 to I = 0 14 and found ( E )  = 
42. Direct calculation using the E definition is not appro: 
priate since the major contribution to E comes from the 
reconnection model and not from the resolved flow scales 
Assuming the formula ( E )  = (with A the Taylor 
scale) of locally isotropic turbulence to be useful in the 
present context, we find theTaylor wave number k ,  = 37 
and the Taylor scale Reynolds number Re, = 427. The 
Kolmogorov microscale is much smaller than the mini- 
mum core size and is not resolved The k < kl part of the 
spectrum corresponds to the inertial range of turbulence 
where vortex stretching is dominant At k - kl viscous 
effects become important and cause a sharp cutoff ob- 
served between k - AI and k - k,, There is also evidence 

3 1 0000 

t 
FIG. 3 
number N 

Evolulion of  lurbulcnt energy E and of reconnection 

that at k = kd energy tends to pile up at subcore wave 
numbers 

The fully resolved calculations of [16.17] depicted 
vortex stretching at subcore length scales during recon- 
nections. It was shown in [I41 that the intensity of this 
stretching process is only partially captured by the em- 
ployed reconnection model, and therefore the small scale 
flow structure is not predicted with great accuracy. 
However, assuming that the physics of the inertial range 
depend mainly on the effective removal of kinetic energy 
at the smallest wave numbers and not on their detailed 
structure, this should not present a problem since our 
model incorporates such an effective dissipation. As 
Fig.. 2 indicates, the inertial range spectrum scales like 
k-5/3 and this provides clear evidence that stretching 
effects in turbulent vortex tangles can help explain 
Kolmogorov scalings i n  accord with a line of thought 
initiated i n  [IS]., 

In Fig., 3 we observe a direct correlation between the 
reconnection rate and the (turbulent) energy decay rate 
This is also consistent with the findings of [16], showing 
intensification of dissipation during rcconnections. The  
results hint at a possible mechanism of dissipation inter- 
mittency i n  real turbulence since reconnection processes 
occupy at any inslant only a poition of the nuid volume. 

In Fig. 4 the third order longitudinal structure function 
is shown The latter is defined as 

and it  is negative We have first computed the Si' values 
along each of the three Cartesian directions and then we 
averaged The directional sets of data were not identical 

<E> r 
FIG 4 
time I,: = 0 14; the nclual r interval is [0 4,0 61 

Third order velocity smucturc function a1 stoppage 
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and the present turbulence is certainly not isotropic. The 
results indicate that (as in real turbulent flows) Si is 
nonvanishing In addition, Si' cx r in  a subinterval of 
the k-'5/3 range. 'This scaling behavior was apparent in 
all directions although its extent was varying. The 
slope, however, in Fig. 4 differs significantly from the 
Kolmogorov slope - + ( E )  valid for globally isotropic 
turbulence and calculated using the (E) = 42 value. 
Possible reasons for this could be turbulence unsteadiness 
and anisotropy, a small extent ot the inertial range which 
is not asymptotically distant from the viscous regime, as 
well as limitations of the present model of fully devel- 
oped Navier-Stokes turbulence. In this context it is worth 
noticing that in the grid generated turbulence experiment 
of 1191 with the Re, = 450 similar to ours, there was also 
almost no range with the slope -$ (E)  at all 

In conclusion, we have established a schoinoidal (from 
the Greek uXoruoEt6gs meaning ropelike, stringy) 
kind of turbulence. In doing this we have ignored the 
incoherent background vorticity of real turbulence and 
consequently the interaction between the latter and the 
voItex filaments. In this milieu, i t  is important that the 
system exhibits the Kolmogorov k-5/' scaling, as well as 
the Kolnmogorov Sy a: r prediction. despite the turbu- 
lence being highly intermittent and anisotropic. 'These 
do not necessarily mean that stretched line vortices are 
the sole factor of Kolmogorov phenomenology. The latter 
preassumes (among other equally plausible alternatives) 
that real turbulence is solely composed of linear coherent 
structures (as is the case of quantum turbulence) or that 
filamentary structures dominate an apparently incoherent 
background Arguments against tlie latter can be found in 
1201. The existence of different turbulence species all 
with the same statistical phenomenology but different 
deterministic stiuctures should not be excluded. In 
this milieu, the study of hybrid systems of filament. 
sheet, and volume vorticity is important In the related 
area of quanlum fluids the results help to understand the 
k-l E31 scaling of superfluid turbulence by noting that 
vorlex stretching, a necessary (in this case) factor of 

Kolmogorov scaling is missing in the coreless quantum 
vortex tangles. 
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Abstract 
We show glial a tangle of material lines in  a purely slructured. decaying lurbulcnt flow presents flat scalings for the curvature 

and torsion spectra corresponding 10 bolli l l ie inerlial and viscous ranges in Ihe energy spectrum and that il acquires a ftactal 
dimension close to 1 resembling a material sheet 
0 2003 Elsevier B V All rights reserved 
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h'cyaoids Mixing: Turbulence; Vortices 

The study of non-local turbulence ch;ll-acteristics 
requires the investigation of extended material objects 
lilre lines and surfaces since extended objects encode 
efficiently the effects of spatial correlations in [lie tur- 
bulent velocity field. The geomehy of material lines 
is important in understanding the mixing properties of 
turbulence Largescale geometrical variations of a ma- 
terial interface are major contibutors to concentration 
transpoit and small scale corrugations lead to fractal 
interface dimensions which characterize the degree of 
mixing The discovery o f  fractal interface dimensions 
and the self-similarity of geomelry in tlie appropriate 
range ol scales that tliey imply, as well as, tlie dis- 
covery of universal power law regimes in the curva- 
ture, torsion 01 L.agrangian velocity spectra simpliry 
physical interscale arguments and the accounting of 
multiscale turbulence erfects., Their importance for the 
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geometry is similar to that of the Kolmogorov scalings 
lor the velocity field 

In [I-31 llie curvature of material lines in lami- 
nar and steady (in tlie Eulerian picture), chaotic n o w  
was studied It was verified that  compression olmate- 
rial elemenls results in line folding and curvature gen- 
eration Data for curvature probability density func- 
tions indicated that tlie latter might be independent o l  
the now details At sufficiently long times the mean 
cuivature attained constant values will1 superimposed 
fine fluctuations In [4] the conelation between cur- 
vatuie atid sketching along material lines was stud- 
ied io! a laminar celiular Row A power law relation 
between sltetcliing and ciirvature along sharp bends 
was found In IS] the fractal dimension of a material 
line distorted by the laminar now of a blinking vor- 
tex wit11 no boundaries (introduced in  [GI), was calcu- 
laled with the box counting algorithm and was found 
to be bounded from above by the value 2 Due to tlie 
simplicity of [lie underlying Rows, these studies do  
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not provide information about material line dynamics 
in fully developed turbulence. In [7] die distortion of 
a material line by a stationary isottopic incompress- 
ible turbulent flow was studied,. Emphasis was given 
on stretching phenomena rather than on geometrical 
ieaiures. u t  LJJ U X  uvn. LYUIILLI~ u:s~Llki; .;.z; ::x! 
to measure the dimension of a material line deformed 
by a two-dimensional, Gaussian, prescribed velocity 
field. It was concluded that the embedded line failed 
to become fractal. In this Letter we employ a model 
of a three-dimensional, fully structured turbulent flow 
introduced in [8] in order to study geometrical prop- 
erties of a tangle of closed material lines. The turbu- 
lence model consists of unconstrained, reconnecting 
vortex filaments with dynamic finite cores of uniform 
circulation, interacting via inertial and viscous forces 
It obeys the IGArnogorov scalings for the second and 
third order sttucture functions and it i s  endorsed fur- 
ther by the findings of [9], ,  We show that a tangle of 
material lines in a purely structured, decaying turbu- 
lent flow presents flat scalings for the curvature and 
torsion spectra correspondirig to both the inertial and 
viscous ranges in the energy spectrum and that it ac- 
quires a fractal dimension close to 2 resembling a ma- 
terial sheet. 

We compute the dynanucs employing a numerical 
method described in detail in [8]. If ru is the three- 
dimensional representation of the centre-line cuwe of 
filament u and I ,,, is the representation of the curve of 
material line 111 then the vortex and material motions 
are described by 

- ._. . , 

dr., 
dt 
- = V ( , , ( t ) , t )  = v u ,  

where V ,  and V,,, are the Biot-Savart velocities: 

(X - X') X o(x') dx' 
13) 4n 

with ~ ( x ' )  the vorticity vector. The employed ~ ( x ' )  
formula takes into account the finite core of the fil- 
aments, as well as, variations of the latter along the 
vortices The viscous effect is handled by the core- 
spreading scheme of [IO]. When two filaments ap- 
proach closer than a fraction of their corresponding 
core radii, they reconnect according to the method of 
[I  11. We have implemented periodic boundary condi- 

tions by introducing image vortices thus augmenting 
the computational complexity. Numerical experiments 
determined the minimum width of the box extension 
(where the image vortices are located) to be 0.31b, 
where l b  is the size of the box. Then the deviations of 

We calculate the fractal dimension of the material 
tangle employing the box counting method of [I21 
The algorithm computes N ( 6 ) ,  the minimum number 
of boxes of size 6 needed to cover all points produced 
by the discretization of material lines. This is done for 
a range of box sizes. In the limit of very small 6 values 
the slope of the curve N ( 6 )  becomes zero since then 
the box size is smaller than the discretization distance 
between the material points and N(6)  is equal to the 
actual number of points that make up the material 
system. The box size is increased until 6 is comparable 
to the size of the calculation box,. For such S values 
N ( 6 )  exhibits a step like behaviour. Using these data 
we construct a log-log graph of N(6) versus 6 If a 
fractal dimension exists then for an adequately large 
range of 6 values, a slope should be visible on the 
graph defining the fractal dimension D: 

-.-.--:--l ..- ...-..--_ ..nl,~nr limn _ _  . . ~ v r ( p t  n n ~ c  wcrp indicce,mihlp. 

(41 I 

We compute the curvature C and the torsion T along 
the closed material lines using second order accurate, 
periodic, cubic spline interpolation In this way, we 
define three functions of the arclength e For curvature, 
torsion and velocity V,,, 'The latter is obtained directly 
from the Biot-Savart law. Employing one-dimensional 
Fourier transforms we calculate their spectra defined 
BS 

m 

where the dummy variable X stands for C, ? or V ,  
and k denotes wavenumber The present methodology 
is similar to that employed in [13] It essentially 
calculates statistics by ensemble averaging treating 
each material loop as a single realization of the 
statistical system. 

The Reynolds number has the value Re = f = 
5000, where r is the vottex cixculation and u is the 
kinematic viscosity 'I he Taylor scale based Reynolds 
number is R q  = 427 The box size is fb = 2 041 
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Pig I Mnlerial lines Innglc at inilinl snd sloppvgc limes To s e w  clarity. only one ciglilh or tllc compulntionol boa is sliown 

These values and the vortex positions are chosen to be 
die same as in [8] so that the dynamics of the Row are 
familiar The initial conditions include 192 randomly 
placed vortex lings (Fig. 1 of [SI) and an equal number 
o l  material rings (Fig.. 1). The length of the latier is 
Lo = 869 91 and i t  is discretized into N o  = 28940 
material points As it is observed in 181 tile calculation 
presents an initial transient which corresponds to a 
period of intense reconnection rate and very fast 
energy decay.. This transient ends at around I = 0.05 
where a decaying turbulence slate appears with an 
almost constant dissipation rate (E) c 42. Since this 
Uansient is an artifact of tlie initial conditions, we 
have chosen to report our findings after this transient 
lias ceased. The results are, made dimensionless in the 

R? w' R ,  o = -Ti- wlieie 
1' ,  .x', 0' are dimensional and R is a reference initial 
vortex-ring radius. We have chosen r = 1 and R = I ,, 

Using the initial value of the turbulence intensity II = 

E = !j E:=, (iij.,rtt) the turbulence kinetic energy) as 
a scale for the velocity of convective motions and the 
size of the largest resolvable eddies (equal to lialf the 
box size) as a scale for the length of the convective 
motions. we find Uie inertial time scale tc = 0 26. 
Therefore, the numerical solution stoppage time of 
fe = 0.09 is of the same order as the large eddy 
turnover time which represents the largest correlation 
time in fully developed turbulence 

fo~~owing manner: I = 4, .x = r' R- 

fi E = 3.87 (wilh [it the velocity fluctuations and 

In  Figs. 1 and 2 it is observed iliac due lo turbulence 
action the length of the material system grows rapidly. 
Also observed in Fig. 2 is that the tangle 110s a 
fractal dimension D = 1.97 over a significant range 
of scales at stoppage time. At the same time, its lenglh 
is LE = 2857.82 ( L " / t o  % 3 3) and it is discretized 
into Ne = 69375 niaterial points. Le exceeds by a 
factor 455 the lengthiest of the initial material loops. 
In addilion, the average discretization lenglh on the 
lines is As = 0 04 and the average interline spacing 
is l,,, = @ = 0 055. In [ 141 a monotonic increase 
in the fractal dimension of a tangle of quantum line 
vortices was found. Instead, the present investigation 
indicates a possible saturation of the material tangle 
dimension to a value sliglitly smaller tlian 2 or in 
other words the system of lines tends to become a 
material sheet. 'This comparison points to the different 
physics of material and vortex iines but also to a 
possible effect of viscous forces and turbulence decay 
since in [ 141 the system was conservative. The present 
turbulence is three-dimensional, dynamic and has 
non-Gaussian features (non-zero third order structure 
runction). Despite these, by applying the box counting 
method to a single material line of length L; = 21..08 
and NF = 514 number of points (compared to the 
initial values of 1;: = 6 2 7  and of NP = 2091, it was 
found that tlie latter failed to become fiactal as it was 
also reported in [5] for a two-dimensional, Gaussian, 
kinematic turbulence. This indicates that the fractal 
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Fig 2 LA: cvolulions ofturbulenl tinclicenergy E ,  mnlerid lines length L nod materid tmgle Cmcld dimension D wilh time Rigbl: number 
of boxes N VCIZUS box size 6 lor lhc delemination of lhe fmctal dimension nl stoppage lime 

Fig 3 Histogrnms of curvatwe C. tenia? 7 and length oi Lngmgian velocily u,, = ] ] V , I ]  at stoppage limo The frequencies nre shown 
divided by IO3 The number of sample points is approximately 7 x IO4 

Fig 4 Speclm ofcuncltun: E c ,  lonion ET nnd Lagrangian velocity E",,, 

dimension observed in Fig 2 is due to the existence 
of many material loops 

In Fig 3 the histograms for curvature, torsion and 
Lagrangian velocity length are shown These quanti- 
ties exhihit different behaviour Torsion's histogram is 
approximately symmetric around 0 In contrast to cur- 
vature it does not present long tails The Lasangian 
velocity histogram presents a flatter peak than the 
other two. These observations are in agreement with 

the spectra of the same quantities seen in Fig. 4. The 
torsion specbum is Rat for a wide range of scales and 
then presents a decay regime with a large scaling ex- 
ponent In comparison, the curvature spectrum pos- 
sesses the same structure but the absolute value of 
the decay regime exponent is much smaller. The lat- 
ter indicates that (relative to torsion) high curvature 
values are more energetic This concurs with the tail 
observed in the histogram of curvature I h e  physical 
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values of torsion and curvature exhibit a spiky profile 
along the material lines wliicli is consistent with their 
Rat spectrum at low wavenumbers. The Lagrangian 
velocity spectrum presen& also two discernible scal- 
ing regimes. 
By comparing the three geometric spectra with the 
energy spectrum in [B], we observe that their low 
wavenumber scaling regimes terminate at approxi- 
mately k = 40 and that hey correspond to both die 
inertial and viscous regimes of the latter., In addition. 
the apparent cut-off in the geometric specha is shiiled 
by approximately a decade toward the high wavenum- 
hers compared LO the cut-off in the energy speclrum 

The current turbulence model is inspired by pre- 
vious DNS studies of homogeneous, isolropic turbu- 
lence [9,15] that suggest the existence of coherent 
vorticity in the form of vortex tubes over all scales 
of motion. The model was sliown to reproduce key 
Navier-Stokes dynamics and kinematics [8,161 

However, it is not certain that Uie present results 
coincide with the phenomenology of voriex tubes in 
actual turbulence. This is because the latter tubes in- 
teract with Ihe incolierent bath of turbulent vorticity 
(inside which they reside) and as a consequence tlieir 
behaviour is modified. One way of addressing this is- 
sue is by noticing that i n  [I71 it was found that the 
coherent tubes OF the flow contained 73% of the to- 
tal flow entrophy and that the nonrecognizable back- 
ground vorticity contained the rest 27%. Therefoie, it 
is reasonable LO expect lhat various physical aspecw 
(lilce the ones investigated here) might be mostly detei- 
mined by the interactions between the coherent vortex 
swuctures (which are fully captured in our calculation) 
rather ~lian by the interactions between Uie tubes and 
the unorganized vorticity or the pure elfect of Ule lat- 
ter:, Certainly, this is the case To1 key quantities like 
energy spectra itnd vorticity pdl's as shown in 1171 In 

the same work (Figs. 1 and 4), it was also remarlted 
that the coherent vorticity is nearly indistinguishable 
from the total one. 

Admittedly, the above arguments are heuristic and 
only a future calculation of the same problem with 
DNS (accompanied by careful comparison of the two 
sets of results), could lead to definite conclusions. 
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